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I

INTRODUCTION

From the beginning

of civilization

death seems to have occupied

the question

human thinking.

one day he is going to die distinguishes

what man can expect after

Being

aware of the fact that

a human being

from other living

creatures.
after

It also seems to be human to expect that life will continue
l
death in one way or another ,
because belief in an afterlife

is found in almost all cultures
fading of belief
secularization

in heaven

and in all times2•

and its counterpart

people

seem to be looking

curity with regard to their afterlife.
terest in experiences

discussing

hell under the influence

seems to lead to a loss of all expectations

death. On the contrary,

spiritualistic

Not even the present

of people

phenamena4,

the Christian

for new ways to find se-

This could explain

the growing

who were on the brink of death3

and also the devastating
dogmas

of

of a life after

in-

and in

flood of literature

on this subjectS.

In these books the Old Testament

appears

to play a very small part when

(Books and articles listed in the Bibliography are refered
of the author followed by the year of publication.)

to by the name

Cf. the remark of M. Eliade, in Religious Encounters with Death, ed. F.E.
Reynolds and E.H. Waugh, London 1977, pp.20-21: "Death is inconceivable
if it is not related to a new form of being in some way or another, no
matter how this form may be imagined".
2

3

4

According to the famous anthropologist J. G. Frazer the question "whether
our conscious personality survives after death has been answered by almost all races of men in the affirmative. On this point sceptical or agnostic peoples are nearly, if not wholly, unknown" (Frazer 1913:1,33).
Cf. also F. Heiler, Unsterblichkeitsglaube
und Jenseitshofjnung in der
Geschichte der Religionen, Munchen 1950, p.5; H.W. Obbink, in Leven en
dood, Haarlem 1961, p.l; R. Cavendish, Visions of Heaven and Hell. London
1977, p.7.
Cf. E. Wiesenhutter, Blick naeh drUben: Selbsterfahrungen
im Sterben,
GUtersloh 1974; J.C. Hampe, Sterben ist doch ganz anders: Erfahrungen mit
dem eigenen Tod, Stuttgart 1975; R.A. Moody, Life After Life, Covington
1975.
Cf. ;:T. Hick, Death and Eternal Life, New York 1976, ch.VII.
E. g., G. Greshake and G. Lohfink,
Naherwartung-Auferstehung
- Unsterblichkeit, Freiburg 1975; P. Badham, Christian Beliefs about Life after
Death, London 1976; G. Bachl, Uber den Tod und das Leben danach , Graz
1980; A. Lapple, Der Glaube an das Jenseits, Aschaffenburg 1980; H. KUng,
Ewiges Leben?, Munchen 1982; Dexinger 1983; and Sonnemans 1984.

Introduction

2

it comes to defending

the hope for beatific

afterlife.

As KUng states:

Wer als Christ gewohnt ist, bedenkenlos das Alte Testament in einer angeblich heilsgeschichtlichen
Kontinuitat mit dem Neuen zu rezLpLeren,
mache sich klar, was das bedeutet: All die Vater Israels, Abraham,
Isaak und Jakob, Mose und die Richter, die Konige und die Propheten,
Jesaja, Jeremia und Ezechiel, gingen fur sich wie fur aIle anderen Menschen von einem solchen Ende in Dunkelheit aus - und doch haben sie
aus einem unerschutterlichen
Glauben an Gott gelebt und gehandelt. AIle
diese Juden - mehr als ein Jahrtausend - glaubten nieht an eine Auferstehung von den Toten, glaubten nicht an ein ewiges Leben im positiven
Sinn des Wortes, an einen "christlichen" Himmel. In imponierender Konsequenz konzentrierten
sie sich auf das Diesseits, ohne sich sehr um
diesef - in jedem Fall trUbe, dunkle, aussichtslose
- Jenseits zu klimmem ..

survey

of the history

of research

shared by most Old Testament

scholars.

vacuum"

with regard

in the Old Testament

ply that there is a tension
the later Jewish
also between

the religion

closest neighbour

an overview

topic and by studying
of the hereafter
Near East,

belief

of ancient

as it is attested

The aim of the present

Von Rad speaks

The last relatively

between

in beatific

Israel and the religion
in the ancient

imand

and probably

of the enormous
the relation

amount

between

of previous

ancient

research

Israelite

afterlife

the problem2•

wildering

complete

survey

on this

conceptions

in the ancient

most ancient

of the results

interpretation

gesis

right when

(Midrash)

that "beyond

apt to provide
itself.

the literary-critical
primitive

he

midrash

any immediate

Cf. Tromp

of the text. Vermes
Jewish way of exe-

exegetical

assistance,

II, 3rd ed., Munchen

1960,

midrash

link with Old Testa-

not misled by the analytical

tendency

the importance

of the spirit

that remain

and Scharbert

of

of

in which

these early interpretations

scrip-

we can get a

covered

in the

1970:349-360.380-

1969:1.

1979:25.

Cf. Brichto 1973:1, n.l: "Nothing short of a full monograph
justice to the history of interpretation
of this concept."

Leben?, pp.111-112.

The
but

E.g., Konig 1964:8-39 on the issue of Persian influence upon the Israelite belief in beatific afterlife and Wied 1967:7-18 on the origin of
the belief in the resurrection of the dead.

" Bailey

G. von Rad, Theologie des Alten Testaments,
p.372; cf. also Gese 1982:173.

meaning

school will fully appreciate

of the text. Dimensions

it is

exegesis.

is often neglected,

the closest historical

to a proper understanding

and

by giv-

of interpretation

of Old Testament

about the ancient

Spiess 1877:409-416. N6tscher 1926:6-9
397 only give annotated bibliographies.
2

emphases,

of their predecessors5•

of the Old Testament

Scholars

that the results

new investigations

of the history

states

on this

also have been the "be-

array of approaches,

from starting

of the studies

ture was compiled.,,6 By studying
better understanding

of research

only deal with parts of

but it might

it can be of great help to find the original
is certainly

ment tradition

Kung, Ewiges

surveys

to go back to the very beginning

is by nature

in Ugarit.

3,

contradictory

that kept scholars

In order to get a clear picture
necessary

of the history

may be due to the opinion

are well-known

and sometimes

ing an outline

REMARKS

in 18771• More recent

This situation
research

conclusions""

of its

city of Ugarit.

study is to shed some light on these problems

and the ideas about beatific

especially

This would

the Old Testament
afterlife

was written

of previous

of a "theological

to the afterlife2•

in this matter

and Christian

will show, this view is

OF INTERPRETATION

1.1. PRELIMINARY

subject

As the following

by giving

1. THE HISTORY

6 G. Vermes, in The Cambridge History of the Bible,
C.F. Evans, I, Cambridge 1970, pp.228-229.

would do

ed. P.R. Ackroyd

and

----

4

1. The History

text itself may have become
We also have to realize
the interpretation
objective

of Interpretation

explicit

1.2. Early Jewish

in later traditions.

Jewish

that the way we read the text is influenced

of former generations.

OUr viewpoint

as we think it is. In the history

we may find the roots of obscurities

is often not as

of interpreting

and conflicts

by

certain

in the present

texts

dis-

cussion of these texts.

conceptions

man beings

and Christian

are the belief

to the hope for beatific

afterlife.

AND BEATIFIC

AFTERLIFE

belief

immortality

TRADITIONS

form and clear-cut

concept

conceptions,

sometimes

portant

which

of the afterlife.
even exclude
herel.

of them are mentioned

the body was dominant
the conceptions

B.C. there did not exist a uni-

in Judaism,

The belief

in the resurrection

of the soul by stating

of the soul. It is usually

can be found in the writings

assumed

It can be called a "two-way theology"

3,

only two ways of life in this world:

the life of the righteous

to the principles

of pure religion

against God and his commandments.
continue

difthat

by Greek philosophy2.

of the community

because

of

it teaches

of Qumran.

that there are
according

and the life of the sinners who act
It is suggested

the righteous

will

after death, whereas

dead although

they seem to be living4.

that life on the way of
the sinners

Other important

of the beast

are already

elements

of the

J.M. Reese, Hellenistic Influence on the Book of
Rome 1970; Kellermann 1976:278-281. Against
emphasize the Hebrew background of this conception;
and De Savignac 1983:198.

1938:181;

Wisdom and its Consequences,
this some scholars
cf. Cox 1982:13-17
3

Cf. Nickelsburg

or any other element
mentioned3•

the contemporaneous

that men and beasts

belief

as

of a
Accordin the

are alike, because

the spirit of man goes upwards

goes down to the earth?" (Eccles 3:21). This

can be regarded as a rhetorical question indicating that there is no dif4
ference • From the New Testament we know that the Sadducees rejected the
belief

in the resurrection

Rabbinic
refusal

literature

(cf. Mark

the Samaritans

12:18 and Acts 23:8)

are several

5

and in the

times condemned

for their

to accept this dogma6•

Cf. A.F. Segal, "Heavenly Ascent in Hellenistic Judaism, Early Christianity and their Environment", ANRW 11,23,2, pp.1333-1394.

Der leidende Gerechte, Wlirzburg 1972; A. Goldberg, ErUJsung dux-en Leiden, Frankfurt 1978; and De Moor 1978B. According to

Cf. L. Ruppert,
Nickelsburg
conceptions

1972:170-171 one of the three main themes in the Jewish
of the afterlife in this period was "the story of the right-

eous manit.

Cf. N6tscher 1926:251; Hamp 1950:95-97; and Collins 1978:179-185.
Saracino is of the opinion that the idea of resurrection is mentioned
in Sirach 46:12.14; 48:13 and maybe also in 48:11 (cf. Saracino 1982),
but direct reference to this belief is lacking.
Cf. Moore 1927:292; Kellermann
and Schoors 19~3:156-157.
Cf. J. Ie Moyne, Les Sadduceens,

SUrveys of the Jewish conceptions of the afterlife in this period can
be found with Moore 1927:277-395; Buckers 1938:10-47.86-135;
Wied 1967:
53-109; Nickelsburg 1972; Wahle 1972; Sternberger 1973; Cavallin 1974
and 1979; Fischer 1978; and Martin-Achard
1981A:472-487.
2 Cf. Buckers

that in the

of Solomon

on the fundamentally

with regard to this element Judaism was influenced
A third approach

Only the most im-

but in the book of Wisdom

of life after death are based

ferent idea of the immortality

We meet a lot of different

each other.

ascent of hu-

in the same period

in life after death is not explicitly

both have to die and "who knows whether
and the spirit

Among the Jews of the last few centuries

5

in a heavenly

It is noteworthy

the idea of resurrection

ing to some scholars Kohelethcriticized

AND CHRISTIAN

Traditions

book of Wisdom of Jesus Sirach, which was written

positive

IN EARLY JEWISH

--------------~

-----------------

l

the book of Daniel,

1.2. THE OLD TESTAMENT

~

and the hope that the faithful may obtain beatific afterlife
the suffering of the righteous2. There was also scepticism with

through
regard

of afterlife

-

1972:144-169.

4 Cf. Nickelsburg 1972:165 and G. Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls:
Perspective, 2nd ed., London 1982, pp.186-187.

Qumran in

1976:280;
Paris

o.

Kaiser,

VuF 27(1982) ,77;

1972, pp.167-175.

and P. Billerbeck, Kommentar zum Neuen Testament aus
Talmud und Misdrasch, Mfrnchen 1922-1928, I, pp.551-552. The question
whether or not and from what time onwards the Samaritans accepted the
belief in the resurrection of the dead is a very complex problem. It
was only in the fourth century A.D. that this belief was clearly formulated in the Samaritan writings. It is not easy to find out what
their opinion was before that time, because all we know of that period stems from external sources (cf. Bowman 1955:68-69; H.G. Kippenberg, Garizim und Synagoge, Berlin 1971, pp.141-142; and S. Lowy, The
PrincipZes Of Samaritan BibZe Exegesis, Leiden 1977, p.21S). The role
of the sect of the Dositheans in this matter is very obscure. According to some scholars only these Dositheans or one of the two parties
with that name denied the belief in the resurrection
(cf. J.A. MontCf. H.L. Strack

6

1. The History

It is easy to understand
were forced to defend
especially

of Interpretation

that in this situation

themselves

by referring

soul is based

of Solomon

on Gen 1:26; for it is stated in Wisdom

who were on the brink

of death

Lord • . . will have compassion
to this compassion

being

their mother

points

the universe

who moulds

things.

Therefore

According

man at his birth

He, in his mercy,

23; cf. also v.28).

In IV Macc

by Deut 32: 36, "The
they trust

after death. When consoling

and plans the origin

of all

8:14, both dating
alive",

from

is used as

proof-text.
Texts

immortal

that

of the prophets

were used as well.

ch.3-5 of the book of Wisdom

of Solomon

Renaud has dem-

speaking

sools being with God are built up after the pattern

21. And according
death

to Amir the explanation

into this world

of a number

(cf. esp. 1:16) is based

of Old Testament

as proof-texts

texts,

of the

of Isa 57: 1-

on a midrash-like

viz. Isa 5:18

can be found in IV Macc 18:14(Isa

to the Writings

and IV Esdras

When Paul writes

(cf. Wisdom

exegesis

1:12); 28:

of prophetic

43:2).17(Ezek

texts

about the resurrection

of the dead, he points

(I Cor 15:12-14),

See Renaud

in the Book of Wisdom",

Patriarchs,

phenomenon.
which

(cf. also Luke

(Le.,

to another

of the graves

the world

ancient

This line of argu-

of Moses

10:6-8;

1:15; 10:143•

Here we have a tradition

and Talmud

existing
Jewish

heroes,

as can be found, e.g.,

Judah 25:1; Benjamin

16:22-23

'I am

He is not

of religious

seems, nevertheless,

It may have been part of folk religion

with no

to have been

Sanhedrin

90-91).

next to orthodox

folk custom,

Yahwism.

viz. the hon-

of holy men'.

formulation
Sanhedrin

of the Jewish dogma
X,1, "The following

to come): he who maintains
add: "according

of the resurrection
have no portion

of

therein

there is no resurrection".

to the Tora", but this is certainly

a

For the op~n~on that these words have been spoken by Jesus himself see
V. Taylor, The Gospel aaaording to St. Mark, London 1955, pp.480-481;
J. Jeremias, NeutestamentZiahe
Theologie, I, 2nd ed., Gutersloh 1973,
pp.199-200; and R. Pesch, Das Markus -Evangelium, II, Freiburg 1977,
pp.235ff.; against R. Bultmann, Gesahiahte der Synoptisahen Tradition,
8th ed., G6ttingen 1970, p.25 and E. Haenchen, Der Weg Jesu, 2nd ed.,
Berlin 1969, p.411.

first to

but he also quotes

1977.

"The Figure of Death

(Mark 12:26-27)2.

in the prominence

18:23; The Assumption

firm roots in the Old Testament

can also be found in IV Macc 18: 16 (Prov 3:18)

of Jesus Christ

13:16-17;

This is a very interesting

Some manuscripts

uses Exod 3:6

have you not read in the

in the life after death,

of the Twelve

IV Macc 5:37; 7:19;

The classical

Jesusl

about the bush, how God said to him,

to belief

the patriarchs,

the dead is Mishna

raised,

0

with the Sadducees

(Mark 12:18-27)

and the God of Isaac and the God of Jacob'?

ment seems to be related

ouring

in

37:3) and

gomery, The Samaritans, 1907 (rpt. New Yo~k 1968), p.263 and MacDonald
1964:376, n.l). According to Parvis, however, "it was undoubtedly due
to Dosithean influence that the Samaritans as a whole came in time to
embrace this concept" (J .D. Parvis, in Traditions in Transformation:
Turning Points in Bibliaal Faith, Fs F.M. Cross, ed. J.D. Levenson and
B. Halpern, Winona Lake 1981, p.341).

Y. Amir,
178.

in the passage

It can be compared

where is thy victory?

In the conversation

of the dead

"as for the dead being

the God of Abraham,

4:35 (Prov 7:27).

the resurrection

2

as a proof-text:

in this book of the coming',of

25; Prov 8:36; and Job 17:42• More direct quotations

references

is thy sting?'."

in The Testament

7

viz. Isa 25:8 and Hos 13:14 when he writes

up in victory.' '0 death,

about the resurrection

book of Moses,

Traditions

"Then shall come to pass the saying that is written:

rather widespread

from the books

onstrated

death, where

especially

of self." (II Macc 7:

"I kill and I make

of the prophets,

I Cor 15:54b-55,

and Christian

God of the dead, but of the living."
of

will give you back life and breath

18:18 and IV Esdras

A.D., Deut 32:39,

them,

"It is the Creator

again, since now you put his laws above all thought

the first century

2: 23 that God "made

Apparently

in God the creator:

some words

'Death is swallowed
of the human

to II Macc 7: 6 the

are comforted

on his servants".

continued

to belief

parties
tradition,

this.

the idea of immortality

man in the image of his own immortality".
martyrs

the different

to their common

the Tora. A few examples may illustrate

In the book of Wisdom

1.2. Early Jewish

JJS 30 (1979) ,154-

2

Cf. F. Dreyfus, "L'argument scripturaire de Jesus en faveur de la resurrection des morts (Marc XII,26-27)", RB 66(1959),213-224
and D.M.
Cohn-Sherbock,
"Jesus' Defense of the Resurrection of the Dead", JSNT
11 (1981) ,64-73.
Cf. Cavallin 1974:206ff.; 1979:324: "Eine besondere Stellung in der
Jenseitshoffnung
nehmen die Erzvater Israels ein. Die Uberzeugung von
ihrem unsterblichen Leben war grundlegend."
See on this subject Moore 1927:288-289
in this connection of folk religion.

and J. Jeremias

1958 who speaks

8

1. The History

later addition

to the original

by the controversy
Samaritans,
books

text1•

in this matter

who would

illustrated

1.2. Early Jewish

was probably

which

and maybe
are taken

inspired
also the

from the

the Rabbis used the Tora to prove

of the dead is announced

by the following

been taught:

This addition

with the Sadducees

only accept proof-texts

of Moses. The way in which

the resurrection

of Interpretation

passage

R. Simai said: Whence

in the Holy Scriptures

of Talmud

Sanhedrin

that

can be

90b: "It has

do we learn resurrection

And I also have established

to give them the land of Canaan

that this last text is considered

(Exod 6:4):

'to give them' (personally);

as decisive.

Simai and the saying of Jesus

according

from the Torah.,,2. The Rabbis

to it as well.

thus resurrec-

also used texts

from the
belief

Prophets

and the Writings,

because

they were convinced

in afterlife

Simai stated,

that "there is no fragment
the resurrection

Sanhedrin

The same methods

with the

the belief

in the resurrection

of exegesis

of the dead Chris-

referred

in the first place

to the New Testament

and es-

of the dead" (Sifre Deut 306). And
like Paul in I Cor 15, to the resurrection

of Christ.

There

are

90b continues:

Sectarians3
asked Rabban Gamaliel: Whence do we know that the Holy
One, blessed be He, will resurrect the dead? He answered them from
the Torah, the Prophets, and the Hagiographa, yet they did not accept
it (as conclusive proof). 'From the Torah': for it is written, And
the Lord said unto Moses, Behold, thou shalt sleep with thy fathers
and rise up (again) (Deut 31:16). 'But perhaps', said they to him,
'(the verse reads), and the people will rise up?' 'From the prophets':
as it is written, Thy dead men shall live, together with my dead body
shall they arise. Awake and sing, ye that dwell in the dust: for thy
dew is as the dew of herbs, and the earth shall cast out its dead.
(Isa 26:19). But perhaps this refers to the dead whom Ezekiel resurrected? 'From the Hagiographa':
as it is written, And the roof of thy

Cf. Le Moyne, Les Sadduceens,
2

in connection

from the Holy Scriptures
pecially,

so Talmud

was "not very different.

In defending

tian theologians
that does not indicate

1

of the fact, as
were used.

Rabbi

to Mark 12:26-27 is

'(to
In the early church the use of the Old Testament

tion is proved

It was used

with them
related

give) you' is not said, but

9

from the To-

my covenant

also by Rabbi
(sc. the Patriarchs)

Traditions

mouth, like the best wine of my beloved, that goeth down sweetly,
causing the lips of those that are asleep to speak (Cant 7:9). But
perhaps it means merely that their lips will move, even as R. Jochanan said: If a halachah is said in any person's name in this world,
his lips speak in the grave, as it is written, causing the lips of
those that are asleep to speak? (Thus he did not satisfy them) until
he quoted this verse, which the Lord sware unto your fathers to give
them (Deut 11:21); not to you, but to them is said; hence resurrection is derived from the Torah.
It appears

rah? - From the verse,

and Christian

pp.169-170

and Cavallin

1974:175-176.

Translated in Hebrew-English
Edition of the Babylonian Talmud: Sanhedrin, ed. I. Epstein, London 1969. For a survey of the Rabbinical texts
within this framework see Strack-Billerbeck,
II, pp.893-897.
According to Le Moyne, p.172 and Strack-Billerbeck,
p.893 these "sectarians" are Sadducees. In a note to this text in the edition of Epstein
it is stated that this term is used as a designation of Judeo-Christians. The importance of the debate would lay "in the fact the Christians maintained that the resurrection of the dead was consequent upon
the resurrection of Christ; this doctrine of course would be weakened
if it could be shown that resurrection was already taught in the Torah".
This, however, is not very likely, because Paul and also Jesus himself
already referred to the Law and the Prophets to prove the resurrection.
The way in which the texts are interpreted according to Talmud Sanhedrin by these "sectarians" shows that they were probably Sadducees,
who prefer a literal interpretation of the texts.

some instructive

passages

to the Corinthians

for this in the first

letter of Clement

of Rome

(96 A.D.):

Let us consider, beloved, how that the Lord is continually proving to
us the resurrection that is to be, the firstfruits of which he constituted by raiSing the Lord Jesus Christ from the dead. Let us look,
beloved, at the resurrection which takes place regularly. Day and
night show us a resurrection:
the night goes to rest, the day arises;
the day departs, night comes on. Let us take the crops. How and in
what manner does the sowing take place? 'The sower went forth' and
cast each of the seeds into the ground. These fallon
the ground dry
and bare, and decay. Then the greatness of the Lord's providence
raises them up from the decay, and from the one many grow up and bear
fruit. (I Clement 24)2
This proof

derived

of God's creation

from the comparison
appears

with the cycle of nature

to be very popular

(cf. already

as part

I Cor 15:35-44).

See on the belief in beatific afterlife in the early church amongst
others W. Haller, "Die Lehre von der Auferstehung des Fleisches", ZThK
2(1892) ,274-342; La resurrection de la chair, Paris 1962, pp.165-282;
H.A. Wolfson, "Immortality and Resurrection in the Philosophy of the
Church Fathers", in Immortality and Resurrection,
ed. K. Stendahl, New
York 1965, pp.54-96; H. Mertens, "De relativiteit van traditionele
beelden", TTh 10(1970),382-404;
J.J. Thierry, Opstandingsgeloofin
de
vroeg-christelijke
kerk , Amsterdam 1978; and P. Stockmeier, "Patristische Literatur und kirchliche Lehrdokumente
als Zeugen der historischen
Entwicklung der Lehre von Himmel, Holle, Fegefeuer und Jfulgstem Gericht",
in Dexinger 1983:41-56.
For the translation of this and the following texts of I Clement
W.K. Lowther Clarke, The First Epistle of Clement, London 1937.

see
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of Interpretation

1.2. Early Jewish

It can also be found in the Acts of Paul 8:III,24ff.

(Apol. 48,8f.) and Augustine
is the comparison

(De quantitate

with the growing

13). The same metaphor

literature

The first letter of Clement

belief

in the resurrection

(cf. Talmud

A.D. with regard

of the dead:

27:7b

(according

to the LXX);

88:11b;

118:24a:

In a second

of Isa 26:20; Ezek 37:12 and maybe

"All the generations

in love according

little while,

of God. For it is written:

until my wrath

and anger pass,

and raise you from your tombs'." (I Clement
With regard

to the afterlife

texts on certain

subjects

Very clear examples

Quirinius,

in so-called

minion

19:10-11;

was foretold

Testimonia.

cited only
again. Rel-

Such lists of proof-

were already used in the first century A.D.2

Jesus Christ's

6; 16:10 and 30; his resurrection
and Exod

the good day

victory

to Cyprian

Ad

over death is proved by Ps 3:

after three days is proved

that the resurrected
according

in Cyprian's

Christ

acquired

in Dan 7:13-14;

(cf. Matt 12:39-40).
of a dead person

Generally

remained

of the church4,

who contested
The Sadducees

A.D.) wanted

the validity

had their successors.

to distinguish
bliss

between

and

he also refuted

life can only have a spiritual

the Manichaeans
knew nothing

Marcion

from

the dis-

are restricted

knows

to

of the latter

the resurrection

god

of the

form. Next to Marcion

(third century A.D.) who maintained

of beatific

of

(second

after death to the faithful,and

the Old Testament

Inspired by gnosticism

derived

the god who sent Jesus Christ

to Marcion

patriarchs

the resur-

practical

of the proof

this life. According

can mention

speaking,

this view was not likely

but whose bleSSings

Heavenly

he

on that day

teaching

purely

the world,

only.

Finally,

after contact

"Thus you, who are thrown on the

tant god who created

body.

and who

On the other hand there have always been students

the Old Testament.
century

of the

and rising

with the story of Jo-

about the Old Testament

the dogmas

the Holy Scriptures
a

As in

of the netherworld"

things did not change much.

and who will give heavenly

was usually

can be found in the third century

11,24-26.

to be criticized.

8:111,24-323•

of Christ, will be raised

of the dead. As long as exegesis

only had to support

at the visita-

to prove that Jesus Christ had to die and then be resurrected
evant texts were collected

away,

(111,582).

in the resurrection

body".

there was not the least doubt
rection

50: 3-4) .

the Old Testament

(·11Kgs 13:21):

refers to Gen 5:24;

to the dying

also makes a connection

and the spirit

11

in the resurrection

is compared

the story of the revivification

In later centuries

also of Ps

and I remember

(second century A.D.)

The resurrection

of Elisha

Cyprian

of the belief

had lost "not even a hair or an eyelid"

is

'Enter into thy chambers

defence

Traditions

and Ps 84:2-3

X,l those who do not believe

with an undamaged

of I Cle-

4:11.14

nah, who was raised by God "from the deepest

with the bones

to the grace of God

live in the abode of the godly; who will be made manifest

~lishna Sanhedrin

body and the bones

of Ps

from Adam unto this day have passed

but those who have been perfected

tion of the Kingdom

'And thou

fragment

Christian

is found in the Acts of Paul

mentions

all these things'."

and 139:18b or 23:4. The second

from Ps 3:6 and the last from Job 19:261•
ment we find quotations

'And thou

seems to be a combination

A very interesting

resurrection

of Solomon

of the seed and the writer

of the

to thee.' And 'I laid me down and

The first quotation

For the general

Wisdom

dead are condemned.

of the use of the

to the defence

I rose up, for thou art with me.' And again Job says:

26:2-3).

and

90b-91a).

"For it says somewhere:

shalt raise up the flesh of mine which hath borne
(I Clement

Ezek 37:11-14;

L.8,

4:40ff.

Sanhedrin

also gives some examples

in the first century

shalt raise me up and I will confess
slept.

Ad Autolycum

1,19 and Theophilus,

was used in II Macc 7:22 and IV Esdras

also in the later Rabbinical

Old Testament

animae 33,76). Related to this

of a child out of the seed of a man in

womb(cf. Justinus, Apol.,

the mother's

1
and Ps 110:1-3 •

and with Tertullian

and Christian

we

that the

afterlife.

by Hos 6:2;

everlasting

do-

Cf. MPL IV, cols.716-718; the numbers
to the numbering of the MT.

Isa 33:10-113;

of the texts

are given according

Cf. MPL IV, cols.762-763.
Cf. Thierry,

Opstandingsgeloof,

Cf. J. Danielou,

Cf. Neutestamentliche
Apokr:yphen, ed. E. Hennecke and W. Schneemelcher,
II, TUbingen 1963, p.260 and A. Hilhorst, in Apokriefen van het Nieuwe
Testament, ed. A.F.J. Klein, I, Kampen 1984, pp.185-186.

p.185.

Etudes d'exegese

judeo-chretienne,

The text according to MPL IV, col.717 gives
this has to be corrected into 33:10-11.

Paris

Isa 30:10-11,

1966, p.l0.
but probably

4

Cf. E. Flesseman-van Leer, Tradition and Scripture in the Early Church,
Assen 1957 and R.P.C. Hanson, "Biblical Exegesis in the Early Church",
in The Cambridge Histor:y of the Bible, I, pp.412-453; esp. p.453.
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The official
scholars

church

regarded

who defended

cion was Tertullian.
resurrection

such opinions

the dogmas

In his De resurreetione

and also from the miracle
and then healthy

to Deut 32:39(ch.28,5);

again

proof-texts.

and 54,5);

to a certain

scholars

afterlife.

could easily be connected

beatific

afterlife.

mentions

twenty

ferring

This phenomenon

but this

did

for this not
Ps 163;

are often quoted

a new meaning

with belief

in resurrection

has been described

by Sawyer',

passages

rection

of the dead and the hope for beatific

Cf. H. auf der Mauer, "Zur Deutung
41(1980) ,401-418.

afterlife

of many texts in the Old Testament,

or beatific

enon in translations

in order to clarify

afterlife.

in the resur-

led not only to
but also to alter-

the assumed

We can expect

of the Old Testament,

reference

to find this phenom-

but it can also be observed

in

49;
1.3.1 THE TARGUMIM

more

"to
and

Alterations

who

justified

as re-

translations

pp.111-121.

von Ps 15 (16) in der alten Kirche" ,

Bijdragen

• Sawyer 1973; cf. also Chmiel 1979; Fuglister 1983:39-40 and Koenig 1983:177f.
According to the canonical approach to the Old Testament, as propagated
especially by B.S. Childs, Introduetion to the Old Testament as Seripture, London 1979, this new meaning is of prime importance to the proper
understanding of the text; cf. also Sawyer 1973:229.
Sawyer 1973:230, n.2: Deut 32:39; I Sam 2:6; I Kgs 17:22; Isa 26:14.19;
53:11; 66:24; Ezek 37:10; Hos 6:2; Ps 1:5; 16:19(read 16:10!); 17:15;
49:16; 72:16; 73:24; 88:11; Job 14:12; 19:25-27; and Dan 12:2. See with
regard to the interpretation
in Rabbinical literature of the word "life"
in biblical texts also D.J. van Uden, "'Als je leven zoekt': De interpretatie van het woord 'leven' in Ps 16,11 in de rabbijnse li teratuur" ,
Bijdragen 41(1980) ,386-400.

to the text of the Old Testament

in free translations

centuries
century

Etudes d'exegese judeo-ehretienne,

on the belief

to the

"to risel!,

in the MT that could have been understood
to the resurrection of the deads.

Cf. Dani€lou,

TEXTS

the MT itself.

Cf. K.A.D. Smelik, "The Witch of Endor: I Samuel 28 in Rabbinic and
Christian Exegesis Till 800 AD", Vigiliae Christianae 33 (1979) ,160-179.
The reality of the appearing of Samuel after his death is taken to be
important for the belief in the reality of the resurrection of Christ.
2

OF OLD TESTAMENT

that the emphasis

ations to the texts themselves

They found proof

giving

There is reason to assume

to resurrection

the resurrec-

text are based on the occurrence of words like "to live",
awake", which

1.3. REVISIONS

re-interpretations

reality.

texts like I Sam 281; Isa 26:19; Ezek 372;

Such re-interpretations

26:

as one. of the

teaching

73; and Dan 12, but also in many other texts, which
or less ad sensum.

26:19(ch.31,16);

of the first centuries

not have the least doubt about the Old Testament

only in well-known

He also refers

that it is a metaphor,

that most Christian

that the

the deeds of

of the hand of Moses which was

Ezek 37 is regarded

He admits

tion of the dead and beatific

he states

(Exod 4:4-7) (ch.28,1).

would have no sense if it did not point
We can conclude

mortuorum

One of the

the attack by Mar-

from the proverbs,

Isa 25:8(ch.47,13

20 (ch. 17,4); and Ezek 37 (ch.29-30).
most important

as heresies.

of the church against

of the flesh can be proved

the prophets,
made leprous

of Interpretation

to start this investigation
have their origin

B.C.

B.C. Because

the current

language

the original

As could be expected,
belief

Targumim
original

l
.

Sometimes

in the last

Hebrew

The Targumim

Targumim,

which

anymore,

which was

was used to

can be devided
are known

text, then the so-called

for

Babylonian

translation.
to the text influenced

by the

of the dead can be found in the Palestinian

these revisions

text, as in Gen 19:26 where

into a pillar

biblical

Often the opportunity

most alterations

in the resurrection

worship

for them into Aramaic,

text.

of the Hebrew

with a more literal

it seems to be

These Aramaic

we know date from the first

most Jews did not understand

first the Palestinian

their free rendering
Targumim

Targumim

in this period.

likely to be found

with the Targumim.

had to be translated

or paraphrase

into two groups;

are most

For this reason

in the Jewish public

The oldest written

the Holy Scriptures

explain

of the Old Testament.

of salt. The Targum

concern

casual

remarks

added to the

it is said that Lot's wife changed

adds here:

"until the day of the r'i!sur-

Cf. Caval lin 1974:186-192; Rodriguez Carmona 1978 and 1983; references
are cited here from the Palestinian Targum of the Pentateuch called
Targum Neofiti I (cf. Neophyti I: Targum Palestinense Ms de l-aBibUoteea Vatieana, ed. A. Diez Macho, Madrid 1968-1979).
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rection of the dead".
rejection

of Esau:

of Interpretation

In Gen 25:34 we find a kind of explanation

"Thus Esau despised

his birthright

resurrection

of the dead he despised

Exod20:18it

is said of the sound of the trumpet

the

theophany

of

Sinai

that

this

will

dust and to dust you shall return",
postmortal

judgement

by adding

and concerning

urrection

the

revive

the

is connected

up", refers

as it was heard during
de ad;

Gen 3: 19,

and

paraphrasing

in the Targum by "translating"

is

it as "I kill thE! living

in this world and make alive the dead in the world to come".
way Deut 33: 6a, "May Reuben
of the translator;

in this world,

In the same

live and not die", has been adapted

for here we read in the Targum:

and not die in the second

(death) in which

to the

"May Reuben
the wicked

ably directed

Carmona

against

the Sadducees.

long to the period before
blished.

And because

the belief

die

temple

3

Carmona

in the Palestinian

that texts like Gen 25:34 were probThis would

imply that these texts be-

in the resurrection

the way in which the resurrection

Targum does not contradict
driguez

remarks

translations

the early Jewish writings

thinks of a date before

had been estais described

in the

on this subject,

the destruction

Ro-

of the second

•

Traces

tions in the Babylonian
prophets

contains

and satisfy
were changed

life". We can also mention
return and dwell beneath

in the resurrection
Targumim

a number

can be found in the transla-

as well. The Targum Jonathan

of revisions

and additions

of the

referring

1978:30-51 Esau is portrayed
of Gen 4:8 on Cain.

to res-

Rodriguez

Carmona

1978:168-169.

"to eternal

my shadow".

According

to the Targum

this shadow

"they shall live in the shade of their MesAs in

the Palestinian

33:6a, the idea of the second death, which

my chosen,

of Hos 14:8, "They shall

Targum

is irrevocable,

of Deut

has been added

text, "your name shall be used as an oath by

and the Lord YHWH shall give you over to death; but his ser-

vants he shall call by another name", has been revised

kill you with the second death; but his servants,
call by another name". The combination

into "you shall

and the Lord Elohim

shall

the righteous,

shall he

of the giving of a new name op-

posed to the second death also occurs in Rev 2:11.17;
an indication of the age of this Targumic tradition2•

3:12. This may be

Hos 6:2, "After two days He will revive us; on the third day He will
raise us up, that we may live before

Him", is clarified

"He will revive us in the days of the consolation,
on the day of the resurrection

up, that we may live before
probably

Christians.

By leaving

the background

out the reference
of Jesus Christ

in the Targum:
shall come in

of the dead He will raise us

Him". The revision

has to be seen against

which

of the original

text

of the discussion

with

to the third day a connection

is no longer possible3•

here as a

2 Gen 3:19 was the most important proof-text used by the Samaritans after
they had accepted the dogma of the resurrection of the dead in the
fourth century A.D. (see on the Samaritan conceptions of afterlife Bowman 1955; MacDonald 1964:372-376; R.J. Coggins, Samaritans and Jews,
Oxford 1975, pp.144-145). Just as in the Palestinian Targum the original text has been adapted in the Samaritan Pentateuch; for here we
read: "to your dust you shall return". This text was interpreted as a
promise of a life in the hereafter in the same physical state and form
as before death; cf. M. Gaster, The Samaritans, London 1925, p.88 and
Bowman 1955:66-67.
3

made clear that I Sam

down to Sheol and raises

into "and thy body will enjoy everlasting
here the paraphrase

siah, and the dead shall live".

with the resurrection
According to Rodriguez Carmona
Sadducean; cf. also the Targum

15

your desire with good things and make your

is. the shadow of the Messiah:

the future;
of the belief

Texts

by adding to the last words

leave your name for a curse unto my chosen,

With regard to the date of these Aramaic
Rodriguez

strong",

in Isa 65: 15. The original
live

in the world to come".

Targumim,

The translator

to life; He brings

to the afterlife

you continually
bones

"but from the dust you will rise to account
of Targumic

of Old Testament

life". For the same reason the last words of Isa 58: 11, "YHWH will guide

"you are

with resurrection

afterlifel.

and beatific

2:6, "YHWH kills and brings

of the famous text Deut 32: 39, "I kill and I make alive".

This is explained

belief

of the

the life in the world to come" 1. In

for the things you have done,,2. A good example
the rendering

1.3. Revisions

Cf. Rodriguez

Carmona

The BibZe in Aramaic,

1978:140-153; for the text of this Targum
ed. A. Sperber, II-In, Leiden 1959-1962.

see

Cf. P.-M. Bogaert, "La 'seconde mort' a l'epoque des t-annaimv, in Theodorides 1983:199-207; esp. pp.205-206. Bogaert mentions in this connection also the Targum of Isa 22:14; 65:6; and Jer 51:39.57.
Cf. G. Delling, ThWNT II, p.952; the same phenomenon can be observed
in Targumic translations of texts which were interpreted as referring
to the Messiah (cf. De Moor 1978B). This probably started in the
second century A.D. (Cf. De Moor, Ibid., p.109).
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of Interpretation

1.3. Revisions

"He raises
erence
1. 3.2. THE

SEPTUAGINT

VERS ION

them that are lost". Compared

It is quite

obvious

that interpretative

in the resurrection

this translation
Jewish

exegesis

can be regarded

possible

This is very clear in the addition
according
whereas

3.

may have been inspired

thinking

Also the belief

to Ps 66(=LXX

to the LXX this Psalm is called

To the last words

of Jewish

left its traces

the Mr only speaks of "a Psalm".

translation
life"

B.C.I.

in this period

in the light of the

to connect

the original

and

tive statement:

in the translation2•

65) :1. In the heading

the Greek text of Job 5:11, unlike

"a Psalm of resurrection",

25-26.
life:

in the Greek

"who quickens

my soul in

the LXX adds: "It is written

that he will

rise again with those whom the Lord raises up".
A special
cording

study of the way in which

to the belief

of the future life ac-

has influenced

of the book of Job in the LXX, was made by Gard4•
evaluate

his conclusions.

According

as fact in the LXX of Job 5:11;
plied

in 3:21-22;

4:20; and 7:9-10;

would have been described

which

and conditions

in 3:13-14;

texts of the first category

we already

is a clear case of a pious

It may be worthwhile

to Gard future

14:14; and 42:17;

6:10;

revision

it would have been imin the future

life

Of the

the LXX of Job 42:17

of the original

lIb, "Those who mourn are lifted to safety",

to

life has been stated

14:22; and 40:13.

mentioned

the text

is rendered

text. Job 5:
in the LXX as

Cf. the remark of Wevers, who is one of the experts in this field: "Es
kommt also darauf an, dass man die Bucher der Septuaginta als alten
Zeugnisse judischer Exegese untersucht und sie als solche auffasst."
(J.W. Wevers, TheoZogische Rundschau NF 22(1954) ,182).

"If a man should

The MT does not clearly

should

come",

into a posiaccom-

I.

in this connection

Job 19:

speak of hopes with regard to the after-

is more explicit

in this regard3:

For I know that He is eternal
who is about to deliver me upon the earth;
to raise my skin that has endured these things.
For these things have been accomplished to me of the Lord.
In some important

codices we even read at the beginning

raise up my body".

In the Greek translation

have been clarified
lowing verse,

by taking

thus connecting

of the body. According

of v.26:

the original

the last word of v.25

as a reference

to the Greek translator

translated

with

'l~J.n

Cf. Septuaginta,
ed. A. Ralphs, II, Stuttgart 1935, p.66.
this text Ralphs speaks of a Christian interpolation.

See on this translation

with "to

as a pars pro toto and

of the verb ilTn1O( may have been fur-

thered by the fact that this word also Occurs

3

reading

to the resurrection

th~ second part of v.26

was interpreted

"me". The dropping

to

(C1V') with the fol-

runs from 19vJ until ill 'IN. As in 1:5 the verb 'lvJ is translated
The difficult

"He shall

text appears

it with "my skin". As the variant

shows, this could only be interpreted

Cf. also Prijs,
ing parallel in
tion in the MT,
answer can only
workst wonders".

remarks by H.M. Or lin sky , HUCA 28(1957) ,71.

in

I know my avenger lives:
afterwards he shall stand upon the dust.
After my skin has thus been flayed
and without my flesh I shall see God.2

See on this particular subject G. Bertram, ThWNT II, pp.835-856; Buckers 1938:107-108; L. Prijs, Jildische Tradition in der Septuaginta,
Leiden 1948, pp.67-75; Cavallin 1974:108; and in general also I.L. Seeligmann, "Indications of Editorial Alteration and Adaptation in the
Massoretic Text and the Septuagint", VT 11 (1961) ,201-221.

Gard 1954; cf. the critical

Hebrew

also

the question

die, he shall live again, having

that Gard did not mention

2

In a note to

has changed

the days of his life. I will wait till I exist again."

accomplish".
I

the original

of the dead. This holds

"If a man should die, shall he live again? All the

The LXX, however,

the concept

of the Greek translators

in the resurrection

I would wait till my release

It is remarkable

of the book of Job, "And Job died, an old man,

and full of days" (Job 42:17),

plished

This addition

by v.9a,

text,

days of my service

in after-

17

to the LXX text of 42: 17 the ref-

true for the LXX of Job 14:14. The translator

in the LXX as well, because

as a document

in the last centuries

life as it was common

readings

can be expected

Texts

to the hope in God after death is less clear, but it is certainly

text, with the belief

belief

of Old Testament

in v.27. All this shows

Jildische Tradition,

pp.71-73 who points to an interestthe Syriac version of Ps 88:11a. Instead of the ques"Dost Thou work wonders for the dead?", to which the
be "no!", the Syriac version reads "For the dead Thou
section

3.5.2.2.

Cf. G. Bertram, ThWNT II, pp.855-856;
493; and Cavallin 1974:106.

below.

Buckers

1938:107;

Tournay

1962:
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that the Hebrew

text used by the Greek translator

Gard concludes

that there appears

Greek translator
to Orlinsky

to introduce

he disregards

idea of a beatific
into account,

of Interpretation

point of view"l.

have not been corrected2•

that the Greek translator

the

We have to take

probably

correct or adapt the text of the Holy Scripture

Thy dead shall live again;
my bodies shall rise.
Awake and shout with joy,
o dwellers in the dust!
For thy dew is honey-dew
and the earth shall bring

According

rejecting

whenever

explained

it pleased

him.

The Greek translator

to the resurrection

of the dead and beatific

life, someone might have' felt free and justified

It was noted
different

clearer

mentioned

39; I Sam 25:29; Ezek 37:1-14;

"associative

to most texts of the second and
also to Gen 6:34; De~t 32:

Ps 1:5; 21 (=LXX 20) :7; 22 (=LXX 21) :305;

138) :18; 140(=LXX

3:18; 12:28; and 15:24; and furthermore
way or another the promise of life7•

to all

139r.146;

By changing
become

to which the Hebrew

rare '7'!;lI:J and connected

texts that contain in one

as a free translation

This can be illustrated

by the rend"ring

which

of Isa 26:

Gard 1954:143; cf. also G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob, KAT XVI, Gutersloh
1963, p.56: "Der iibersetzer
••.
geht von der Gewissheit eines zuklinftigen Lebens aus und begrusst den Tod, weil der Glaube an eine Auferstehung besteht, die Gott dem Hiob und den Auserwiililten gewiilirt.".
He
men'cions in this connection the same texts as Gard (except 3:13-14).

the translator

judgement

negatively

Another
belief

he then translated

it was translated

to the
O'N91

in v.14 positively

•

interpretative

in beatific

rendering

afterlife

with his knowledge",
deliver

whereas

the

(from the verb

this verse as referring

after death. For this reason

as "ungodly",
II

in the last sen-

did not understand

it with the "fall" of the wicked

"to fall"). Thus he could interpret

double

tends

The change of meaning

Perhaps

read: "After the travail
1

of

text is referring:

into "the dead" in the first line the text has
statement.

tence is also remarkable.

79J,

Job 33:30; Prov

"thy dead"

a more general

as "physicians

The LXX of the bock of Isaiah is known
to be interpretative6•

it a little

may have a meaning

of the different

by Gard and probably

139(=LXX

in changing

translation

text, because

fields" of the words used 3. This applies

49 (=LXX 48) :10.16;

1

to give a clearer picture

The dead shall rise
and those who are in the tombs shall be raised,
and those who are in the earth shall rejoice.
For thy dew heals them,
but the land of the ungodly shall perish.

after-

to the readers.

above that also a literal

from the original

third category

forth the shades.

seems to have wanted

to assume that only when the text lends itself to be

as pointing

to make its meaning

Texts

could not just
the resurrection

It is more plausible

of Old Testament

19. In the MT we read:

on the part of the

the fact that clear statements

afterlife

however,

was the same as the MT.

to be a "tendency

a theological

1.3. Revisions

which might point

to the translator's

can be found in Isa 53:11.

In the MT we

of his soul he shall see. He shall be satisfied

whereas

the LXX renders:

him from the travail

(him) with understanding".

"And the Lord wills

to

of his soul, to show him light, to form

Compared

with the MT the LXX has changed the

subject

2

H.M. Orlinsky,
Cf. Sawyer

HUCA 32(1961) ,421-429;

Cf. Prijs, Judische Tradition,
Cf. Tournay
6

cf. also JQR 28(1937-1938) ,67.

1973:219.
pp.74-75.

1962:501-502.

ThWNT II, pp.853-856

2
•

support

It is, however,

many scholars

easier

to explain

take this to be the original
why this object was added than

why it would have been left out. Moreover,
text according

to the MT is totally

in the rest of Deutero-Isaiah

See on this translation

and ZAW 54(1936) ,165.

I.L. Seeligmann, The Septuagint Version of Isaiah: A Discussion Of
its Problems, Leiden 1948; Van der Kooij 1981:33-34; and H. Wildberger,
Jesaja, BK X/3, Neukirchen-Vluyn
1982, pp.1519-1520.

Cf.

this strong textual
text

With regard to Ps 21:7; 139:18; and 140:14 Grundmann remarks: "Eine Reihe von Psalmaussagen, die im Hebraischen Text von der Kultgemeinschaft
zwischen Gott und Mensch reden, haben moglicherweise
in der Septuaginta
einen Uber sie hinaus fUhrenden Sinne und meinen die Gemeinschaft des
ewigen Lebens mit Gott." (W. Grundmann, ThWNT VII, p. 780) •
Cf. G. Bertram,

and added an object to the verb "to see", viz. "the light". The
same addition is found in the Qumran scrolls 1QIsa and 1QISb. Because of

2

Cf. W.H. Brownlee,

Special Attention
3 Cf. W.A.M. Beuken,

the use of this verb in the

in accordance

with the way it is used

(cf. Isa 49:7)3. Furthermore,

section

3.5.1.4.

"to see" is

below.

The Meaning of the Qumran Scrolls for the Bible with
to the Book of Isaiah, New York 1964, pp.226-227.
Jesaja, lIB, POT, Nijkerk

1983, pp.191.230-231.
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explained

in the text according

vant shall nnderstand
sage contains

to the MT by the following

the meaning

a quite different

has put his servant

1.3. Revisions

of Interpretation

of his suffering.

message.

line: the Ser-

In the LXX this pas-

It states that after the Lord

to death He will show him the light, that is, bring

original

text,

by identifying

replaced

mention

here the LXX of Isa 65:22, which

clarifies

"Like the days of a tree shall the days of my people
this tree with the tree of life. This is clearly

cence of Gen 2:9 and points

to a time when death

the

be",

a reminis-

the Massoretes

the original

the text into a firm statement
man and beast:

the spirit

the spirit

of the beast

tury A.D.

21

by articles.

In this way

about the difference

of man goes upward

in des-

(after death),

goes down to the earthl.

In some cases the consonant-text
a rule such alterations

Texts

Eccl 3:21. They appear to have

particles

tiny between

seems to have been adapted

have to be dated before

as well. As

the end of the first cen-

to find a terminus post quem. The compari-

It is more difficult

son with the versions

shall be no more.

have pnnctuated

interrogative

they changed

whereas

him to life again.
We can, finally,

way in which

of Old Testament

may be of some help here, but usually we have to

The LXX of the book of Proverbs, which is known to be a rather free
translationl, probably also contains some alterations to the original

rely on the date of the belief

text based

mine. This implies

that there is a great danger

one is not certain

about the date of the origin of a certain belief,

following

text. However,

on the belief
texts

of the translator in beatific afterlife. The
can be mentioned here2• In Prov 9:6, "Leave folly, and

you will live", the last words
This seems to be a quotation
therefore,

be regarded

it is described

appears

of Wisdom

as a reference

in Wisdom

"When the storm passes,
tablished",

are changed

of Solomon

The second

turnes

of afterlife

as a reference

aside and escapes

as

forever"

assumed

is es-

A pioneer
fluenced

nants

nies,

3•

'relus',

between

the MT and the Qumran

the text of Isa 53:11 shows, it is possible
future

life have influenced

of the Holy Scriptures

the textual

scrolls

with regard

that new conceptions

tradition

he states

to

of the

in a time when the text

was not yet fixed4• A clear example

of this is the

in this regard

Cf. G. Bertram,
Cf. Tournay

ZAW 54(1936) ,164-166.

1962:499

and in general

also Nicacci

1983:14.

See in general on this phenomenon the article of Seeligmann mentioned
on p.16, n.2 above and Fishbane 1985:65-77 who speaks of pious revisions
and theological addenda.

nouvelle

if
the

grammatical

are difficult

to be interpreted

therefore

my hart

hopes

of

"Ne se-

aient ete rema-

survie

individuelle,

tardif?,,2. He assumes

that

by the fact that
So the most prom-

texts about death

and afterlife.

is Isa 38:16a:

0 Lord, by these
According

as a reference

7r:Jn 7~!l F! ~'?

is Tournay.

hypothesis:

structures3•

in this connection

in all these is the life of my spirit".
lends itself

d'une

of the MT in-

concer-

text can be recognized

7IJn 7~~ 1~t-'7:;>71 PIJ7 D07:?~ 7~'T!:!" "

nal life is a "relecture"
Cf. W. McKane, Proverbs: A New Approach, OTL, London 1970, pp.33-47 who
speaks of "the possibility that the reasons for the difference between
MT and LXX are non-textual in character" (Ibid., p.35); cf. also o. r ieger, spruche SaLomos, BK XVII, Neukirchen-Vluyn
1984, pp. XXIX-XXX.

reasoning:

bibliques

des Ecritures

au sein du judaisme

The first text he mentions

which

to the

to deter-

afterlife

of "relectures

passages

dans la perspective

to the Hebrew

revisions

as a kind of working

que plusieurs

they may have caused uncommon
ising texts

As the difference

alteration

of circular

and beatific

on the subject

progressivement

such alterations
TEXT

in resurrection

article

la vie future"

prevalant

1.3.3. THE MASSORETIC

by the assumed

in the field of the study of ancient

by the belief

rait-il pas normal

to eternal

expressed

date of an idea is often difficult

date cannot be used as a criterion.

In an important

line of Prov 10:25,

is no more, but the righteous

to have been interpreted

life: "the righteous

3:8 and 6:21 and may,

to the same concept

of Solomon.

the wicked

into "you will live forever".

the precise

.;)1

things men live and

to Tournay

this text,

to the hope for eter-

'77iJin ~7?~ 7~'T~!

"0 Lord,

for you. Lo, it is the life of my spirit,,4. Of

Cf. Tournay 1962:497-498; W. Zimmerli, Prediger, ATD 16/1, 3rd ed., GOttingen 1980, p.170, n.6; A. Lauha, Kohelet, BK XIX, Neukirchen-Vluyn
1978, pp.73.77; and Schoors 1983:155.
Tournay

1962:481.

Cf. also Fishbane
Tournay

1985:81.

1962:482-489.
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course,

as with most assumed

not be reconstructed
the text-critical

alterations

with certainty.

problems

not clear why somebody
text;

of Interpretation

in the MT the original

With regard

would

have wanted

to Tournay

the present

my skin has thus been flayed
arranging

text of Job 19:26 seems to contradict

the words

the hope for postmortal

and without

of the Hebrew

to this life: i-!.i'7~

seems to be restricted

creates

in which

can mention

here also another

"and then Shaddaj
ment against

attempt

to reconstruct

these reconstructions

keep to the MT as fitting

very well

(see section

3.5.2.2.

We

erate

adaption

to the belief

in the resurrection

li'7')- of the verb ~'7~, "to disappear"
resulted

in a hopeful

wake", whereas
resurrection:
Also the

message:

the proposed

would

"Until the heavens

original

"Even when the heavens

famous verse

disappear,

about life and death Prov

there is life and the way of the path is non-death",
of Tournay

nw-'7~

lTP,

reading

the original

of the Versions and some of the Hebrew manuscripts.

seeks refuge
changed

through his

Tournay wants

proverbs.

~Dn,

now the verb

It is also possible,

his integrity".

the mem and taw of the

parallelism

information

as in the previous

proverb

the righteous

proverbs

the MT4. Instead
we can assume

of the first part.
as described

11: 19b, "he who pursues
of evil-doing.

is helped by the death

after

to the first

is never used absolutely,

to defend

the second part of this proverb

about the subject

by Prov

parallel

It is also grammatically

which

however,

to

So the original

through

an antithetical

more plausible,

So

that

gives addi-

"His death" would

in v.32a. This assumpevil will die", indicat-

lnln~

of the wicked,

is the object

because

now

of

~Dn:

he can

harm him no mores.
3.

As a kind of conclusion
ations to the original

we end this survey of possible

Hebrew

deliberate

text with one of the best examples

alter-

of this

does not re-

text. The second part of

would have to be corrected

V'I~ in~n~3.

part of the verse as in the previous

ing that death is the result

12:28, "On the path of

in the opinion

into

is overthrown

in his death",

text offers

tion is supported

This

man will not awake"

V'~~inin~

refer then to the death of the wicked

text denied the idea of a possible
would

justice

~~'n~

'T:17::)..

finds refuge

would have deliberately

as in the following

are no more, he will not

present

this verse,

to

14: 32, "The wicked

"the righteous

because

the

It is,

death. The reconstructed

of antithetic

of the dead. The original

have been changed

as a pleonasm.

this verse with the hope for retribution

to

that the MT of Job 14:12 is also the result of a delib-

is a perfect
whereas

,

second word to associate

tional
assumes

in other Lanquaqe s f

to make the
"life" was

to change the MT.

change the last two words

has an object.

be-

text was changed

can be interpreted

but the righteous

argu-

low) •
Tournay

not necessary

The Massoretes

lO~1,

to be possible

~~'n]
111

text would have been:

text of

Leibe' " 2. A decisive

is that it appears

the context

the original

1.

'l~t~ '~~ N~~'nNT

to De Wilde we have to read

shall call me 'bei lebendigem

is

~9~] 'l~;tn~,

"And if my skin was cut of my flesh, even then I shall look at God"

Job 19:26: according

expression

In the second part of Prov

the hope for retribution

~~q~nNT lO~1 'liy

obscure

evil-doing,

"but the way of folly leads to

life". On the other hand "non-death"

of "life" and is also attested

therefore,

"And after

a text which

as "eternal

Texts

to the first part, in which

synonym

retribu-

my flesh I shall see God". By re-

text Tournay

more in line with the rest of the book,

'!J!:!1,

that the original

It could be assumed

interpreted

life.

711"11,

N~ 'lJ~

death1•

original
"the life

of Old Testament

text wou.Id have been n~e-'7~

second part of the verse parallel

with the hope for eternal

ili'7r;<, ~W~ '1~;t~'1 nNT-HJ~~ '1iy

rejected:

of

that it is

to the MT the expression

in the book of Job in which

tion is clearly

text can

solution

to change the proposed

of my spirit" might have been associated
According

to Tournay's

of Isa 38:16 it can also be remarked

for just as in the text according

other sayings

1.3. Revisions

according

to the

The original

Ibid., p.497;
2

cf. also McKane,

Proverbs, p.451.

la

Cf. Ugaritic b'lmt , "non-death" and Akkadian me
bal-atri , "water of nonlife", which is a synonym of me muti, "water of death"; cf. Steiner
1982:243.247.
Tournay

1962:498;

cf. also BHS.

Ibid., pp.489-494.
A. de Wilde, Dae Buch Hioh ,OTS 22,
Leiden 1981, p.215. The text
would have been changed "um der Exegese, dass Hiob . . • in einem postmortem Zustand Gott sehen wurde, Vorschub zu leisten.
3

Tournay

1962:494.

Cf. Van der Weiden 1970 who wants
ence to the afterlife.

to interpret

this verse

as a refer-

Cf. J. van der Ploeg, Spreuken, BOT VIII, Roermond 1952, p.55; G. Bertram, ZAW 54(1936), 165 interprets lnln in the same way, but he does not
connect it with ~Dn: "wiilirender (der Bose) stirbt, findet der Gerechte
eine Zuflucht".
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phenomenon,

of Interpretation

viz. the MT of Prov 15:24:

ilIm '71NeJn 110

lyn'7 '7':JeJn'7 il'7yn'7 D"n

life leads upwards,

n1N,

ciated easily with the hope for beatific
maintains

"For the wise man the path of

that he may avoid Sheol below".
afterlife.

This text can be assoNow Tournay

that il'7yn'7 and ilOn may have been added to support

pretation1•

The proposed

would have been:
may avoid Sheol".

original

"A path of life
The original

text, which
(is reserved)

is supported

afterlife,

because

for the wise man that he

indication

of "eternal

clarifying

and not as correcting

as we saw "life" was often

life". So the additions
the meaning

RESEARCH

such an interby the LXX,

text could also be interpreted

of beatific

1.4. MODERN

rightly

as speaking

regarded

as an

to the text can be seen as
of this part of the Holy

Scriptures.

"Das Problem
nerationen

des Todes im Alten Testament

von Gelehrten

gins to review

logically

together

to a better

different

of the Old Testament

with a description

overview

of information

of the history

it will be divided,

change much compared
turies A.D.

with regard

on our subject

between

the flood
into

RESEARCH

in the period
It appears

1.2. above).

It was usually

the Old Testament

contains

the promise

whether

Institution.

this promise

"was pressed

as we found in early Jewish

true for David

C. Barth, NedThT

the Old

life" and to
of all who
he uses the

and Christian

tradi-

to Gen 49:18 and Num 23:10

in beatific

afterlife.

(cf. Ps 102: 26-29; 103: 17),because

25(1971),83.

1877:409-416.

used

that God would not fulfil his prom-

death and according

to have believed

whether

in the hearts

must have known

that there
of the church

of the arguments

these questions

tions: the patriarchs

appear

did not

In the tenth chapter

and eternal

same line of argument

ise in their life before

assumed

to the question

of a "spiritual

agreed in truth to the covenant". In answering

the patriarchs

until the nine-

that things

and the teachings

to life after death. A very good example

this can be found in Calvin's

the question

Spiess

To handle

as much as possible

OF MODERN

of the second book he pays much attention

Tournay 1962:497; cf. also McKane, Proverbs, pp.479-480. Plager, SprUche
Sal-omos , p.184 explains il'7yn'7 as an indication of the "Stetigkeit des
Lebensweges", but as the use of the same wordpair in Isa 7: 11 and Eccl
3:21 shows this is very unlikely.

chrono-

to what was said about these matters in the first cen-

(see section

is no difference

holds

of afterlife

would not contribute

of interpretation.
therefore,

can be found with Spiess2•

century

Testament

To give a survey by enumerat-

conceptions

streams.

A survey of the research

to prove

auf immer neue Ge-

seems to sigh when he be-

of the content,

1.4.1. THE BEGINNING

teenth

Barth

study on this topic1•

another

ing the many stUdies

hart nicht

zu beschaftigen",

The same

he sings about heav-

-----

-------------------

1.4. Modern Research
1. The History
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point,
enly bliss

(cf. Ps 17:15; 34:23; 49; 52:10; 55:23-24;

92:13-15;

"dass wir ohne Rucksicht

140:14)1.

Also Job, who was a "teacher

of the people

der alttestamentliche
nach denselben

nach welchen

in the Old Testament.

ment is on this life. He explains
ing that the common people

The emphasis

of beatific

this as a pedagogical

measure

of this period were not prepared

afterlife

view; e.g., the Socinians
Deists2,

A new approach
in biblical
century

indicat-

yet for the

(ch.ll,l).

that the religion

in the sixteenth

century

wild" peoples,

change

Also the

separately3.

Egyptians,

of this development

Bauer and De Wette,

which is connected

the Old Testament

was regarded

no more as a summing

It was studied as a source of historical

about the religion

of ancient

particular

religion

ceptions

Israel. Many scholars

of afterlife,

also affected

stressed

that this

the study of the Old Testament

In 1877 a study by Spiess was published

issue as part of the Entwicklungsgeschichte

der Vorstellungen

nach dem Tode auf

Grund verql.ei.ehender ReZigionsforschung.

this the beginning

of modern

According

information

had to be studied in the same way as any other relig-

ion. This development

to Spiess

research

it is absolutely

con-

on this

vom Zustande

We might call

on this subject.
necessary

ancient Germans,

to be

The Divine Legation of Moses demonstrate~ on the principles of a religious deist from the omission of the doctr~ne of a fUture state of reward and punishment in the Jewish dispensation, London
Cf. W. Warburton,

1738-1741;
318-319.

see on Warburton's

theories

in this matter

Buddhists,

einer Verschiedenheit

des Zustandes,

der Person wahrend

liches Eigenthum
In evaluating
by the theories

For this reason Spiess gives

found with the "uncivilized
Persians,

Slavs, Jews, and Muslims.

in welchen

des irdischen

Theils

"Die An-

des Menschen

die Seele eingeht
Lebens,

or

Romans,

und

je nach

ist gemeinschaft-

(p.510) •

of his reasearch,

of evolution,

Greeks,

He concludes:

unkorperlichen

aller Eschatologieen"
the results

is in his opinion

Spiess

which were current

is clearly influenced

in his days. All concep-

bliss:

"Wir mUssen

gendwelchen
erkennen

as stadia on the way to the highest

the belief

also Moore

1927:

3 See on this development of biblical scholarship H.-J. Kraus~ D~e Biblische Theologie, Neukirchen-Vluyn
1970, pp.15-84; o. Merk, B~bl~sche
Theologie des Neuen Testaments in ihrer Anfangszeit, Marburger Theologische Studien 9, Marburg 1972; and the survey by W. Zimmerli, TRE VI,
pp.426-438.

in a last judgement

constatieren,

Erwartungen

insight,

and eternal

darin trotz der sie verdeckenden

gefunden

worden

von ir-

ist •

Hullen Lichtstrahlen

which

heavenly

dass kein Volk ohne den Besitz

ilber ein Jenseits

wir

der ewigen

Wahrheit" (p.172).
According
highest

to Spiess the religion

level. The Old Testament

noch primitiven
derselben

Israelites

oder in ahnlicher

hoped

development

of Israel had not yet reached the

shows,

Stufe seiner religi6sen
Weise

"dass das judische Volk auf einer
Entwicklung

stand, welche wir in

auch bei anderen Volker beobachtet

of Israel is concentrated

for justice before

12:1-3 point to positive
appears

Chinese,

des geistigen

ben" (p.433). The religion

to take as a starting-

1 With regard to Psalm texts about life and death Calvin
surprisingly reserved; cf. Kraus 1972.
2

sind"(pp.417-418).

As a

with the names of Gabler,

up of proof-texts.

conceptions.

nahme einer Fortdauer

tions can be classified
result

verfahren

of Israel can be compared with other relig-

certain

survey of the conceptions

dem Verhalten

to the nineteenth

from dogmatics.

were now studied

later

either.

by the important

at the turn of the eighteenth

as the study of the Bible was detached

this

and two centuries

but they did not use new arguments

and the New Testament

an extensive

Celts,

to our subject was initiated

scholarship

Old Testament

Uber die

und darstellen

of the Old Testa-

On the other hand there have always been people who challenged

the so-called

betrachten

wir auch bei den anderen

ions in order to clarify

revelation

Grundsatzen

admits that the "grace of the future life" is not
This implies

yet fully revealed

dogmengeschicht-

das Material

(cf. Job
mussen,

13: 15; 19:25). Calvin

Eschatologie

appointed
Fragen vom Jenseits

by the Holy Ghost", was familiar with this hope for afterlife

auf die verschiedenartige

97:10;
liche Auffassung

112:4.6.9;

27

of Interpretation

expectations

on this life. The

death. Only Isa 24:22; 26:19; and Dan
concerning

life after death. The

which led to this inSight may have been furthered

tact with the religion

of the Persians,

but according

also "rays of light,,1 to be found in the period before
viz. in Isa 24-27; Ps 73:23ff.;

ha-

by the con-

to Spiess there are
these contacts,

49:16; and 17:15.

"Zuweilen schimmert wie ein Lichtstrahl eine freundliche Ahnung von einem ewigen Leben in ihre Seele, in sol chen Augenblicken erhebt sich ihr
Geist, und ihre Gedanken ilbersteigen die H6he des Mosaismus" (p.464) •
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1.4. Modern

of Interpretation

of the same developmentl•
'treme attempts
1.4. 2. LOOKING

FOR WORSHIP

to prove

He not only defended
The impact of the prevalent
period

on the study of the religion

sulted in a tendency
tament

general

for traces

following

of ancient

among Old Testament

of worship

statement

on the beginnings

anthropological

theories

Israel necessarily

scholars

which

represents

re-

the common

by the

scholarly

view

the worship of the human dead has been one of the commonest and most
influential forms of natural religion, perhaps indeed the most commonest and most influential of all. Obviously it rests on the supposition that the human personality in some form, whether we call it a
soul, a spirit, a ghost, or what not, can survive death and thereafter continue for a longer or shorter time to exercise great power
for good or evil over the destinies of the living, who are therefore
compelled to propitiate the shades of the dead out of a regard for
their own safety and well-being. This belief in the survival of the
human spirit after death is world-wide; it is found among men in all
stages of culture from the lowest to the highest; we need not wonder
therefore that the custom of propitiating
the ghosts or souls of the
l
departed should be world-wide also.
This theory was developed
and Spencer2.

According

at the end of the nineteenth
to them religion

the "savage philosopher"
called

of the vital

force as an independant

"soul". This soul seems to survive

the image of the deceased
the veneration

of these

in dreams.

death, because

At first, religion

souls as superhuman

tains that ancestor-worship

century by Tylor

has begun with the discovery

powers.

entity

it appears

they
as

was no more than

Spencer

is the root of every religion'.

is only one step to the theory of Euhemerism,

by

even main-

Frazer
Z

to be only natural

viz. that the gods were

to find traces in the Old Testament

1913:1,23-24.

Prirrritive Cul/iure : Reeeax-chee into the Development of Myth:"
oZogy, PhiZosophy, ReZigion, Language, Art and Custom, London 1871;
H. Spencer, The PrinaipZes of SoaioZogy,
1877; cf. also A.C. Kruyt,
Het animisme in den Indisahen arahipeZ, 's Gravenhage 1906.
E.B. Tylor,

Spencer,

I, p.411.

" Cf. Frazer

1913:1,24-25

and 11,69-70.97-98.

by Oort, Stade,

were used by these scholars

"soul", mourning

ly.

customs,
In

Old Testament

research

the arguments

used.

1.4.2.1.

survives

future

life"

religion,

6.

and Schwally4.

spirits

that

but more influen-

The arguments

following

concerning

which

them can be

the idea of the

the family,

and ritual laws

these will be dealt with separate-

to describe

later developments

in

of the body:

a general belief

"Looking

elements

the doctrine

This could easily be adopted
the belief

in the

at the religion

we shall at least not be ill-advised

and principal

because

of

OF THE "SOUL" AND THE AFTERLIFEs

takes as a starting-point

the death

ing as one of its general

Israelite

as a reminiscence

in order to get a clear view on the validity

the lower races as a whole,

soul's

O'n7N

Less extreme,

material,

survey

sometimes

CONCEPTIONS

The theory of animism
soul which

funerary

of the dead, but he also

refer to the many

viz. arguments

the following

It will be necessary

as

and by the scholars

into five categories,

and practices.

stage3•

anim-

of

in tak-

of the

in the study of early

in the immortal

soul was usually

From here it

once mortal men".
It was supposed

at an earlier

tial were the studies

of a worship

form would

of the so-called

Israel was made by Lippert2.

of the god of Israel

This plural

had been venerated

divided

of religion:

animism.

of the theory

of ancient

the existence

the designation

of former

to look in the Old Tes-

of the dead. This can be illustrated

of Frazer,

regarded

of this

29

one of the first and also one of the most exthe validity

ism for the study of the religion

OF THE DEAD

Research

Cf. Lods 1906:1,5: "il etait nature I d'examiner a nouveau s'il etait
vrai que les Israelites et en general les Semites, n'eussent pas passes par Le meme stade que Le commun de I 'humanite".
2 Lippert 1881. The first scholar who publised on this subject was probably J. Halevy; cf. his MeZanges d'epigraphie
et d'archeoZogie, Paris
1874, pp.7.9.30-32.146-168;
cf. Lods 1906:1,6.
Lippert

1881:126-133.

4 Oort 1881; B. Stade, Gesahichte des VoZkes IsraeZ, 2nd ed., Berlin
1889 (first published in 1887), I, pp.387-427; Schwally 1897; see also
the surveys by Margoliouth 1908:444-450 and Aalders 1914:19-37.
For a survey of the discussion
see Obbink 1907.
Tylor, Prirrritive CuZture,

on this subject

II, p.21.

between

1877 and 1906
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taken for granted
of afterlife

in the older studies

as weIll.

The animistic

scholars with the Old Testament
of a worship

sich hieraus
Menschen
Velkern

nach dem Tode,
gemeinsam

Apparently
matter

ist, selbst

this belief

of dispute.

more:

seiner

~9J,

eine Vorstellung,

around

opinion

des
die allen

Stufe der Erkenntnis,,2.

in the lasting existence

In this period

das Le-

Leben ist, so ergibt
Fortexistenz

of the soul was not a

the turn of the century

on this point.

According

only

to him the

of the ~9J after death cannot be seen as a form of existence
"Die Nephes

verlasst

ihr. Es ist Uberhaupt

3

The most important

indicate

Gegensatz

zu den Ansichten

solchen unterschied
der Nationen

auf niedersten

hechst bedenklich
scher Weise

zwischen

"primitive"

steht

und primitivsten

anzunehmen,

und lasst sich nur durchfUhren,

conceptions
cultures:

konstruiert,

der Naturvelker

Kulturstufe

Grlineisen met

the Israelite

Israels

den altesten

1J'l<91
,

used against his theory

in other

"(es wird) ein Bild von dem Seelenglauben
ametralem

On this point

between

conceptions

der nach dem To-

are the shadowy

argument

a difference

of the soul and the general

Menschen,

All that remains

and were not worshipped.

with much criticism.
was that it would

ware"

any-

im Tode. Dann aber ist es aus mit

kein Teil des lebendigen

de der Scheol verfallen
who have no power

den Kerper

humanorum

et futuri

Testament

texts.

It is difficult

to the texts describing

the liberation

(e.g., Ps 16:10; 30:4; 86:13;
description

where

separated

indicates

According

of a dead person

regarded

1901:327.

points

And he thinks that the
as the return of the
to exist some-

of the situation

before

as just another name for the souls

to Lods it denotes

was not due to a judgement

a distinct

class of the dead;

du sejour des morts,,6. This distinction

after death; it was merely

the continuation

death'.

It could not be denied
as weakS.

3.

that the ~9J was believed

he speaks of the "aristocratie

would

~9J (Lev

from the body of the deceased'.

The term 1J'l<91 is usually
of the dead5•

no

Matthes

of the ~9J from the netherworld

89:49; Prov 23:14)

of the revivification

~9J (I Kgs 17:21-22)

that the dead are described

This does not fit within

the living have worshipped

criticism

tised in earlier periods

in the Old Testament

the theory of a cult of the dead: why

beings

without

the power

of the dead as weaklings
on the worship

and probably

to influence

had to be explained

of the dead as it was prac-

still persisted

in folk religion9.

ist von vornherein

zuspricht,,4.

seculi ex Mose collata",

Halevy prefers to identify the "soul" with the nl1 (Melanges, p.148).
Lods takes an intermediate position: "nous croyons que les Israelites
ont eu, non pas une,mais plusieurs notions sensiblements divergentes de
la nefes et de la rouah, et que la conception qui predominait dans les
temps anciens s'accordait entierement avec l'idee du double" (Lods
1906:1(51) .
Cf. Schwally4892:7
and Matthes
served in this matter.
Matthes

1901:335-336

who is, however,

more re-

Gesahiahte

des Volkes Israel,

I, pp.

1901:333-334.

Ibid., pp.331-332.
Cf. Obbink

1907:248-250.

Lods 1906:1,214; cf. also Stade,
425-426 and Karge 1917:623-624.
, Lods

cf. also Matthes

about the exist-

to the spirit of the dead2•

21:11; Num 6:6) is a reference

knew

leaves the body

of this from the Old

to find texts speaking

1906:1,215.

Grlineisen 1900:41.
1909:31-32;

which

ence of the ~9JI in the world of the dead. To some the term

2 Frey 1898:20.

4 Torge

that the Israelites

it was not easy to get a clear picture

as due to Yahwistic

Syntagma aommentationum, 1759, pp.80-120; C.F. Liitgert, Ueber die Erkenntnis der Lehre von der Unsterbliahkeit der Seele im Alten Testament, Duisburg 1796; A. Wiessner, Lehre und Glaube der vorahristliahen
Welt an Seelenfortdauer und Unsterbliahkeit mit besonderer Ruaksiaht
aUf das Alte Testament, Leipzig 1821; M.A. Becherer, Ueber den Glauben
der Juden an Unsterbliahkeit der mensahliahen Seele vor der babylonisahen Gefangensahaft, Mlinchen 1829.
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part of the human being,

• Einen
Anschauungen

Dissertatio theologiaa de argumentis pro animae imin Vetero Testamento, Halle 1758; J.D. Michaelis, "Argumenanimorum

with death,

Research

agreed with the opinion

spiritual

their lives? The description

wenn man in mechani-

Israel in allen Stiicken eine Sonderstellung

ta immortalitatis

most scholars

das in di-

Cf. J.A. Stelling,

mortalitae

Although

of an immortal,

the theory

"Da nun die ~9J nicht

existierende

auf der primitiven

Grlineisen was of a different
being

states:

von einer individuellen

richtiger

conceptions
by most

Even Frey, who challenged

das individuell

die Vorstellung

of the Old Testament

"soul" was identified

~9J.

of the dead in Israel,

ben an sich, sondern

1.4. Modern

of Interpretation

Cf. Schwally

1892:7-8.

Cf. Schwally

1892:92-96

and Lods

1906:1,214.
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According

to Charles

this development

the soul. In the pre-Yahwisticstage
a human being

consists

degree of knowledge

affairs"

1.

which

and power

In this situation

a worship

course. Yahwism,

however,

furthered

guishing

the soul

(~~J)

spirit

soul, which now becomes
more2.

This means

in the grave"

3.

"attributes

in reference

to the departed

a "dead soul" (nn

~~J)

We can compare

from another point

this theory

Pedersen

nor wisdom,

to what according
that there

its intimate
5

or a shadow."
relation

to Pedersen

"can be no doubt

thinking

a monistic

Obbink

cording to the Old Testament

view:
and

der nll,

mortal

soul. However,

immortal
century

sich einzupassen,

entfaltete.

und
bringt

sobald

und Substantialitat
allmahlich

der ~~J

in die Unsterblich-

it is usually

in the book of

tries

form the old view of the imassumed

that the idea of an

for the first time in the writings

especially

der

Die Unkorperlichkeit

Wisdom3,

in the second

and that it has its ori-

Some scholars

assume

its high valuation
urrection

that the monistic

of physical

conception

life, called

of the body in the afterlife:
to an Israelite

of man, because

forth the belief

beatific

afterlife

of

in the res-

without

a body

5•

with the body. The dead body

criticized

"the inhabitants

of the ~~J

Matthes

being

on this point:

of the netherworld

ven-

1.4.2.2.

MOURNING

CUSTOMS

ac-

are not

The interpretation
theories

of mourning

about animism6,

because

customs plays

an important

it may be assumed

part in the

that belief

in a power-

Cf. Touzard 1898: 209: "11 existe une correlation intime et necessaire
entre les idees eschatologiques
des Juifs et leurs conceptions psychologiques." Cf. against this Obbink 1907:240.

of man and soul. This old dogma of Old Tes-

1951:24.

1913:39.

Ibid., p.43;

according

to Charles

Cf. Kellermann 1976:281:
seine todesdurchbrechende
Begriff zu bringen."

1926:179.
5

Ibid., p.180.
"'t Zijn geen zielen of geesten,
bink 1907:257).

maar menechen daar in de Scheol"

(Ob-

1926:209; J.H. Scheepers, Die Gees van God en die gees van
die mens in die Ou Testament, Kampen 1960, p.83; W.H. Schmidt, EvTh 24
Cf. Notscher

(1960) ,381; Wolff
325.

1938.

the "dead soul" only "subsists".

Ibid., p.39.
Pedersen

der Psychologie

gin in Greek philosophy".

Cf. Buckers

5

Schilling

des Alten Testaments

in a moderate

nowadays

soul appears
B.C.,

E.g.,

einmiinden lassen konnten,,2. In this way Schilling

to save for the Old Testament

2 Schilling
Charles

sich deutlicher

dismissed.

zwischen

die die Seelenvorstellung

keitsvorstellung

This monistic view, which has become prevalent among Old Testament
scholars 7 , questions the assumed correlation between conceptions of
and the conceptions

Zusammenhang
"Die Seelenlehre

vor allem aber die Individualitat

sind Tatsachen,

would be unthinkable

souls or spirits, but menr+,

afterlife

was not easily

33

"Even after death the

This rules out the possibility

after death. Already

any-

nor life

to him Israelite

the body. He proposes

it is as a misty vapour

is still the soul."
erated

of

Research

mit, die es ermoglichte,

unsterblichkeitsglaube

has come to this conclusion,

of view. According

the soul from

soul still maintains

eine Fasslichkeit

to this

"The dead is still a soul, but a soul that has lost its substance
strength:

a

by distin-

and does not "exist"

that there is "neither knowledge,

however,

der Unsterblichkeitslehre":

to the living and their

(nll). Accord~ng

scholarshipl,

still speaks of a "notwendige

of the dead seems to be a matter

and the spirit

tament

leaves in death not only the body but also the

that it is the soul which dies"".

did not separate

of

This was the com-

the idea of a trichotomy

has been the common view in Israel. He states

however,

the conceptions

kept to a dichotomy:

of a body and a soul or spirit.

certain

between

1.4. Modern

has influenced
the Israelites

mon view shared with other peoples,

view the life-giving

of Interpretation

1977:40; Fuglister

1980:143;

and Sonnemans 1984:316-

"Platon hilft dem alttestamentlichen
Weisen,
Erkenntnis in die Vorstellung und auf dem

Cf. already Schwally 1892:18, n.2 with regard to the later Jewish conceptions; cf. also Sellin 1919:235; Notscher 1926:120.209; Schubert 1962:
120. 183-184; Greenspoon 1981:252; and Fuglister 1983:34.
Cf. J.G. Frazer, "On Certain Burial Custom as Illustrative of the Primitive Theory of the Soul", The Journal of the Anthropological Institute
of Great Britain and Ireland
15 (1886) ,64-101. Frazer calls them "pieces
of spiritual armour, defences against ghosts or demons" (Ibid., p.99).
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of Interpretation
1.4. Modern

ful soul leaving
All mouring

the body after death influenced

customs

are explained

can harm the livingl.
hostile

spirits

stead submitted
plain

customs

to explain

life-power,

this way. Related

them as references

as based

realized

of the communion

Israelites

before
tions9•

God, because

with death,

spirits,

a worship

the encounter

this has nothing

mourning-rites

express

touch with death ••••

6

customs

Apart

•

can be ex-

from the fear for
for acting

such as the desire
deceased7•

by scholars

of the dead

of the mourning

for a con-

The dead may have

customs

would

to need

who maintain

8

These

•

that the

scholars

as humiliating

with death reminds

In this way the survivors

to Pedersen

to the dead of

at the same time they appear

was stressed

never practised

an interpretation

the

man of

All attempts

usually

oneself

his

limita-

try to cope with death. According

to do with rites aimed at the dead:

the humiliation

and pain at having
to explain

mourning-rites
because

"The

got into close

the origin of the •••

in all cases when people
sorrow.

Cf. Beer

1902:16 and Morgenstern

Schwally

1892:11.

Matthes

Sorrows

explain

the mourning

customs

"So ist von vorneherein
Toten

haben

in Verbindung

erfahren

Bezug

as remains

hat"

scholars

became

customs

Israels

die diese Riten unmittelbar
Keiner

dieser

der sie vollzieht.
dass er gebeugt

banden,

einfach

valent

scholarly

ist, dieselben

welche

auf Israel
opinion

toms primarily

functioned

man's humility

zu ihm; sie aIle
. •

Wer sie

ist, eine Minderung

before

states:

bei der Erklarung

der

so ist es doch nicht

statthaft,

zu Ubertragen,,3. Heinisch

death

and before

represents

ahnliche

Handlungen

die Toten,

"Nahmen

God'. He admits that many mourning
in the mighty

die Israeliten

aber die Eigenart

cus-

mori and in this way expressed

vor wie andere Volker

II

the pre-

mourning

dead and can be

as a disguise for, defence against, or even offering
of the deads• Under the influence of Yahwism, however,
meaning:

ohne

mit ihren Riten ver-

when he states that the Israelite
as a memento

to the com-

E.g., Heinisch

die Naturvolker

may have arisen out of the belief

their original

mit den

Riten zielt auf

also more careful with regard

of other peoples.

zu berucksichtigen,

wei teres die Vorstellungen,

explained

those who try to
cult of the dead:

2•

"So sehr es aber gerechtfertigt

customs

felt

and

effect"l.
against

oder auf das Verhaltnis

zum Ausdruck,

with mourning

Brauche

means are vain,

but make themselves

from a former

ausgeschlossen.

auf denjenigen,

gibt damit

Old Testament
parison

who maintains

jede Deutung,

setzt,

external

face to face with unhappiness

have a humbling

d.h. auf sein Ergehen

vielmehr

vollzieht,

ehrten

1966:105-106.145.

are brought

and misfortunes

Toten zu ve rehren

to the
they lost

beim Tode gleiche

- der Unterschied

ihrer Religion

bewahrte

oder

bestand:

Sie

sie davor, die

6 •

1900:210.214.

Cf. also Oort 1881:356; Wensinck
106.
Cf. Bertholet

1914:II1.10

Cf. Lods 1906:I,183;
1923:34.42.48.

Torge

1917:96-97;

1898:229

and Aalders

1966:105-

Pedersen
Kutsch

and Heinisch
1909:178;

and Morgenstern

1931:4.

Bertholet

1914:30.

1926:494-495.
1965:33-34.

Heinisch
1914:1ff.;

Cf. Frey 1898:229 and H.J. Elhorst, "Die Israelischen
BZAW 27 (Fs J. Wellhausen) (1914) ,115-128.
Cf. Frey

Aalders

ways and through

used as death-rites,

This view is shared by Kutsch,

spirits
Cf. Oort 1881:356; see the surveys by Margoliouth
1908:447-448;
1914·24-30; Heinisch 1931:3-5; and Kutsch 1965:32-33.

by roundabout

they are not merely

den Toten,

that not all mourning

with the beloved

as powerful

help. This second element

prefer

as an offering

E.g.,

to be in the hairs.

there must have been other motives

this way in the confrontation

been venerated

did

to this is the attempt by

on one and the same principle

the dead and for death,

tinuation

the Israelites

to a cult of the dead'.

the hair was understood

which was supposed

Very soon scholars
plained

to Schwally

away the

against the spirits of the dead, but into them3• He thinks that it is possible to ex-

themselves

custom of cutting

According

•

to drive

dead who

themselves

all mourning

Matthes

2
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to death.

out of the fear for the mighty

They would have been intended

of the dead

not want to defend

the reactions

Research

and Jahnow

Trauerriten",

1931B:5.

Ibid., p.99;

cf. also Torge

1909:203-204

and De Ward

1972:152.

See for a similar interpretation
Widengren 1969:401-408 and G. Fohrer,
r~schichte der Israelitischen Religion, Berlin 1969, p.18.
Heinisch

Testament,

1931B:100;
I, Paris

cf. also R. de Vaux, Les institutions de l'Ancient
1958, p.100 and F. Stolz, THAT, col.30.
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of Interpretation

1.4. Modern

Research

bearable1•

living to make "life" in the netherworld
tation
1.4.2.3.

FUNERARY

MATERIAL

of the tomb in Samaria

whereas

Although

Schwally

called the tombs

to be very difficult

of an ancient

Israelite

the first studies

leaving

According

ings connected

to Sukenik

are interpreted

here the theory

monuments

by Sukenik

of ancient

traces

dolmens

son the dolmens

had become

The validity
material

has been contested.

not necessarily

point to veneration

as an indication

Schwally

3

to the belief

Cf. Schwally

We can, finally,
megalithic

may have played

RephaimS•

in

regarded

For this rea-

to the funerary

expect

an identification

of the person

agree that from the material

for a worship

from the facts revealed

inhabitants

buried

of Palestine

believed

remains no certain

of the dead. The only thing that can
by archaeology

seems to be that the

in some form of continued

1.4.2.4. THE WORSHIP

In a study published
worship

existence

of

above the grave may also
buried

there.

Grave-goods

of the dead; one can also regard

that the dead were totally

OF THE DEAD AND THE FAMILY

in 1864 Fustel de Coulanges

of dead ancestors

also was the constituent
cietiess. Characteristic
progeny

cultures

dependant

prominent

not only marks
principle

where

longing

on the

pecially

of the family

we may also expect

could be easily

for progeny

this implies

and for landed property

on

for the
that in
take a

ancestor-worship.

applied

to the Old Testament,

and landed property

the institution

but

so-

is the emphasis

both are necessary

to Fustel de Coulanges
for progeny

of religion,

in "primitive"

religion"

of land, because

the longing

place,

tries to show that the

the beginning

of this "domestic

and the possession

This theory

them

of the so-called

is expressed
levirate

because

this

in many texts; es-

marriage

is very inter-

Cf. Frey 1898:24.
Lods 1906:1,83-84;

Bertholet

1914:29;

and Morgenstern

Cf. H.J. Franken and C.A. Franken-Battershil,
A Primer Of Old Testament
Leiden 1963, pp.163-167 and Lapp 1968:145.

Archaeology,

1892:24.

K. Galling,

1917:644.

Ibid., pp.528-556;
(1973) ,562.

most scholars
can be given

cult of the dead. According

with regard

in J.W. Crawfood, K.M. Kenyon, E.L. Sukenik, The Buildings
of Samaria: Samaria-Sebaste,
I, London 1942, pp.21-22; cf. also Sukenik
1940 and his article in Qedem 2 (1945) ,42-47.

Karge

Nowadays

one would

in an inscription3•

offer-

" E.L. Sukenik,

5

Otherwise

there, e.g.,

evidence

that there was no cult of the dead, at least not near the

the deceased".

1892:57.

Cf. Oort 1881:356;
1966: 285-286.

graves.

be derived

of hero-cult6•

of the dead person

interpre-

in an-

to Karge the Israelites

The heap of stones

as a memorial

implies

of offer-

practised

the numerous

in Transjordan

of most of these arguments

have been meant

2

as "receptables

as the tombs of the mighty
centres

of repeated

graves

Sukenik's

for the same reason,

In this tomb there

of the prophets"".

Israel. According

these so-called

In

could be interpreted

of Karge on the role which

that can be found especially

the religion

only the

in this connection.

with the cult of the dead as regularly

cient Israel in spite of the attacks
mention

In

the spirit of the dead from

ings to the dead can be found in a tomb in Samaria.
are two pits, which

material.

as an action out of fear for the dead.

On the other hand grave-goods

to the dead3•

it

for the existence

of the dead usually

would have tried to prevent

the grave2•

as offerings

worship

stones upon the grave is mentioned

This custom was interpreted
this way people

of ancestor-worship"l,

sound arguments

cult of the dead from the funerary

on the Israelite

custom of throwing

"temples

to derive

could be questioned

it may also be doubted whether he is right in calling it an Istomb2• According to Galling the anonymity of the Palestinian

raelite

appeared

37

Cf. also C. Epstein,

RB 79(1972) ,406-407

and RB·80

BRL, 1st

and L.Y. Rahmani,
Cf. Shofield

balZingschap,

ed.

I

col.240;

cf.

also

L.

Rost,

BHH, s ..v , "Grab

ll
;

BA 44(1981} ,234.

1951:29; J. Simons, opgravingen in PaZestina tot aan de
Roermond 1935, p.385; and Cazelles 1961:111.

N.D. Fustel de Coulanges, La cite antique, 1864 ( English translation
The Ancient City, 1873, rpt. with a Foreword by S.C. Humphreys and A.D.
Momigliano, Baltimore 1980).
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esting in this regard.

It is supposed

vide the man who died childless
assumed background
the levirate
25:5-10.

in the Old Testament.

Here the levirate

that its original

The oldest

marriage

marriage

appears

by Yahwism.

to be unknown

Special

is mentioned

clusively

a matter

objection,

Canaanites:

de Coulanges'

model:

Consequent-

"Ce n'est pas Le culte

israelite,,3. Another

important

heroes

of Fustel de Coulanges

nection

with ancestor-worship

tution which

were probably

reason
to the an-

viz. the patrior at

influenced

by the

of the land, they may have also adop-

met with serious

marriage

criticism.

was questioned5•

The reason

view levirate

is acceptable

marriage

to many scholars

can also be regarded

Cf. Schwally 1892:28-31; Matthes
goliouth 1908:448-449; and Torge

6

•

as part of the
The proposed

con-

for this insti-

From another point

as a measure

1900:214-219;
1909:131-132.

Charles

to protect

1913:27-28;

Lods 1906:II "Les rapports du culte des morts avec l'organisation
liale et sociale des anciens Israelites. Le culte des ancetres".
Lods 1906:II,52.
Ibid., pp.89-106;

cf. also Torge

1926:203

for unclean

purposes,

and not as

dispute

whether

of

this funeral

the dead. According

I, pp.72-74.

in mourning,

kam ebenso

seinen Anteil

against

vom Leichenschmaus,

the criticism

to him at his grave some days after the burial.

not only the repast

was interpreted
scholars
dicates

by Matthes

are more reserved
the provision

this interbetween

In Deut 26:14

first the funeral

repast,

the dead4•

Deut 26:14 probably

to the dead5•

then

to be powerful

for the dead, but also the funeral

as a form of venerating
in this matter.

a

and one for the deceased

the dead were believed

of sustenance

of

this of-

distinguishes

offered

spirits,

the funeral

would have been mentioned;

of

wie Jahve von den Opfermahl-

repast

for the dead. Because

(cf. also

"Der Tote be-

wurden" 3. In defending

of Frey, Matthes

following

between

to the gods:

funeral

the repast

directly

of it

to do with a worship

there is no difference

verzehrt

"I have

any of it to the dead"

repast had something

to Schwally

zeiten, die an der Cultstatte

has to declare:

nor have I rid myself

and Hos 9:4). It is a matter

fering of food to the dead and the sacrifices

repast

Other
only in-

To Frey even this goes

the

Marfami-

Cf. E. W. Davies, "Inheritance Rights and the Hebrew Levirate Marriage
(Part I)", VT 31 (1981) ,138-144 and also D.A. Leggett, The Leiria-abeand
Gael Institution in the Old Testament, Cherry Hill 1974 who concludes
that "the levirate in Israel functioned to 'preserve the name' . . .
this involved the preservation
of the family property within the immediate family. Through this procedure the protection and support of
the widow was also ensured."

Schwally
and De Vaux, Institutions,

of food to the dead during a funeral

nor have I offered

Cf. Th. and D. Thompson,

1909:168.

Cf. Frey 1898:57-80.
Cf. N6tscher

to the offering

II Sam 3:35; Jer 16:7-8; Ezek 24:17.22;

both repasts

of the levirate

is given in Deut 25:6, "so that the name may not be blotted

out of Israel",

that tends to

the

RITUAL LAWS AND PRACTICES

any of the tithe while

pretation

ancestors4•

as their

Also the given interpretation
model

dead heroes,

at their graves by the whole nation

while taking possession

ted Canaanite

a relation

incest2

ancestor-worship.

A clear reference

not eaten

to the fear for

one's family are feared.

least part of it. In this the Israelites

that Lev 18:16 and 20:21 ex-

laws may have been meant to restrict

repast was found in Deut 26: 14. The tithe-giver

the family and the cult of the

of cults honouring

archs. These were venerated

against

These

1.4.2.5.

(Num 27:1-11).

of the family. This cult is the answer

is the existence

contact within

measures

with the ancestor-cult,

for Lods to assume that the cult of the dead was not restricted
cestors

sexual

it is not at all certain

marriage.

where-

to him the cult of the dead was not ex-

qui a cree la famille

Finally,

clude leVirate

39

also explain why the levirate

of Zelophehad

between

According

ly he cannot agree with Fustel

to be Deut

in the book of Ruth and also why it plays

the dead and not only the dead within

des ancetres

without

about

widOW!.

Research

texts Lev 18:16 and 20:21. The

This would

of the daughters

study of the relation

dead was made by Lods2•

statements

text was supposed

for this would have been the connection

no part in the history

object was to pro-

the contradictory

in the later priestly

which was forbidden

1.4. Modern

with a son to take care of his cult!. This

was used to explain

as it is forbidden
reason

of Interpretation

Matthes

1892:23;

1900:198-207.

Cf. Margoliouth

VT 18(1968) ,95-96.

cf. also Oort 1881:354-355

1908:446.

and Charles

1913:23-24.
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too far; according
pressing

to him the funeral

the communion

wird der Verstorbene
letzt,

sondern

dadurch,

with the deceased:

seines Verscheidens

ein Mahl halt, durch

wird den Hinterbliebenen
Mahl die Trostung

des Todes die Zusammengehorigkeit

nicht aufgehoben

ing of spices

16:14; and 21:19 mention

in order to honour

it as some kind of provision
here on whether

the deceased

practice

is a matter

necromancy,
D'~7~

of dispute.

scholars

usually

(I Sam 28:13).

is forbidden
This would
serious

to Yahwism;

for it shows

the origin

in the month

place

oration

depends

washed

to

character

of
called

Purim

which

Nevertheless,

3

ebrated
wistic

is described,

of Adar, which
Elijah,

it

of the dead5•

traditions

it. E.g.,

wherever

the offering

"destroyer"(Exod

in honour

of the

His main arguments

in Judaism

and in which
amongst

Of course,

others"

by Morgenstern.

a yearly

12:23). This "destroyer"
origin

to the fact that necromancy

explain

the connection

ancient

feast. Until now, Morgenstern

In

celin Yah-

still remind us of

to keep away the

was originally

of Passover,

of the resurrection

festival

this origin was covered

but some elements

at night and the use of blood

of the dead. With this supposed

with the commem-

all graves were white-

was originally

possible,

in

and the fact that Purim takes

was criticized

not Purim but Passover

in honour

Totenfest".

is connected

and Mirjam

This hypothesis

•

a festival

of the name of YHWH in the book of Esther,

(cf. Deut 18:11; Lev 20:6-7).
of the dead was a

of the many

of this word and the ob-

to reconstruct

to be a "verkapptes

of Purim

of Moses,

his opinion

refer to the spirit of Samuel being
they point

also made an attempt

He supposes

regard

that the dead were also

the religious

to the Old Testament

Schwally

or take

(cf. I Sam 28; Isa 8:

imply that the contact with the spirits

threat

3

of the dead were supposed

this implies
To prove

Furthermore,

according

deny this

to be powerful.

of necromancy

that the spirits

know more than the living. Whether
venerated

Some scholars

Others

refuted because

and meaning

still finds its advocates2•

for this are the absence

of fires and burn-

to origin

41

but it did not meet with much approvall•

ject it denotes,

dead.

for the dead king's need. Everything

attested

19; 65:4) can be inferred

ein solches

with regard

ist"l.

king.

or not the dead are believed

From the clearly

durch

sol-

Research

of the D'91n could not be easily

terpretation
uncertainties

zu teil, dass trotz

kindling

to the spirit of the dead2•

this as an offering

"Einerseits

gegen ihn nicht ver-

geschehendes

Jer 34:5; II Chron

1.4. Modern

is no more than a way of ex-

dass man die Pietat

anderseits

um des Toten willen

repast

of the survivors

anlasslich

ches Thun geehrt,

of Interpretation

a malign

Morgenstern

spirit

can also

of Jesus Christ with this

found no support

for this daring

theory.

that the dead were venerated

as gods".
We know from other cultures
tised before
raelites
Jahve,

images

that the cult of the dead was often prac-

representing

had also been familiar
so werden

the dead. According

with this kind of cult objects:

im alten Israel auch die Ahnen

Und es spricht manches

dass Teraphim

gewesen

Hebrew

word for the dead in the netherworld,

1

5.

He assumes

of the deceased

Frey 1898:122;
Cf. Schwally

cf. Heinisch

1906:1,257-262;

Schwally

1892:35;
1892:37;

cf. also Lods

"Wie

fur solche Ahnenbetween

D'~nn

D'~91. Another

name for

De Vaux, Institutions,
and Margoliouth

and the

This in-

I, pp.98f.

1908:446.

1906:1,236-238.

period

before

and Charles

between
the exile

sich in den kleinen
die gemeinsamen
gewandt

haben.

Yahwism

OF THE DEAD AND YAHWISM

is described

Interessen
Wie diese

lien- und Stammesfehden
Cf. Margoliouth

1913:21-23.

and the assumed worship

Angelegenheiten

by Schwally
des privaten

der Geschlechter
Interessen

aufgehen,

fur Beduienen

Morgenstern
Schwally

cf. also Pope

1977:165.

and Lods 1906:1,228.

1966:166-179.

1892:75;

cf. also Quell

"Man wird

an die Ahnen,

fur

an Jahve Sabaot

hauptsachlich

in Fami-

so ist Jahve von Haus aus Kriegsgott,,6.

Cf. J. Lust, VT.S 26(1974) ,138.
1892:42-45;

of the dead in the

as follows:
Lebens

und Stamme

1908:445-446.

Cf. Grlineisen 1900:187-191

this Frey 1898:111-112.

1906:1,231-236

The relation

Schwally

1914:33-34.

and against

cf. also Lods

relation

1.4.2.6. WORSHIP

the Is-

gehabt haben.

might have been D'~7~6.

1900:198;

and Aalders

Cf. Lods

6 schwally

1931B:89;

1892:24; Matthes

Cf. Frey 1898:87-88

a lexical

ancestors

ihre Bilder

ein Name

bilder

these images

ist"

dafur,

to Schwally

1925:34.
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of Interpretation

In the course of time the monopolizing
whole

field of religion

control

over the

and left no room for ancestor-worship,

although

it could not be destroyed

entirely.

acter of ancestor-worship:
Ahnendienst

entsetzlich

points

open by Yahwism.

in seinem Bannkreise

Besseres

er vorlaufig

an die Stelle

und bildete

entsprechend
death

prevalent,

Sie acceptirte

nach ihren h6heren

aus,,2. As in Yahwism

and the belief

the belief

in retribution

this belief was worked

is of a different

a clear break

in the development

can be traced

in the change in Hebrew

a dichotomy
afterlife

(see p.32 above).
have influenced

between

opinion.

anthropology

Most scholars

Schwally.

who proceed

The old animistic
obtained

conceptions.

been even greater
Lods:

"Apres

conception

"Yahwism

of this existence

of the future

on which

life"

on the proposition

Some scholars

than that; consider,

avoir essaye d'extirper

officielle

1.

People

to distinguish

sous les especes

he maintains:

type, was from the first quite

in life.

of heroes

appears

heroes,

from

to be of the

more especially

compatible

development

of Mosaism

has been further

sumes that Yahwi'sm could not eliminate

of the

with the religion

another"

This assumption

most from the

the veneration

of great human personalities

3.

spe-

"It is also true that in a certain

of departed

and the final monotheistic

de

des morts,

expected

Margoliouth

re-

et de

et Ie culte meme

who had been very important

of the ancestors2.

because

developed

the various

of

left still more

in one form or
by Torge.

hero-cults

He as-

all to-

and for this reason was forced to accept some of them, be it in an

adjusted

form: "Der Jahwismus
er musste

lich verschwanden,

of

la survie;

room for the glorification

hatten.

Glaubens,

konnte die Heroenverehrung

mit ihr paktieren.

aber die Ahnherren

sal. • • • auf einige

strahlt

Diese einst
werden

des Volkes

zusammengeschrumpft,
gewaltigen

umgewandelt

Gestalten

zu ruhigen,

ist wie den spateren

Stadtheroen

entgingen

unterdessen

der ihnen in der fernen Vergangenheit

nicht kurzer

Die kleine

diesem

die Erzvater

der starker,

milden

Schickden

urwlichsiger

Vertretern

in demselben

frei-

des neuen

Licht er-

Geschlechtern"'+.

may

ventured

by

ideas

1.4.2.7.

REVIVAL

OF THE OLD THEORIES

in the
has

statement

des esprits

pour les vivants"

form the exaltation

Volksphantasie

that this influence

la veneration

to

3•

e.g., the following

modified

was heathen

as they were incorporated
maintain

worship

Hand beseitigen,

to found an

views must have lived on in popular

a new meaning

the normal

Vorrang

the opinion

se glisse dans la doctrine

of the dead of those persons

annihilates

that the Israelites

a cult of the dead tend to accept

and eventually
Yahwistic

since the nature

which

a

la croyance

de la vieille

des peres,

gether

to him there is

elements

de la resurrection

cialement

Jahweh;

anim-

from a trichotomy

in this matter:

and could in no sense form a basis

have practised

und Zielen

certains

des vivants pour les morts et de l'intercession

spiritual

and the worship

In no way could the former

in Sheol,

doctrine

der Na-

of afterlife,

il s'appropria

same opinion,

after death became

Yahwism

and nonmoral,

and spiritual

diejenige

According

of the conceptions

Yahwism

da er

43

sous la forme de l'esperance

For this reason Lods wants

in the power of YHWH over

all existence

ethical

lassen,

finit par adopter

Research

la priere

spirits

left

with the help of the ancient

istic views. With regard to the relation
of the dead Charles

Zahig-

of aiterlife:

Zwecken

of the individual
out

des trepasses

konn-

Denn die Jahvere~igion be-

zu setzen hatte.

dieselbe

l'immortalite,

schwally

the conceptions

, Ie yahvisme

char-

so to speak,

auf sich beruhen

sass von Hause aus keine Eschato~ogie.
turreligion

mit um so grosserer

...

ligion des morts:

dass der

ist. Gerade deshalb

life which were,

One of these areas concerns
musste

erleichtert,

of the ancestor-worship

areas in religious

"Jene vorstellungen
nichts

This may be due to the special

"Der Kampf wurde dadurch

With this "Bannkreis"

to certain

gained

wenig entwicklungsfahig

te er sich andererseits
keit halten"l.

Yahwism

1.4. Modern

It may have become

clear that from the beginning

the use of the anthro-

by
Lads 1906:II,128.

trepasses

Ibid., pp.89-106.
Schwally

Margoliouth

1892:76.

Ibid., p.86;

cf. also p.132

and Beer

1902:25

Charles 1913:53; he admits, however, that traces of ancestor-worship
still be found in the second century B.C. (Ibid., p.19l.

can

1908: 449.

Torge 1909:168. An indication of the supposed original state of the
patriarchs in the ancient religion of Israel was found in Isa 63:15-16
that would mention prayers of Israelites to Abraham (cf. Ibid., p.169;
and also Oort 1881:359 and Margoliouth 1908:445).
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pological

theory

of animism

met with serious

to reconstruct

criticisml.

put forward by Schwally

The main

sumed influence

pre-Mosaic

of an ancient

interest

Worship

Worship,

conceivable
inspired

- no consciousness

and the whole

question

from the point of view of Archaeology

was

in the

that re-

at least ten-

of this sur-

• • • has at best an

but not of Biblical

In the last few decades,
old theories.

that the

ever prevailed

quite

and the tombs of parents

times,

religion

the hypothesis

cult of the dead upon Yahwism

"If Ancestor

to a kind of Ancestor

vived to historical

Israelite

against

as if they were gods. And also the as-

- and it is psychologically

spect for the dead bodies
dencies

the ancient

argument

Israelite

e.g., by Kautzsch:
period

1.4. Modern

and others was that it cannot be proved

spirits of the dead were venerated

questioned;

of Interpretation

Theol-

ogyn2.

A number

ite conceptions

of afterlife

arguments;

With regard

to the concept

like a Greek philosopher
human being.
the belief

According

of afterlife

as described

by Spencer

that the "savage philosopher"

in his way of defining
to other anthropologists,

in the continuation

and

looks remarkably

the spiritual
especially

part of the

in Germany,

of life after death was originally

not at-

importance
ancient

of the mourning

Israelite

The use of the term "Totenkult"
note the sum of burial

cannot

A more serious

in 1956

1
•

effort

lates as "high place",

3.

In the course of time the theory
dead as it is described
Testament
possibly

scholarship.
have allowed

above

Israelite

cult of the

lost much of its former influence

The prevalent
the existence

does not exclude popular

Torge
of an ancient

conceptions

opinion

was that Yahwism

in Old
could not

of any kind of cult of the dead. This
of the survival

way or another, but these had no influence

of the dead in one

upon the Yahwistic

religion4•

(see p.43 above).

of Lods

;

Albright

his approach

This suggests
however,

and mourning

Cf. Frey 1898; GrGneisen
E. Kautzsch,
1904, p.615.

Dictionary

1900; Aalders

1914; and Bertholet

of the Bible, ed. J. Hastings,

1914:35.

by Albright

a connection

Albright

V, Edinburgh

appears

corruption

min;),)

3

4

See for the controversy in this matter between Anglo-American
and German scholars O.G. Oexle, in Death in the Middle Ages, ed. H. Braet and
W. Verbeke, Mediaevalia Lovaniensia, Series I, Studia IX, Leuven 1983,
pp.59-60.

and his widows

Cf. N6tscher 1926:202-204; Sutcliffe 1946:190-191; Rost 1951:61; Schilling 1951:72-74; Martin-Achard
1956:21-23; Snaith 1964:309-311; Wachter
1967:192-193; Lapp 1968; Bailey 1979:32-36; and also the remarks on
this subject by E.Jacob, Theologie de l'Ancient Testament, Neuchatel
1955, pp.245-247; P. van Imschoot, Theologie de l'Ancient Testament,
II, Paris 1956, pp.75-82; G. von Rad, Theologie des Alten Testaments,

name by their

however,

with the study

is unprecedented.
in a number

all the passages

shall not bewail

and the funerary

of this remarkable

On his
phenomIsa 53:9,
(inl;1h)

installation

will be buried

in pagan

(them) ."; Ezek 43:7b,
shall no longer profane
stelae

of texts

he quotes.

of the texts involved.

and his funerary

"His survivors

cult of

of Lods and

to are given here in his translation:

they and their kings,

idolatry

to the Greek

hero-cult

gives no explanation

Job 27:15,

about the Hebrew

to assumptions

to be familiar

for an Israelite

an intentional

house of Israel,

by Frey be-

this term, which he trans-

comparable

but he has to emend

Albright

in a lecture

between

to these matters,

enon. The texts he refers

with demons";

formulated

in Some form the theory of an Israelite

"His grave was put with the wicked
1

It is used to de-

rites and not, as might

already

a close resemblance

finds evidence

in the Old Testament,

part,

is confusing.

of the dead. Be this as it may, Lorenz

and a hero-cult

His theory bears
2

meaning.

by Lorenz

to revive

He suggests

heroes.

speak here of "living corpses"

on this subject by Lorenz,

with an

than the dilemma

cult of the dead was undertaken

nn~

of many years

and "Seelenkult".

tached to some sort of soul, but to the body of the dead. The dead were
one can

the discussion

to the Old Testament

practices

take us further

the influence

not always use new

which might have had a religious

a veneration

tween "Seelenglaube"

of the

the care for the dead and the

rites according

"Totenkult",

without

these scholars

in 1982. He associates

believed

to live on as long as their body was not decomposed;

cannot be understood

so there is the risk of repeating

were published

revival

try to show, again, that some Israel-

ago. This can be seen, e.g., in the articles
which

45

we see a remarkable

of scholars

of a cult of the dead. Unfortunately,

have been expected,

Tylor it has been remarked

however,

Research

graves

"and the
my holy

(7J1~)of their kings

II, 3rd ed. Mlinchen 1960, pp.289-290; and W. Eichrodt, Theologie
II, III, 4th ed., Stuttgart 1961, pp.147-150.

in

des

Alten Testaments,

Albright 1957; cf. also his Yahweh
pp.177-178.
Albright

1957:257,

n.l.

and the Gods of Canaan, London

1968,
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their bamot.";

and finally

for the description

Isa 6:13, which

The archaeological

is in his opinion

necessarily

is related
possible

in Byblos

(the so-called

memorial

stelae. This makes

of such temples

of bfimah

Albright
hitherto

as

I

cairn

I

and 'hero's

comes to the following

scattered

(e.g. Rachel

biblical

and Deborah),

their aid, and high places
cance for popular

Israelite

the dead than has hitherto
history

of research,

~n~

it

of the word

shrine

III

references

in general
belief

meaning

the "double

"it is now evident

spirits

of heroic

that the

shrines

or divination

add up to a much greater

signifi-

to admit"

it would have been better

to what has been said in this matter

6

•

If we look at the

to speak in the last sen-

this conclusion

is very similar

by, e.g., Torge and Margoliouth

(see

p.43 above).

of the Israelite

of Albright

in his dissertation

of the studies

for burial

criticism2

approach

to

of the cult of the dead

An attempt

the right setting by starting

repeated

offerings

by Ribar

that Ribar

with a short survey

Lods and others

support Albright's

~n~.

to support Albright's
was undertaken

in 1973. It is to be welcomed

on this subject by Schwally,
which might

of the

rather than support 3 ,

facts from archaeology

published

(pp.4-8). To

theory directly,
for the dead

Ribar looks

(pp.45-71).

(see p.36 above) he finds these in ceiling holes in the

tombs and vases which
evidence

of

there would have

based on his interpretation

got much adverse

data suggesting

Like Sukenik

to note

belief with regard

to the old problem

too much remains hypothetical.

find evidence

It is important

In his opinion

this

in Judaism

of the dead out of the positive

hero-cult.

Israel is primarily

This interpretation
because

victory

as was assumed by Charles.

The new approach
in ancient

in future

literature

After all, it was precisely

of the Sadducees"l.

in the ancient

the hereafter,

"we must be careful
and other poetic

to think of a more or less smooth development

in the resurrection

gives the discussion

with

in life after death and the cult of

because

attitUde

theory with more relevant

to veneration

appeared prudent

tence of the "last fifty years",

it

5 ~

conclusion:

cult of departed

with

approach.

been no break in the development

connects

with the double

in the Psalms

which

may have influenced

which was later to win a complete

appears

to afterlife

as funerary
and Hazor4•

~n~, which

the belief

47

Yahwism,

of the afterlife:

a mOre positive

approach

that Albright

the

to orthodox

away passages

over the negative

functioning

"Temple des Obelisques")

an etymology

suggest

positive

Research

about the way in which this hero-cult,

objectionable
conceptions

not to explain
which

cairns do not

to Albright

of "mass of rock" and "brave mann, "hero". This tallies
use

some of

far from the grave,

According

He refers to Arabic buhmatum

with the hero-cult.

These

is very positive

the Yahwistic

nm~ n'~ (I Kgs 12:31) with "temple of

finds examples

also proposes

as cairns,

Albright

must have been

They are in the first

could be erected

denoting

for him to translate

Albright

heroes.

(II Sam 18:17-18).

~~~n,both

stelae,,3. Albright
shrines

which

Absalom

to the

deceased

the graves of these heroes.

structures,

~~~n of

goddess

for his theory is based on the identifica-

commemorate

contain

place memorial
like the

to

"classical

cast out with the stelae of the high place,,2.

evidence

tion of several heaps of stones found in Palestine
which were built

1.4. Modern

b{Jmah" l, "like the terebinth

of a biblical

and the oak of Asherah

of Interpretation

could be filled from outside

the tombs. Most of the

comes from the Bronze Age, but Ribar also found some traces of

it in the Iron Age. According
installations
are "mutually

Ibid., p.254.

speculative"

Ibid., pp.244-248.254-255.

raelite

and Albright's

to Ribar this use of burial

sites as cultic

theory of cultic sites of a cult of the dead

supportive" (p.74). Ribar gives a - as he admits
socio-political

conceptions

explanation

of the afterlife.

of the development

The practice

- "highly

of the Is-

of the cult of the dead

Ibid., p.248.
Ibid., p.252;

cf. also BASOR

184(1966) ,26-27.

5

Albright

1957:256-257.

6

Ibid., p.257; cf. already his remark in an article published in 1926:
"The popular eschatological beliefs, though rigidly suppressed by adherents of puritanical Mosaism, finally succeeded in emerging from the
obscurity of folk superstition"
(Albright 1926:154). However, in this
article he did not yet refer to a cult of the dead.

Albright

1957:257.

2 Cf. P.H. Vaughan, The Meaning Of 'barna' in the Old Testament, Cambridge
1974; W. Boyd Barrick, "The Funerary Character of 'High-Places' in
Ancient Palestine: A Reassessment", VT 25 (1975) ,564-595; M.D. Fowler,
"The Israelite biimi'i", ZAW 94(1982) ,203-213.
Cf. De Vaux, Institutions,
II, p.112; J. Gray, Ug. 6(1969) ,300; Lapp
1968:144.151; K.-D. Schunck, ThWAT I, col.667.
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apparently

almost disappeared

in the period

Israel. This might be regarded
pression

of local death

Israelites

cults in the interest

would have returned

pite this interruption

Ribar

for themselves

assumes

it must be noted

as "periodically

dead at sites especially

associated

the dead,

the connection

with the theory

veneration

of the dead.

community
unity

families.

found in the following
turbances

of

ever existed

clear that the veneration
dated by and integrated

Des-

11). The importance

between

eration

to the

ation is not worship"

appears

to confuse

- like

offerings

oriented

with the dead" points
of Albright,

toward

Because

the

to care for

however,

to the

The elaborate

study of Brichto

revivification
already

of the old theories

in the fact that Brichto

discerned

by Fustel

of Coulanges'
proximating

pattern
the extent

which

appear

period"

This statement

(p.6).

evidence

described

also assumed

by Fustel

the biblical

of "kin,

the pattern

"in regard to elements
for ap-

were still meaningful

to

indicates

that Brichto

expects

of conceptions

of afterlife

de Coulanges

in the ancient

period.

remained

Brichto

distinguishes

between

worship

and veneration

"Totenverehrung";
worshipping
assumes

see p. 35). The model of Fustel

the dead. Although

that the relation

there, because
Brichto

The original

otherwise

between

accepts

the living

de Coulanges

this model

mention
it appears

or

is about

for Israel, he

and the dead was different

it would not have been accepted

does not explicitly

ges' model; nevertheless,

Brichto

of the ancestors

this adaptation
to be of prime

by Yahwism.

of Fustel
importance.

de CoulanIt can be

Isa 14 and

reality

of the field of Machpelah
tie between

for

(Gen 23) is

sepulture

to the dead ancestors

aim of the levirate

care of the dead ancestors,
The biblical
proper

burial

and owner-

and to their unborn

There

view that the condition

to Brichto

by sacrificing

are references

(pp.8-

The fifth

pect to be shown
The longing
explained

biblical

for parents

for a proper

within

of,

was asked here to hazard his

families

the families

religion
providing

(cf. Ps 106:

of Israel.

accorded

Deut 26:14

them the sanction

the dead was only for-

as the "primary

after their death"

burial

the framework

for parents

with

meaning

there.

is regarded

A new element mentioned
disrespect

rites within

mentioned

commandment

gives the deeper

cults of foreign

(p.29); for apparently

in the situation

(pp.11-22).

his son (pp.27.44-46).

that normative

of toleration"

was to secure the lasting

of the dead is connected

Abraham

to ancestral

28) and also to comparable

bidden

institution

as can be seen in the book of Ruth

and the care of the progeny

immortality

("Totenehrung"

in, e.g.,

was an unchallenged

10) •

even "attests

in the same way as this was done before by Heinisch

of the

- it is a sine qua non of their stake in immortality"

of Is-

time.

purchase

ship of land". The land "belongs

religion

for a long

to find that most

of a veneration

of the dead is described

of "the all-important

e.g., Gen 22. According

influential

veneration

(pp.6-8).

to the

- it is

the existence

that "the afterlife

according

And - what is more important

that these old conceptions

to find

states that "vener-

it is not surprising

to prove

the world

The story of Abraham's

descendants

(p.

into "ven-

beings.

in Israel have been used before:

taken as an account

This is apparent

in the Bible, we have a basis

these elements

of a

it is

worship"

Israelite

cult-worship"

of YHWH does not exclude

ancestors

Israel"

YHWH worship,

clear when Brichto

used by Brichto

The way in which

the span of time which we call the biblical

for the existence

rael before

of ancestor-worship.

(see p.37 above):

to which

throughout

complex"

the best example

takes as a starting-point

de Coulanges

most Israelites

pattern

about the "biblical

in 1973 is perhaps

becomes

(p.47). Worship

dis-

- if such

. . • must have been accomo-

normative

arguments

biblical

cult and afterlife" published

with what became

"Whatever

autt-worship

to a recognizable

of his starting-point

I Sam 28 indicates

are mine):

in an anaestrat

of the anaestors

of the ancestors"

of other superhuman

49

of the change of "ancestral

with regard

of the dead. His definition

Research

(the italics

- by its transition

a continuity

beliefs

statement

may have been occasioned

the

of ancestor-worship

and their

that Ribar

conducted

or sup-

and religious

like Albright

Lorenz - care for the dead and veneration
of death-cult

of the wider

to the old practices

the cult of the dead and the later positive
Finally,

disvaluation

of the political

in order to find there security

hereafter.

of the rise of the state of

as "a deliberate

Israel" (p.82). With the decline

1.4. Modern

of Interpretation

reference

(pp.29-35).

and the attachment

to one's own land are

of the cult of the dead

by Brichto

(i.e. neglect

to the res-

is "the symmetry
of their needs

(pp.35-40).
between

the crime of

after death)

and the

50
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punishment

visited,

in fulfilment

(p.40): who violates

11.17; I Kgs 21:19ff.;
Brichto

of poetic

Exod

as well

whether

upon such trespasses"

care of the dead will lack

(cf. Deut 21:18-21;

Prov 20:20;

30:

1:15-21).

states that the physical

these so-called

representation

of the house-

by the word D'91n. It is not clear,

hold gods are taken to be designated
however,

1.4. Modern Research

justice

the rules of the proper

this care after his own death

Finally,

of Interpretation

household

gods are the same as the ven-

erated ancestors.
Brichto

concludes:

ces through

"the evidence

deduced

from earliest

texts as late as the exilic prophets

ly to a belief

on the part of biblical

though apparently

retain such personality

characteristics

of what happens

deprived

to their descendants

for they are dependant

tous condition

in the afterlife"

Just as Albright

sumed. According
teronomy.

of previous

this matter is not very flattering:
scholarship
Scripture"

failed to discern
(p.53). Apparently

of this millenium

after death"

of a "concept

urrection,

existence

for a felici-

of immortality

with regard

as-

to

permeating

Although

further

he admits

It may be doubted whether

of a con-

and punishment

"for a felicitous

condition

that it may not be called paradise

out of these old conceptions:

ete theory of Fustel

him

and/of reward

that the belief

and tacit assumption

before

takes this as

it with the hope

to explicit

in the resurrection
"afterlife

of the

gave way to res-

prescription"

(p.53).

it was wise to take the famous but now obsol-

de Coulanges

as a starting-point.

to scholarship".

and even calls his work "a

It may be asked, however,

Brichto,

is also forced to accomodate

because

to Yahwism.

Brichto

Maybe Brichto

former generations

the approach

has overlooked
Charles

of Charles

the problems

concepts.

Nevertheless,

and look to itself"

whether

and the one of

ancestor-worship
which were still

made a clear statement,

must be called to account,

profit by the example

Another

attempt

Brichto

Brichto

the present

appears

is absolutely
study: "if
one should

(p.48).

to revive the theory of an Israelite

was made by Loretz

Loretz

in 1978. He brings new arguments

cult of the dead which is described

cannot agree to the current

cluded the worship

41-42 above) Loretz

durch

The main problem

in the religion

of Israel:

to Loretz

before

about the Canaanite
ancient

Gliedern

zwischen der Gottheit

the assumed
The venerated
which means

most traces of this cult

from texts found in the

with the practices

dead have the same name as in Ugarit,
For dogmatical

zwischen

(p.153).

after the exile. We know more

cult of the dead is reconstructed

"Heilenden".

und dem

to get a clear view of the na-

cult of the dead, especially

Israelite

das Verhaltnis

einer Familie"

Yahwism

By comparison

Gottes

zum einen Teil vom Leben des Be-

it is very difficult

city of Ugarit.

(see pp.

of the dead had their

(ist) nicht mit dem der Totenver-

regelt die Totenverehrung

away by orthodox

the exile the wor-

Just like Schwally

ture of the cult of the dead in Israel, because
have been purged

has always ex-

"das Thema der Lobpreisung

hangt wenigstens

und lebenden

the

literature.

only true for the period

and worship

Das Verhaltnis

Menschen

ters abo • • • Dagegen

According

by Yahwism.

im Alten Orient

zu verwechseln.

den verstorbenen

that Yahwism

that in the period

thinks that Yahwism

seinen Verehrer

ihr dienenden

opinion

cult of the dead

in comparing

in the Ugaritic

of the dead. This is probably

after the exile. He assumes

own place

comment Brichto

of immortality

wiped out ancestor-worship.

motives

between

ehrung

knew the practices

eventually

there is much differenre

ship of the dead was tolerated

and more of good Bible

and by many other scholars

the Israelites

(pp.48.53), he simply assumes
dead developed

"a millenium

disservice

the

of their

of scholarship.

and associates

in the afterlife".

scholarship

the basic view of afterlife

tinued care of the dead. Without
an indication

monumental

that Yahwism

different

he is not familiar with the last century

What has been proved by Brichto
is that like other peoples

accuses him of apologetical

footnote

(pp.47-48). As we saw above,

to have confused

they can even be found in the book of Deu-

judgement

maintains

as easily as

in a lengthy

right when he states at the end of his comment on Charles'

after death are much older than hitherto

to Brichto

Brichto's

Charles

Canaanite
that the concepts

about ancestor-worship

Brichto

in Yahwism

discredits

substance,

in the land of

rites,

study of Charles

be incorporated

Whereas

(p.48).

he is of the opinion

and reward and punishment

of memorial

It is not fair when Brichto

seen by Charles.

consciousness

about the fortunes

could ancestor-worship

assumed?

an after-

on them, on their continued

on the family land, on their performance

sour-

overwhelming-

of material

as form, memory,

the living. They remain very much concerned
descendants,

testifies

Israel in an afterlife,

life in which the dead,

and even knowledge

Israelite

remains:

51

reasons

mentioned

there

(pp.168-171).

viz. D'N91/rp·um,

this word is connected
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in the Old Testament

with the verb il!ll, "to be weak".

dead were also called

D'il7N

(I Sam 28:13;

the technical

term for invoking

ritic N1v/qr'

(cf. I Sam 28:15).

the institution
in his opinion

1.4. Modern

of Interpretation

In a later article
Marzeah

connected

of the

'il and 'ilny) and

cf. Ugaritic

the dead is in Hebrew

of the so-called
closely

The spirits

as well as in Uga-

Loretz

refers

also to

(Jer 16:5; Amos 6:7) , which was

According

plains

of the cult of the dead can also be deduced

cult of the dead;

dead and the Yahwistic

pears

cult of the Canaanite

tenverehrung

this reason

it could no longer be tolerated

monotheistic
customs

religion

and beliefs

in the period

connected

this new situation.

(pp.174-175).

the Old Testament

of the Rephaim

tions about ancestor-worship

Abrahams, (ist)in exilischer

Kompensation

Totenverehrung

as they are described

dition would be comprehensible
der vergettlichten

tritt jetzt die Verehrung
angesehen

werden.

einen Prozess
erklarbar

Loretz

ist"

Israels,

this

Zeit an die Stelle

getreten"

der Ahnen

from a psychological

point

Ahnen wird verdrangt,

of view:

historische

tra-

(p.185).

1976:337-340.

cult of the

"Das Verbot

auf Abraham

stutzen konnte

ancestors

has its consequences

for it may be assumed

(p.191).

to earthly patri-

death from a religious

of living

eiund

auch nach

mit Jahwe zu verbleiben"

of life before

der To-

Zeit zur Keimzelle

point of

in this life in communion
for the hopes with regard

that this communion

with God

in this matter

theories

(pp.195.198).

with the theories

about the ancient

of Schwally,

His study can be seen as an attempt

with a new and better

Israelite

We may note the striking

resem-

Lods, Margoliouth,

to provide

these old

foundation.

We can, finally,
was published

mention

in this connection

in 19822. Xella wants

an article

to distinguish

by Xella which

between

funerary

rites

"Die

und an ihre stelle

Vorgange
fassbar

Israelite

afterlife:

und

und Israel"
religious

the ancient

is aware of the fact that his theory

and Torgel.

der

"als Ersatz

here.

der nachexilischen

the possibility

cult of the dead is not new
blance

(p.178). He regards

in Kanaan

to the afterlife;

Loretz

in the

allen voran die

the loss of an important

der geschichtlich

1982B.

Cf. De Moor

to extend

of the patriarchs

references

will not end at death.

tradi-

der Vater, die als Griinder des jiidischen Volkes

Postulierte

ersetzen,

with God. This probably

in the Old Testament

fur eine friiliereVerehrung

(p.178). This way of compensating

Verehrung

der Vater

und nachexilischer

kanaanaisch-israelitischen
the patriarchs

in

in prehis-

of the patri-

still contains

the fact of their god being

of the venerated

the quality

that the description

of ancient

between

in beatific

in der Gemeinschaft

view by emphasizing

of Canaan

especially

die sich einerseits

the transition

archs raised

wird jetzt er-

(p.176)2. Loretz now wants

Verehrung

Apparently

and it also ex-

dazu fiilirte,dass der fromme Jude erwartete,

dem Tode weiterhin

to

one's par-

im Judentum

in

as the inhabitants

of the stories

die andererseits

belief

und ein langes Leben

as a "Historisierung"

the origin

same way: "die judische

des Landes

De Moor, he supposes

toric times might be explained

theory by explaining

mit dem Totenkult

auf den Besitz

Following

to honour

wurde

ner neuen Hoffnung,

a

with the cult of the dead were adapted

"Die Verbindung

setzt durch den Hinweis

had become

after the exile (pp. 171-172) • The old

With regard to the commandment

ents Loretz remarks:

ihm"

after Yahwism

god Baal. For

to the still un-

and their wives were so important

should be mentioned

sees a clear relation

in Israel. The cult of the dead ap-

to the fertility

the solution

of the patriarchs

in the Old Testament

"god of the fathers"

Loretz
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To this can be added that the religion

why and when this cult was forbidden
to be related

offers

in history

why the tombs of the patriarchs

archs as it is described

named
evidence

his theory

of the place

to the Israelites.

to the former

with the cult of the dead, both in Is-

rael and in ugaritl.
From the Ugaritic

to Loretz

solved problem

Research

konneri wir so durch

und tiefenpsychologisch

Cf. Schwally 1892:75-76; Lads 1906:11,89-106;
Margoliouth
1908:445;
Torge 1909:168; see also pp.41-43 above. The opinion that originally
the Israelite patriarchs were Canaanite heroes can also be found with
R. Weill, RHR 87(1923) ,69 (cf. H.H. Rowley, From Joseph to Joshua, London 1950, p.126). According to E.M. Yamauchi, JBL 84(1965) ,283 Joseph
can be compared to the Mesopotamian dying and rising god Tammuz and we
can also mention in this connection the theory of G. R.H. Wright, "Joseph's Grave under the Tree by the Omphalos at Shechem", VT 22(1972),
476-486 that the story of Joseph is related to the concept of the
young "dying-god" Dionysus.
Xella 1982A. The author did me the kindness
of his article.

of sending me an offprint
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in general
cestors

and the veneration

of the dead and also between

the cult of Baal Peor

example of a cult of the dead.
naanite practices

we know from Ugarit.

(pp.657-664).

official

religion

prohibition

According

lar religion

28 this popular

god Baal

Despite

to the belief
(pp.665-666).

respect his conclusions

texts

tolerated

which was
In popu-

like Ps 106:

by Yahwism

next to the official
can be compared

religion

of

the

the Israelite

Israelite

conception

religion.

•..

must have been prepared

religion

itself.

of afterlife

The following

It is un-

would have simply

statement

the common view in modern

of Moore

research:

"Bor-

, at least in the field of ideas, are usually

appropriation
recognizes

of things in the possession

in all good faith as belonging

in

of another
to himself,

ideas which, when once they become known to him, are seen to be necessary
implications

'ox complements

It is not necessary
this subject,

because

dead, its results

as

of his own"

1•

to give an elaborate
contrary

description

of the research

to the study of the Israelite

are well-known.

and, with regard to Persian

in YHWH than, e.g., the cult of the

For this reason Xella assumes

in religion
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from foreign religions
within

as representing

which the borrower

and its

religion

can be regarded

the nature

to stay in contact with the dead, because

their help as healers.

cult of the d ead existed

by Yah-

for afterlife.

of elements
development

been taken over from another

rowings

next to the

of afterlife

of all hopes

cult of the dead was probably

being less dangerous
Canaanite

conceptions

of the dead, also a popular

the living wanted

they hoped to receive

The cult of Baal Peor, who is the

to Xella there was, however,

with the renunciation

to the Ca-

forbidden

the borrowing
by a certain

likely that the whole

Ps 106:28) is a clear

(p.664), was strictly

with its negative

of veneration

not satisfied

(Num 25:1-5;

an-

(pp.654-655).

It appears to be quite similar

same as the god of the dead Mot
wism

the mythic

rp'um) and the common ancestors

(e.g., the Ugaritic

In his opinion

1.4. Modern Research

of Interpretation

There

influence,

are excellent

on

cult of the

surveys by Wied

Konig2•

by

that the

(p.656). In this

to those of Schwally

1.4. 3.1. EGYPT

(see pp.41-

42 above).
In the conclusion
influence
1.4.3. LOOKING

FOR FOREIGN

Notscher

INFLUENCE

states:
Justinus Martyr and Clement of Alexandria
Old Testament
positive

teachings

conceptions

and the writings

of afterlife,

enced by the Old Testamentl.
reversed,

because

in afterlife
reason

of the peoples

sees a link between
belief

relatively

it is often supposed

ing beliefs

viz. Persian

Schwally

1892:149.

the

the positions

that the Israelites

were influenced

by exist-

influence

who

cult of the dead and the later
assumes

as we11

2
•

belief

emphasize

of the possibility
in the resurrection

the common scholarly
Beeinflussung

gewesen

opinion

of the dead

of his days when he

des israelitischen

Auferstehungs-

die kann, wenn wirklich

vorhanden,

sein und lasst sich fur uns nicht mehr greifen"

we may note a tendency

the resemblance

of Egyptian

between

Egyptian

in Old Testament
and Israelite

scholarship
conceptions

3•

to
of

afterlife:

of Israel. For this

they were in contact with. Also Schwally,

of the dead,

Israelite

ist hochst unwahrscheinlich,

however,

belief

of his discussion

"Eine agyptische

nur unbedeutend

are usually

assume that the positive

the

represents

that Plato was influ-

late in the religion

Cf. Justinus, Cohortatio ad Graecos,
19; cf. also Spiess 1877:409.
2

research

the former Israelite

in the resurrection

some foreign,

which proves

In modern

between

of Plato with regard to the

nowadays most scholars

appeared

saw a resemblance

glaubens

upon

that there may have been
Most scholars

ch.27 and Clement's

agree that

Stromateis,

I,

Moore 1927:395-396; cf. also Spiess 1877:449; Touzard 1898:230; Beer
1902:29; Sellin 1919:287; Notscher 1926:195; Baumgartel 1932:20; Birkeland 1949:69; Rost 1951:63; Martin-Achard
1956:162.175; Wachter 1967:
195; Kaiser 1977:80; Greenspoon 1981:248; and Fuglister 1983:35.39.
Wied 1967:7-18; Konig 1964:8-39;
Scharbert 1970:360-380.

cf. also Notscher

1926:173-202

and

Notscher 1926:185 against, e.g., D.G.C. von ColIn, Biblische Theologie,
D. Schulz, Leipzig 1836, I, p.211 (cf. Spiess 1877:415) and W .
•·~)U"s"t. Die Religion des Judentums im spathelZenistischen
ZeitaZter,
ed., Berlin 1906, pp.552-S53. The differences between the Israelite
Egyptian conceptions of afterlife were also emphasized by Leipoldt
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Kellermann

connects

the dust" and bowing
worship

the sun-god

Koenig

PS 22: 30 which
before

influence

though Ezekiel

vision was certainly

compares

because

vision

of the return

of great importance

of Israel

for the growth

of the body after death.

Al-

this

of the belief

Also the Egyptologist

being

by Nicacci
associated

reticence

as a reaction

with the dying

can be found according

viz. in the period

of the netherworld

in

Morenz

in the resurrection

have parallels

and rising

to Nicacci

of Akhenaten,

with regard

to the Egyptian

mitted

were spread

is able to demonstrate

of Osiris'.

whereas

the negative

city of Byblos

19:25-27;

31). These

conceptions
of Egypt

a belief

to De Savignac

were modified

in beatific

the belief

(cf. Job 16:19-22;

to fit into a system

afterlife

6
•

by the Egyptian

dead with the stars. Also the expression

(Isa 26: 19) may have an Egyptian
maintains

As soon as the ancient
in the last century,

symbol

ideas about

at the end of the Bronze

assume

Age

that these ideas were trans-

who had close contacts

with the Egyptians.

even had a flourishing

cult of Osiris3.

afterlife

and the Old Testament

appeared.

was modified

In the beginning

in his opinion
derived

The

of lotus flowers

and doors in-

Koenig

1983:171-172.177-178.

Morenz

1960:222-223.

a belief

between

were more careful

The Persians,

in

in the resurrec-

than in Israel. Baudissin

the Israelite

and the Persian

the dead are described

This belief

Bousset
had been

is connected

however,

as sleeping

and

with the burial

treat the corpses

in a very

animals.

So the Persian

belief

in resurrection

is in fact

1985:38-39.

Ibid., p.38.

1983:8.

De Savignac

earlier

followed

in a new creationS.

Strange

Ibid., pp.9-11.
Griffiths 1983:196-204; cf. also R.J. Williams,
ed. J.R. Harris, 2nd ed. London 1971, p.289.

as arising.

scholars

really dis-

apocalyptic

that the belief

of

of the dead.

way. They leave it in the open field to be eaten by carrion

(cf. I Kgs 6:18.29.

1976:274.

in Persia

In the Old Testament

other
Kellermann

to prove

to some differences

of the body in graves.

of the Jewish

of Iran'. Other

also

their resurrection

in the resurrection

available

conceptions

from time to time, but it never

it is difficult

identification

points

belief

became

the Persian

of our century many scholars

from the religion

conceptions.

texts of the Persians

that a lot of elements

tion of the dead was known

"dew of light"

of the walls

religiOUS

the link was made between

of the resur-

background'

that &~ong the decoration

side the first temple were reliefs

6

the Levant

scholars

how this Egyptian

that the Egyptian

1. 4. 3.2. PERSIA

this, because

in the glorification

(Dan 12:3) may have been influenced

of the beatific

ideas of posthumous

of the book of Job

ideas, however,

does not include

• Nicacci

of the Is-

A simi-

of Egypt

literature

that the Egyptian

were known to the writer

According

states

throughout

by the Phoenicians

Phoenician

to the question

He simply

and in the Iron Age2• Other

This assumption

Griffiths

strange

afterlife

imply that the origin

of the dead is to be found in Egyptl.

does not pay attention

had come to Palestine.

were

to the after-

in the religion

in the common death

judgement

rected

in the resurrection

that the Israelites

the lotus was used as a symbol of

This would

hope for res-

as wellS.

which

belief
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this as an indication

and resurrection.

Strange

Research

3.

life is explained

lar reaction

raelite

the recomposi-

from the exile,

and he regards

with the fact that in Egypt

afterlife

of the revivifica-

this resembles

32.34-35)
familiar

that the dead
1

to the myth of Isis and Osiris2.

On the other hand the Old Testament's

urrection

"going down to

the netherworld

the faith in Osiris with the Jewish belief

of the flesh

itself,

belief

through

in Ezekiel's

according

only thought

the resurrection

journey

(Ezek 37:1-10),

tion of the body of Osiris

speaks of the people

God with the Egyptian

on his nightly

sees Egyptian

tion of the bones

1.4. Modern

of Interpretation

in The Legacy

of Egypt,

Cf. Albright
H.H. Rowley,

1926:153;

Koenig

1983:172;

The Faith of Israel, London

Bousset, Die Religion des Judentums,
252.476-477 and Schwally 1892:149.

and also Baudissin
1956, pp.161-162.

p.581;

cf. already

Spiess

1983:193-195.
Baudissin

1911:418-423.

See against

this Mayer

1911:411

1965:198-200.

1877:

and

58
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Notscher

assumes

eschatology,

some Persian

of Interpretation

influence

but he found no conclusive

more fundamental

matters1•

subject by Konig

is rather negative:

teten Fremdeinflusse
Bereich

Elemente

aufweist,,2. The first argument
at what time the belief

ture of that period
Konig

is of the opinion

the dead was known

in Israel before

can be found already

death takes a prominent

ture almost

all attention

place,

existence

will follow

Finally,

ciliation

observes

that the Persian

and the remission

Konig's

study affirms

the factors

within

tions of afterlife.

whereas

immediately

tament knows only of the shadowy

itself Konig

that the Israelites

Persian

It

afterlife.

in the Persian

The Old Testament

following

in Persian

with regard

lit-

judgement

to this judgement

knows nothing

influence

itself

leading

is not regarded

to the in-

upon the way in which

1.4.3.3. MESOPOTAMIA

About

one century

had found traces
the belief
revival

ago the prominent

in the literature

in resurrections.

of the sun-god

god Marduk

to revive

would have hoped

of recon-

scholarship

the dead. The ancient

was found in the Gilgamesh

of Mesopotamia

to acquire

sen's theory4,

inhabitants

of afterlife

the later positive

Jewish

Very soon Jensen's

a star and to

the ancient

religion

lief in beatific

Although

indicate

many scholars

to explain

entalische

appeared

Astralreligion".

may have influenced

of Enoch

which

According

Jen-

led to

to Sellin

the Israelite

way, viz. through

He found traces

as well and

contested

Beer assumes that it

to be unfounded.

in a different

about the

that the

the growth of the posi-

in the Old Testament.

of Mesopotamia

afterlife

of the dead

to tell Gilgamesh

this would

next to Persian influence,
thoughts on afterlifes•

theory

on the

of the

of Mesopotamia

to be freed from the netherworld

afterlife.

it was used by others

tive conceptions

in the power

In the last tablet we are told how Enki-

to Jensen

hoped

a beatific

of

after death to become

du's spirit has come up from the netherworld

people

he

to the idea of the resurrection

Epic.

realm of the dead. According

thought

and Babylonia

that this belief was based

and on the belief

to be resurrected

be like the gods. A reference

Jensen

of this in Num 24:17;
(Gen 5:21-24),

be-

the "altoriIsa 14

which may have

to stress

to positive
anymore

Assyriologist

of ancient Assyria

He assumed

in spring

and in the story of the assumption

in Old Testament

religion

eschatclogy

was restricted

conceptions

was at least one of the factors,

death the Old Tes-

in 71N~ ; the last

religion

litera-

of sins.

a tendency

Israelite

of

did not

in beatific

of body and soul as is taught

at the end of times.

can be foundS.

with the Persians.

is paid to the afterlife.

of a judgement

litera-

differences between the Old
of afterlife4• In the Old Testament

conceptions

does not know a separation

of a remark

some basic

life before

Instead

evidence

in the resurrection

to come to a belief

to this Konig notes
and the Persian

erature.

the contacts

ein

prevalent

B.C. In the Persian

in Ezek 37. This means

need the help from the Persian
In addition

of the dead became

that the belief

the Jewish

of the Persian
was formulated2•

Jenseits-

als Ahnlichkeiten

to such a belief

It probably

of some elements

Ba-

is that it is not clear

There is only the external

reference

fluence
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fUr den

chronologische

fehlt und weil schliesslich

in the fourth century

in this development1•

cial factor

Research

die behaup-

Hypothesen

mehr Verschiedenheiten

for this rebuttal

no explicit

in

study on this

der israelitischen

in the resurrection

religion.

by the Greek Theopomp

Testament

Element

in Jewish

influence

of the elaborate

weil die notwendige

der organi schen Zusammenhang

in the Persian

for Persian

"Alles in allem bleiben

wesentlichen

der einzelnen

Moreover,

proof

elements

des Iran auf Israel unbewiesene

sis fehlt, weil keinem

Vergleich

on certain

Also the result

der Jenseitsvorstellungen,

vorstellung

1.4. Modern

concep-

as a cru-

Cf. Kaiser

1977:80

and Bailey

1979:76.

The theory

of a close relationship is still defended by G. Widengren,
and in Historia ReZigionum, ed. C.J. Bleeker and
G. Widengren, I, Leiden 1969, pp.311-312; cf. also A. Hultg&rd, ANRW
11,19, pp.516-517.

Numen 2(1955),130-131
Notscher
Konig

1926:185-195.

1964:285.

P. Jensen,

ThLZ

(1891) ,2 and (1901) ,34.

Ibid., pp.124-125.

Cf. Jeremias

Ibid., pp.271-283.

standnis des Neuen Testaments,
Beer

1903:34-35

1902:24-25.

and H. Gunkel, Zum reZigionsgeschichtZichen
Gottingen 1903, pp.33-34.

Ver-
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been connected
before

with the sun-myth.

All this was probably

the contact with the Assyrians

certainly

are of the opinion

and rising god Tammuz

has helped

overcome2•

that death can be
connect

of the abode of Tammuz
him a "subterranean
is still a matter

the Israelites

According

3.

of dispute.

appeared

which

of the Tammuz

connected

of Mesopotamian

is according

conceptions

to

to a be-

with this cult.

religion

of similarity

between

of afterlife

state of the dead in the netherworld

that there has been Greek influence

l

Other

.

later Jewish
following

scholars

conceptions

death2•

Greek philosophy

Whether

to which

the influence

tament times, remains
between

ancient

to demonstrate

Israelite

reaches

Leipoldt

of
for

the Old

seems to be the

belief

and Christian

of the immortal

further

Sellin

souIG.

back to Old Tes-

to basic

in this matter.

in resurrection

differences

He even tried

is closer

ted to the latter than to the former 7. On the other hand Glasson

2

rela-

found

It may be concluded

Albright

1903:34-35

and also the theory

of Wright

that the comparison

of the ancient

Israelite

those

who assume

scholars

Cf. Jeremias

1903:4.18;

Cf. Sonnemans

conceptions

Bertholet

directly
of after-

agree in the miserable

with the Greek conceptions

of

when it comes to the study

of beatific

the existence

the dead it may be interesting

afterlife.

of an ancient

Only for

Israelite

to look at the well-known

cult of

Greek hero-

cult".

is regarded

raelites

AND ANCIENT

NEAR EASTERN

neighbours
Through

PATTERNS

Heidel

1946; and Scharbert

1926; and wachter

as the gate through which

would have adopted

and apparently

the Canaanites

ance with the concept
Tammuz,

by many scholars

came into contact with the common

ideas. The Israelites

Adonis,

to prove

"Heilsg6tter"

Adonis

ancient

Near Eastern

the burial

also their respectful

the Israelites

practices

In an elaborate

that the belief

world

of

of their

to have good acquaintlike Osiris,

study published in 1911 Bau-

in the "Auferstehungsg6tter"

and Esmun influenced
belief

the Is-

care for the dead5•

were assumed

of dying and rising gods of fertility,

and Dionysus.

dis sin tried

T.F. Glasson,

1926:10-32.176-177;

and Israel

conceptions

the Israelite

in resurrection.

concept

Traces

and
of their

of the former

(see p.53, n.1).

1926:151-152.

Cf. N6tscher

Israelite

does not seem to be very fruitful

god and also the Israelite

1919:262-263.

Cf. Jeremias

upon the

•

has pointed

and Greek thought

that the Christian

of Greek influence

5

upon Jewish

e.g., the concept

of Greek thought
doubtful.

that Hellas

in

of rein-

GREECE

has had a great influence
it offered,

to ancient

in

teachings

of the state of the soul in the period

With regard

life it has been remarked

Canaan

thinking,

upon the belief

the Orphic

also make mention

especially

after the Old Testament.

of the dead, viz. through

1.4.3.5. CANAAN
1.4.3.4.

eschatology,

of the period

the resurrection

afterlife

its conceptions

upon Jewish

literature
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state of the dead3•

cult, however,

from the later Jewish hopes

The only clear point

and the Mesopotamian

idea of a gloomy

su'ara,

to

name

of Greek influence

apocalyptic

Research

He even supposes

carnation

it is even possible

And there are no clear references

to be very different

afterlife~

cult of the dying

'71l'<t:I , with the Akkadian

The nature

of human beings

With the growing knowledge

Testament

the Jewish

to come to the belief

to Albright

in the netherworld,

paradise"

lief in the resurrection

a beatific

many examples

in Israel

but this contact

that a Mesopotamian

the Hebrew name of the netherworld,

afterlife

known

and Babylonians,

its usel.

promoted

Other scholars

1.4. Modern

of Interpretation

1970:365f.

1969.

1984.

Leipoldt 1942; it must be noted, however, that Leipoldt was biased towards the relation between Jews and Christians as can be deduced from
the subtitle of his book and the situation in which it was written
(also noted by o. Jager, Bet eeuuriqe Leuen , Kampen 1962, p.474, n ,76).

Greek Influence

in Jewish Eschatology,

Cf. Moore 1927:292; Kellermann
Hultg~rd, ANRW 11,19, p.566.
J.P. Brown,
Cf. Albright
Cf. Quell
Jerusalem

1976:278;

Kaiser

London

1977:77-80;

1961, p.30.
and A.

ZAW 93(1981) ,394.
1957:253-254;

Lods

1906:11,92;

and Loretz

1925:14; S.M. Paul and W.G. Dever, Biblical
1973, p.117; and Jaro~ 1978:224.

1978:176,

Archaeology,

n.74.
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1.4. Modern Research

of Interpretation

are found in YHWH being called the one who saves from disease
tress

(pp.385-402);

416). The metaphor

of resurrection

myths of rising gods of nature
real resurrection

Gedanke

like Osiris

zu sein

an eine

lebens in den alten korperlichen
das Sterben

eines Gottes,
Erneuung

nung zu fragen"
in this matter

with YHWH was expressed

that was based
appears

(pp.439-449).

dissin, describes
"Die Naturreligion
losungsreligion

Erschei-

this does not imply that

on Canaanite

belief.

Only the

on the trust in and communion

to be influenced

by the Canaanite

to the Canaanite

religion

as Bau-

as follows:

die sittliche

because

fluential.

Consider,

"Einzig ziemlich

Er-

in his view too much

with regard to the concept of the dying

Despite this criticism

Baudissin's

theory

in the resurrection

e.g., the following

sicherer Fremdeinfluss

glaube, der sich lange gehalten

and rising

assuming

Canaanite

to

influence

of the dead was very in-

statement

by Sternberger in 1979:

ist der Kanaanaische

Vegetations-

in YHWH as "Divine Warrior"

whose

forth new life in nature.

In this

comes to almost exactly
strongly

suggests

from the larger picture

the same conclusion

that some Biblical

of the quickening

response"l.

Greenspoon

texts from the ninth

has been modernized

cf. Bertholet

1916B:1-11

by Greenspoon

and Baumgartner

who relates

1959:213-214.

2 Notscher 1926:195-202. Baumgartner tried to solve this problem by assuming something like the initiation in mystery cults which brings the
initiated to the level of the gods (cf. Baumgartner 1959:201-202 and
ThR 13(1941),172).
G. Sternberger, TRE IV, p.444.

as Baudissin:
. . . draw

the conclusion

in this life-producing

finds the concept of bodily

with the concept of YHWH as "Divine Warrior"
Testament

writers

of all nature

that man, as a created being, would participate

resurrection

already expressed

connected
in Old

century B.C. on; e.g., in Deut 32:39 and

I Sam 2:6.
Related

to the concept

of divine kingship2.
of the so-called
pattern,
important

element

dying and rising

of this pattern
god of nature

ing god of nature

of this century

School defended

they found traces in the whole

val. This was supposed

Thus it would

of the dying and rising gods is also the theory

In the middle

Myth and Ritual

of which

more marked

a number of scholars

the existence

of this

ancient Near East. An

is the king taking the place of the

in a ritual drama at the New Year Festi-

to provide

and the belief

solve the problem

acted annually

the link between
in the general

arising

the belief

resurrection

in the risof the dead.

from the theory of Baudissin.
"that which was en-

in the ritual drama was to take place in the future in a

or final way. Thus the thought

could be freed from the absolute
come a more general
ious experience
grown the belief

of the people's

confinement

of the yearly

idea. The New Year Festival

connected

revivification
ritual and be-

and the exuberant

relig-

with it seem to be the soil out of which has

in conquering

dividual,,3. Riesenfeld

death and in resurrection

refers in this connection

also for the in-

to Hos 6:2; Micah 7:8,

Ps 17:15; Ezek 37; Isa 26:19; and 53:8-124•

Greenspoon

The theory of Baudissin

1919:266;

way Greenspoon

to the belief
of chaos brings

und in Texte wie Hos.6 und Jes.26 weiter-

gewirkt hat" 3•

Sellin

over the powers

Riesenfeld describes how one thing led to the other:
by Notscher,

gods. It is not clear that human beings would have been believed
share the fate of the gods of nature2•

upon the Israelite belief

relig-

1•

This theory was criticized
remains uncertain

Wesens,

in ihrer irdischen

ist ilberwunden, aber hat sterbend

bereichert"

in der

nach einer

Sellin, who is of the same opinion

the relation

der

Menschen-

glaubte

legte es nahe,

to Baudissin

Israel was wholly dependent

way in which this belief

ion of nature

Personlichkeit

(p.432). According

des erstorbenen

eines individuellen

Diese Auffassung

auch der menschlichen

also from the perception

Die Naturreligion

und Wiederaufleben

zu beobachten.

in a

scheint bei den Israeliten

the idea of resurrection
victory

"The evidence

daran, dass die vegetation

Erneuung

Formen.

refer to the

and Attis. The belief

"1m Anschluss

in den alten Formen neu wird,

aufgekommen

vegetation

used in these texts would

is likely to have originated

of dying and rising in nature:
alljahrlich

and dis-

traces of the latter in Hos 6:2 and Ezek 37 (pp.403-

63

1981:276.

For a survey of the discussions on this theory see Scharbert 1970:376378; W. Schlisske, Got.tereohne und Gottessohn im Al.ten Testament,
BWANT 97, Stuttgart 1973, pp.78-115; W. Zimmerli, in Tradition and Interpretation,
ed. G.W. Anderson, Oxford 1979, pp.352-359; and K. Seybold, ThWAT IV, cols.946-947.
Riesenfeld

1948:6.

For a similar interpretation of Isa 53:8-12
(1948) ,54ff. and widengren 1969:416.

see I. Engnell,

BJRL 31
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Birkeland
between

reproached

his fellow-countryman

the resurrection

individual.

Furthermore,

of the Israelite
has sprouted

belief,

of the Israelite

would have neglected

viz. "Yahweh's

kingship

dead cannot be deduced

belief.

framework
ditions

proved

a place

relation"

3.

and Dan

12:35•

The assumption

tribal

can already

ancient Israelite
tic cult of the rp 'wnl .

The belief

and strange

concept

death, Mot, as we know them from Ugaritic

most
of the

of divine kingship

resurrection

mythological

According

is related

Baal and the god of

mythology.

Isa 25:8, speaking
by YHWH,

this background2•

tra-

related

to

to this pattern

successors.

in the general

deceased

titles

of divine kingship

thoughts

on afterlife

support

Auferstehungsglauben

like "star" or

nischen

Judentum

standig

fertig und sicher

resurrection

of the

vorgegangen;

and

can also be found with

religi6ser

few of the scholars
view. To mention

•

concepts

there were also some elements

daism

Cf. Rowley 1955:122-123 and The Faith
163; Martin-Achard 1956:84-85.158-159;
1981:258-259.

in his

weder

that the advocates

kein Glaube.

above who share Gunkel's

in the resurrection
from another

factor'.

especially

When it comes to describing
life, there appears

religion.

the genuine

are, however,
extreme

He regards

thinks

Yahwistic

only

point of

of them: Schwally

in the power

to be much agreement

'Ahnungen' her-

was too important

Also Baudissin

in the belief

aus

Sicher ist auch,

There

3.

noch im nachkano-

ihn nur da, wo er voll-

ist er nicht

entstammt"

of

"Wir sehen den

im Alten Testament,

Uberhaupt

Reflexion

in the development

who stated:

only two of the most influential

to be a borrowing

ism itself,

1949:62-63.68.73.

suggest

ist. Sicherlich

mentioned

tains that the belief

7

might

factors

sondern wir beobachten

denn so entsteht

dass er nicht
afterlife

nirgends,

entstehen;

ON AFTERLIFE

on external

the view of Gunkel,

of this rela-

of this pattern.

PERSPECTIVES

survey of theories

these theories

I Sam 29:9; II Sam

the idea of beatific

The previous
of Israelite

they also have a

Because

1.4.4. YAHWISTIC

the

These

Very influential was the refutation of this theory by Frankfort
Kingship
and the Gods, Chicago 1948.

, Wifall

to the Ugari-

apocalyptic

between

of death as the last enemy who shall in the end be defeated

hope as the crucial

2

itself,

returns

"within

pattern"

court, whereas

have "heavenly"

between

these common Near Eastern

Birkeland

about the struggle

would have to be seen against

that

has been related

of later Jewish

and nowadays

and royal traditions"'.

as a "democratization"

an ancient Near Eastern

hero-cult

the dualism

stories

religion

of the development

in the afterlife:

The proposed

to Gibson

- the Ugaritic

in the explanation

to the ancient

.Ie may note, however,

for this in Num 24:17;

of a relation

belief

65

studies:

in the heavenly

found evidence

2

to be of interest

ancient Near Eastern

in the resurrection

the idea of individual

with their living

dead can be regarded

Besides

myth could

that the belief

published

tion the living leaders

Healey6

to Birkeland

to be untenable

the concept of the "Divine Warrior".

14:17-20;

According

of a common

would have formed a "consistent

"god". Wifall

from which

According

of the old pre-exilic

"symbiotic

character",

from such a pattern

of recently

leaders obtain

the true nature

historical

form the theory of the concept

Wi fall wants to place

or - to be more precisely

Riesenfeld

agree with Birkeland

in a number

in the Canaanite

eschatologyl.

concept of divine

in a restricted

distinguished

which were thought

In the course of time the assumption

scholars

for not having

at the end of time and life after death of the

the eschatological

not simply become

1.4. Modern Research

of Interpretation

main-

in later Ju-

the messianic

of roots within

Juda-

of YHWH5•
perspectives

among the different

on after-

generations

of Israel,
London 1956, pp.162Lapp 1968:148; and Greenspoon
Cf. Loretz
2

1978:383-384.

Gibson

1978.

1979:166.

5

According to Wifall Dan 12:3 does not describe the end of time; with
Collins 1974 he prefers to speak here of the "transcendence of death".

H. Gunkel, SchOpf WIg WId Chaos in Urzeit WId Endzeit:
Eine religionsgeechdcht.l-iche Untersuchung iiben Gen.1 und Ap Joh 12, G6ttingen 1895, p.291 ,n.2.

6

Healey

Schwally

strange

1984:250.253.
1985:38.

See also p.81 below.

Baudissin

1892:150.
1911:510.
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of Old Testament

scholars.

The view of Spiess

differ much from that of most modern
when and how positive
Yahwism.

conceptions

within

scholars.

(see p.27

above) does not

The main problem

of the afterlife

On this point we still find diverging

scholars who maintain

1.4. Modern

of Interpretation

were accepted

opinions,

"hanging

down".

Other

scholars

of Akkadian

development

*sWJal and Hebrew

proto-Semitic

within

even among

that we have to think of an internal

the Israelite

remains

religion.

noted

OF AFTERLIFE

As soon as the Old Testament

appeared

was not regarded

to be used in support

to contain

rather negatively

anymore

of the traditions

about the world

is called

of dispute.

Kohler

7;N~.

to a happy afterlife and to speak
of the deadl• In the Old Testament the

The etymology

gained much support

of this word is still a matter

in connecting

it with the verb

ilNjj,

"to lie desolate,,2, but it has also been connected

7Njj,

"to ask"

wide",

out",

Margalit

71 N~ would

thinks

"to be hollow",

"to be quiet,,4. Wachter

of 71N~ as an indication

"nothing".

machung"s.
strong"

"to hollow

and with a verb N7jj,

the beginning
7; N<7~,

7Njj<7yjj,

with the verbs

regards

of the causative,

have to be translated

the shin at

which

leaves

then as "Zunichte-

of a shctphel-form of the verb 7(1)1'{,

(cf. Cant 8:6, "strong

as death")

6.

Rossler

connects

71~

"to be
with

Vollers

Finally,

a

proposes

some attempts

habitation
recently

lO

by Gorg ,

to assume

study published
den lebens-

The traditional

that it denotes
in 1857 Engelbert

2 L. Kohler, "Alttestamentliche
74 and Jsst 1(1956) ,9.19-20,
3

See the literature
Cf. W. von Soden,

Wortforschung:
sche'ol", ThZ 2(1946),71cf. also G. Gerleman, THAT II, col. 838.

der Literatur

cr.

According to E. Glasser, Altjemenische Nachrichten,
I, 1906, p.75 this
verb has to be translated here as "to judge", "to punish", cf. also
W.F. Albright, JBL 75(1956) ,257 who maintains that 711'{~ originally
meant "examination", "ordeal" and that this developed to the meaning
"undezwor Ld" •

4 Proposed respectively by F. Boettcher,
see the surveys by De Bondt 1938:56-57
S

Wachter

6

Margalit

1969:335.
1980A:203,

K. Vollers,

Cf. Beer

10

n.l.

has proposed
the name of the
has been defended

of Wi fall to explain

Shi-hor,

71N~

"lake of Horus" II.

to determine

what the word 71N~

view is that it can be put on a level
in the LXX. However,

there is

more than just the netherworld.
describes

Mann, der personificirte
Bedeutung,

In his

711'{~ as "die Todesgefahr

frUhzeitige

oder als Collectivausdruck

fur
Tod,
eine

The Hebrew Concept of the World, p.166.

mentioned

by De Bondt

UF 1 (1969) ,331-332:

1938:57-59

and Tromp

1969:21.

"Das 'Wort' sollte endgftltig aus
von sche 'ol" ,ThZ 2 (1946) ,233-235.

Volkssprache

und Schriftsprache

im alten Arabien,

1906, p.97.

ZA 15(1900) ,243.
n.l.

"Sur l'etymologie

Gorg 1982:31-33.
Wifall

from

verschwinden!"_

1902:15,

E. Devaud,

on the basis of
be deduced

JBL 36(1917) ,258 and 40(1921) ,171.

P. Jensen,

H. Hupfeld, and J.L. Saalschutz,
and Gerleman, THAT II, col.837.

the attempt

also W. Baumgartner, "Zur Etymologie

P. Haupt,

(see p.60 above) 4.

of the word 71N~ with the
Devaud

This proposal

as it is translated

by Stadelmann,

proved

~Ie already

this view and supposed

s-j 3rw, "the Earu-field",

of EgyPtian

und thatkraftigen

Mentioned

the meaning

in afterlife9•

auch Grab in seiner einfachen
Cf. Beer 1902, Bertholet 1926, De Bondt 1938:40-129; Tromp 1969, Wachter 1969; L.I.J. Stadelmann, The Hebrew Conception of the World, AnBib
39, Rome 1970, pp.165-176, and Gorg 1982. The dissertation of R.Rosenberg, The Concept of Biblical Sheol within the Context of Ancient Near
Eastern Belief, Cambridge 1981 was not available to me.

71N~ might

can be mentioned.

to be very difficult

with the Greek Hades
reason

translation

to Jensen

who criticizes

as "lake of El" by analogy

3.

salii.,"to descend" and translates

a similar

to explain

language

of the blessed

denotes precisely.

su'ara

with the help

su'ala2

s'ilu, "some kind of room"s

wi th Egyptian

It also appeared

etymology

a link with Akkadian

to Akkadian

with Akkadian

connection

(of the world)" I.

with Akkadian

"the West,,7. Later he retracted

help of the Egyptian

"to be

71jj,

assumes

sawla,

and Arabic

this word does not exist in Akkadian

a relation

scu irs«,

a connection
it

very few references

netherworld

3,

as a collection
of the church,

connection

eahdl., "depth"s. According

Arabic
Akkadian

of proof-texts

The proposed

that Albright

711'{~ as "pit"s.

CONCEPTIONS

"hem of skirt",

71jj,

have tried to find a plausible

because

Haupt proposes

1.4.4.1. THE NEGATIVE

67

Thus 711'{~ would mean "the lowest part

words.

to be wrong,

Research

1980:329.

de

7i/'(~ ". Sphinx

13(1910) ,120-121.
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Sammlung

von Grabern"l.

with the grave.

So he assumes

In the theory

this would be problematical,
particular

of Interpretation

some kind of identification

of an ancient
because

grave as the habitation

1.4. Modern

Israelite

such a cult is connected

of the venerated

conception

nificant

realm of the weak dead. Torge

part of the shadowy
by taking

"Die Wertschatzung

the conception

des Grabes deutet

noch keine Unterwelt

kannte

storbenen ein bewusstloses
der man sich von einem
stimmten

Vorteil

thologisierende
Pedersen

theory

graves

world;

this totality.

common realm, because
tions. This common
Against

and modified

sense of totality:

different

united.

they are essentially

of Stade and others
conception

subjected

to take ~lM~

Pedersen

into which

all graves

who

are merged

world"

trouble

holds

the light",

4

•

All

Das negative Verdienst des Alten Testaments urn die Unsterblichkeitslehre,
Berlin 1857, p.78; cf. De Bondt 1938:95.

4

~lMI9 is not only

and when he escapes

because

of Sheol within

governed

illness,

of being

because

poverty,

in the world of death.
a "rescue

could indicate

The results

of Barth's

The criticism

and darkness

As a result

in any Psalm

death, not even in Ps 16:9-11;

of death,
is not necesslacking

are regarded

food,

as a way

from this, it may thereBarth denies

text a hope for eternal

that this
life after

17:15; 49:16; and 73:24-266•

study have been widely
concerns

Barth's

accepted

interpretation

among modern
of Ps 16, 17,

H. Engelbert,

Stade, Geschichte des Volkes Israel, I, p.420; cf. also Schwally 1892:
59.62; Matthes 1901:345-348; Charles 1913:33; Bertholet 1914:43; Tromp
1969:139-140; Jaro~ 1978:226; and against this theory Frey 1898:204215; Quell 1925:38; Notscher 1926:209-212; De Bondt 1938:114; Ridderbos
1948; and Eichrodt, Theologie des A Zten Tee tamerite, II, III, p.145
and Fohrer, Gesehiehte der israelitisehen
Re7.igion, p.218.
Pedersen

1926:460.

Ibid., p.462.
2 Cf. Kraus
Pedersen
4 E.g.,

1972:274.
1926:466.

Baumgartner

S Barth

1959:94 and Nikolainen

1947; the Mesopotamian
1926:9; Notscher 1926:17-24;

Barth

Aneient
Achard

1944:118.

parallels are also discussed by Bertholet
Hirsch 1968; and Steiner 1982:246.

1947:152-166.
Johnson, The Vitality of the Individual in the Thought of
Cardiff 1949; Tournay 1949; Birkeland 1949:70; Martin1956:41; Coppens 1957:21; Campbell 1971:109-110; and K. Seybold,

7 Cf. A.R.

Israel,

3.

out by Barth with

also loneliness,

If one is rescued

from ~lMV".

If

The aim of the study of Barth is to

in the Psalms

sadness,

is so obvi-

him, then he feels it entirely"

to this view4 which was worked
materials.

or

and "be-

by the totality.

from life to death. This point

death,

Al-

disease

from Sheol. The thought

he is always

and at what point man passes

weakness,

that the liv-

from the misery

of life and what is the essence

expression

up of the

thinking

It was also believed

this idea is based on the Israelite

then he has escaped

assented

fore be called

2 Torge 1909:109; cf. also Charles 1913:63; and for the opposite view
Beer 1902:7-19 who maintains: "Der Scheolglaube ist ein Rest chthonischen Kultes" (Ibid., p. 7) •
3

grave

there is Sheol,

find out what is the essence

scholars?
1

and where

single

"He who is struck by evil, by unhappiness,

is in Sheol,

arily physical

the

•.•

in every

of the

it belongs

like Ps 30:4 and 116:8 this use of ~lMI9

to Pedersen

the help of extra-biblical

stop at

of ~lMI9 and

a summing

other

Many scholars

as a later and fun-

The relation

the nature

call Sheol;

itself

that in Israelite

from texts

he has any of the nature

form a

that

might

with ~lMI9, viz. when their lives are in danger.

ous to the Israelite,

to the same condi-

has demonstrated

constituting
we

there is Sheol,

go after death.

According

sense of totality:

grave is not

of the kinsmen

deduced

as a metaphor2•

of his

call she '07. or the nether

simply as the former being

"Sheol is the entirety

ready Calvin
in

3•

Nor does the thought

ideas of grave and ~lMI9 cannot be separated.

latter:

sondern

from the world of light, all the deceased

grave cannot be described

ing can be confronted

~lMI9 as the "My-

"the individual

there is grave,

It was noted by Engelbert

in der man

the framework

'Ur'-grave

the earth, but it manifests

the place where people

the ideas of ~lMI9 as the collection

realm the Israelites

the attempt

damentally

of family graves

and are closely

Viewed

tried to solve

zuschrieb,

it forms a whole with the graves

make a common world

Where

geschlitzten Grabe nach dero Tode einen be-

and of ~lMI9 as a power within

of the Israelite

an isolated

in der Scheol

characteristics

69

there is graven1.

an den See len der Ver-

und Genuss versprach,,2. Stade defines
Vereinigung"

This

common

and that is Sheol. The

deep down under

the grave is an insig-

auf eine Zeit zUrUck,

Dammerleben

grave,

as a later development:

und darin auch nicht

festen,

has developed

of individual

of ~lM~

graves have certain

with one

dead person.

leaves no room for a general

this problem

in which

of ~lM~

cult of the dead

Research
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49, and 731 and his opinion

of Interpretation

1.4. Modern

with regard to the spatiality

regard to the latter Tromp maintains
the feeling to be in the domain

of

'71NI!!.With

that we have to distinguish

of death and actually

being

between

there as one

of the shades2•
agree that being

"living"

3.

There

earthly

conditions

to I Sam 28:14;

are, however,

in the netherworld

some texts which

were perpetuated

can hardly

be called

seem to indicate

that

there. For this many scholars

Isa 14:9; and Ezek 32: 17-32. These

texts would

refer

to the common scholarly

opinion

the Israelites

assumed

only hoped

alives.

a good and long life and for a son to keep their memory
usually

the group is supposed

afterlife,

whereas

survival

to have been more important

for

It is

this living on in the name would have taken the place

the hopes for an individual

of

of the family or

in Israelite

thought

to a number

of scholars,

however,

to the ancient
this was not the

between

1973, pp.

what he thinks

and the religion

concept

of afterlife

religion.

After

the Israelites

sceptical

towards

world.

According

to Maag the reason

cult of Shalim

long after the conquest

children

The theory

of a cult of Shalim,

Is-

culture,

in

the entire

Israelite

in Palestine,

no-

they re-

for this was the aversion
which was practised

to this chthonic

about nomadic

appear to have their

the ancient

of the city by David.

their

nomadic

sedentary

their god with the dead and their

in Jerusalem,

sacrificed

the influ-

Such a cult and indeed

had settled

associating

that it

in this connection

to be the original

just did not fit within

mained

against

Maag points

of the Canaanite

a cult of the dead is customary~

however,

religion

to the

there until

The Canaanites

would have

deity in the valley

remains

hypothetica14

is not at all certain;

family graves as well, which

they visit

of Hinnom~
and also

for nomads
from time to

time to bury those who died on the ways.
It can, finally,

Das Gebet des Kranken im Alten Testament, BWANT 99, Stuttgart

of afterlifel.

conceptions

religion

the statement

All this may have made the event of death more bearable
According

raelite

Canaanite

than the loss of one of its membar s",

Israelites7•

ence of heathen

madic

that not all the dead share the same fate 4.

It is assumed

might have been caused by the wish to defend Yahwism

which

indicate
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for the lack of hope for the afterlife.

to the difference

Most scholars

According

only reason

Research

be noted that the negative

have often been regarded

as a positive

conceptions

element

of Yahwistic

of afterlife
belief.

Ac-

34-38.
cording
Cf. Coppens

1957; Von Rad 1971:238.245;

and Nicacci

to Warburton

1969:129-140;

esp. p.137;

cf. also Wachter

ishment"

S

6

Cf. Charles 1913:40-41; Notscher 1926:208; 0. Eissfeldt, "Schwerterschlagenen bei Hesekiel", in Studies in Old Testament Prophecy, Fs T.H.
Robinson, ed. H.H. Rowley, Edinburgh 1950, pp.73-81; Wachter 1967:176;
and Tromp 1969:181-182.193.
Konig even relates these texts to the idea
of a divine retribution after death (cf. Konig 1964:177-213; esp. p.
205); cf. also Heidel 1946:222-223.
Cf. Bailey 1979:47-52; A. Malamat, "Longevity: Biblical Concepts and
some Ancient Near Eastern Parallels", AfO, Beiheft 19 (1982) ,215-224.
See also Frost 1972 on the attempt of childless people to keep their memory alive. According to Brichto they did not just hope to live on in the
name; he assumes that DI!!, "name", means "family-line" here (cf. Brichto
1973: 22) .
Cf. Rost 1951:64; Wachter

1967:158; Bailey 1979:58;
Dusseldorf 1980, p.46;

kunft, ed. R. Schnackenburg,

S. Talmon, in Zuand Martin-Achard

1981A:441-442.
See on the ancient
Herrmann 1970.

attitude

towards

death Wachter

1967 and

(see p.26 above).

of the absolute

of Moses"

can be demonstrated

6

Spiess

of a future state of reward and punand Von Rad7 speak in this connection

trust in YHWH.

Cf. Charles (see p.42 above); Baumgartner
1959:144; Nikolainen 1944:97;
Shofield 1951:46; Ridderbos 1968:11; Kellermann 1976:260-261; Schreiner
1979:124; and Nicacci 1983:8.
Maag 1980.
Ibid., pp.183-184.

Apparently Maag follows
1957, pp.136-137;
and IntDB IV, pp.301-302.

Legacy of Canaan, Leiden

the theory of J. Gray, The
2nd ed., 1965, pp.170-172

Cf. Preuss 1974:73-75 who follows Maag except in this matter. For a
different view on the god Shalim see Gese 1970:139 and R.A. Rosenberg,
IntDB Suppl., pp.820-821 correcting the article of Gray in IntDB IV.
Cf. K.M. Kenyon, in Archaeology and Old Testament Study, ed. D.W. Thomas, Oxford 1967, p.268 and ADAJ 16(1971) ,14; and also Hrouda 1957:
598 and Yassine 1983:32.
Spiess

Israelite

of the doctrine

1967:50.

Cf. Campbell 1971: 107; Burns 1973: 338: "existence in Sheol is in no
sense an 'afterlife' but death". See in general on the state of the inhabitants of the netherworld Tromp 1969:187-196.
4

legation

1983:12.
"from the omission

Tromp

the "divine

1877:425.

Von Rad 1974:266.
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1.4. Modern

of Interpretation

in the resurrection
ing to rescue
1.4.4.2. THE RISE OF HOPE FOR BEATIFIC

Sellin

AFTERLIFE

The factors within
led to the belief

Yahwism

sense of individuality

in practically

Deut 32:39;
scholars

supposed

in YHWH being powerful

all studies

indications

of the conviction

to the dead and the netherworld2.

to the stories

about the revivification

24; II Kgs 4:18-374;

resurrection

This revivification

of recently

of dead persons
emphasize

persons

of the very ill than to the final resurrections.

garded

of Enoch

as exceptions

(Gen 5:24) and Elijah
to the rUle6;

With regard

3.

Gottes

more important

was supposed

for evil suffered

in Dan 12:1-3.

involved,

expectations

of the

that the community

(see p.70 above). Divine

come in the life of the person

in later generations.

comes to the persons

with the later belief

volved

retribution

apparently

would have become

the persecution
Epiphanes,
a divine
Against
ognize

a problem
assumed

of pious

not always

to the pious

and Ezek

that this problem

Jews by the Seleucid

retribution

after death

the assumption

that one cannot

a period

For this reason May denies
and a growing

and Ezekiel

and worth of the individual

thinking;

in-

(cf. Job and

reached

government

the fact

its climax in
under Antiochus

of the belief

(cf. Dan 12:1-3 and II Macc 7)2.

that Jeremiah

separate

in Israelite

18:1-4 stating

Israelite

which would have led to the break-through

the importance

vidualism

in Jer 31:29-30

Most scholars

that divine

re-

is

retribution

As a consequence

1979; Helten

1982; and Martin-Achard

were the first to recsome scholars

argue

of collectivism

from a period

of indi-

there was always

a combination

of both3•

a direct relation

sense of individuality.

of the belief

in the resur-

If there had been such a

1985.
Sellin

1919:263.

1975 and 1977.

Cf. E. Jacob, IntDB II, p.689; and also Notscher 1926:129-138; MartinAchard 1956:51-53 and 1981A:443-444. A more direct relation with the
belief in the resurrection of the dead is assumed by Greenspoon 1981:
299-300.306.
Cf. Notscher

positive

1979.

See on this text Delcor

6

des allmachti-

that a man shall die for his own wrong doing.

are usually

der

wurden"l .

notice

about the

rection

Cf. Schmitt

t;

is more akin to the care

Cf. Schwally 1892:75-130; Touzard 1898:218-230; Beer 1902:23-29; Torge
1909:216-246; Charles 1913:51-166; Bertholet 1914:49-57; QUell 1925:3843; Notscher 1926:202-261; De Bondt 1938:130-221; Nikolainen 1944:113147; Heidel 1946:210-222; Sutcliffe 1946:81-108; Rost 1951; Schilling
1951:69-101; Rowley 1955:121-132; Martin-Achard
1956:47-143.163-175;
Botterweck 1957:8; Hooke 1964; Konig 1964:213-253; Maag 1980:188-193;
Snaith 1964:313-318; Wachter 1967:193-198; Ridderbos 1968:6-12; Dubarle
1970; Nelis 1970:370-376; stemberger 1972:290; Gese 1977:38-53; Kaiser
1977:68-76; Jaro~ 1978:226-229; Schreiner 1979:129-137; Ellison 1980;
Martin-Achard
1981B:310-315; Cox 1982:8-13; Fuglister 1983:29-35; Moore
1983:24-29; Sisti 1983; and most manuals of Old Testament theology and
of Israelite religion.

2 Cf. Herrmann

als aristo-

schon frUher neben

to be the feeling

or done may not always

in this thinking

of the dead:

und mit dem Endheil

life without

but it could also follow

a break

which has to be

Entruckungserwartung

innigst ve rknupf

than the individual

the difference

and the

ja sogar weit alter noch als diese

verbunden

Israels

One of the things which make
bearable

afterlife,

in the resurrection

Auserwahlte(durfte)

hergelaufen,

sein, bis beide durch Daniel

afterlife

of beatific

herkommende

fur wenige

Koheleth). It is usually
1

concept

and Elijah

in Dan 12:3. He con-

The stories

(II Kgs 2:1-18)

the connection

Reservat

of Enoch

like stars mentioned

from the common belief

"diese von der Astralreligion
kratisches

the assumption

shining

them with a special

gen und gerechten

in I Kgs 17:17-

of the dead as described
deceased

by most

would have led

(Isa 25:8)

leaders

able and will-

men from death.

between

Auferstehungserwartung

that the power of YHWH
This belief

and 13:20-21 most scholars

from the difinitive

and just
are men-

with YHWH. These elements
l
on this subject .

nects

distinguished

as a growing

communion

to the hope that one day death shall be overcome

assumption

to have ultimately

can be summarized

I Sam 2:6; Amos 9:2; and Ps 139:18 are interpreted

as early

also extends

are usually

afterlife

next to the belief

and the hope for a lasting
tioned

which

in beatific

these devoted

wise

73

of the dead is found only in YHWH being

saw a parallel

resurrected

Research

1926:126 and Martin-Achard

1956:215.

Cf. Moore

1927:318-319;

Notscher

1926:215;

Cox 1982:9; Dexinger

1983:14.

Cf. H. Buckers, "Kollektiv- und Individualvergeltung
im Alten Testament", Theologie und Gl-aube 25 (1933) ,273-287; Rowley, The Faith of Israel, pp.99-123; J. de Fraine, Adam et son lignage:{;tudes sur La notion
de "pereonal.i te corporative" dans La.Bible, Louvain 1959, pp.14-15.219220; and Fuglister 1983:29.
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relation,

it would have left its traces

Ezekiel.

Belief

centuries

matter:

in the resurrection

later!. The assumed

his opinion

it reverses

"die Hoffnung

relation

wurde gerade durch die Hoffnung
A third element which

afterlife

nion with YHWH.

Texts

aration

speaking

for the later belief

the counterpart

angesehenwerden

jenes geduldige

auf eine Wiedererweckung

Nach un-

der Frommen

Ausharren

der
konnte,

begrfuldet,,2.

as a factor in the rise of the be-

of this communion
are regarded

of the view expressed

of the commu-

like Ps 16:10-11;

by many scholars

in the resurrection

and 115: 17 that the dead cannot praise
praise of YHWH must never

..•

Leiden

is the hope for a continuation

and Job 19:25-27

In

in this

(kann) kaum als Erzeug-

zum Leiden und Martyriuro werden

is mentioned

lief in beatific

16; 73:23-24;

sondern

only

by Wied.

way of reasoning

narolich nicht das irdische

das in Notzeiten

and

however,

was also questioned

Israelite

Vergeltungsgedanken

der Auferstehung,

Apokalyptiker,

of Jeremiah

of the dead appears,

the original

serer Ansicht motivierte
die Erwartung

in the period

auf die Totenauferweckung

nis eines individuellen

1.4. Modern

of Interpretation

49:

as a prep-

3
of the dead ,

being

in texts like Isa 38:18; Ps 30:10;
YHWH. The conviction

end would have contributed

that the

to the hope for res-

urrection

is followed

Sellin wants

2

Wied

1967:242.

3 Cf. Torge 1909:245-246; Bertholet 1916B:21-23; Baumgartel 1932:103-115;
De Bondt 1938:192; Nikolainen 1944:121-128; Grelot 1971:118-122; Woudstra 1973:9-11; Gese 1977:52;Cox 1982:13; and Ramorosan 1984. See on the
Psalm texts the survey by Scharbert 1970:388-389; to this can be added
with regard to Ps 16:10-11: Quintens 1979; Beuken 1980; and Kaiser 1980
interpreting it as a reference to the afterlife; and for the opposite
opinion K. Seybold, ThZ 40(1984) ,129; see with regard to Ps 49:16 now
also Casetti 1982:209-212 who denies a reference to the afterlife; for
a "transcendent" interpretation ofPs 73:23f. see Schmitt 1973:284-285
and Irsigler 1984:47-50.266-272.
Ps 17:15 is connected with hopes for
afterlife by N6tscher 1924:165-167; De Bondt 1938:187; Nikolainen 1944:
123; and Miller 1977:55. For the interpretation of Job 19:25-27 as referring to the afterlife see the surveys by Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob, pp.
318-321 and Scharbert 1970:389-390; to this can be added Gese 1977:4445; Miller 1977:63-68; Ellison 1980;180; and N.C. Habel, The Book of
Job, OTL, London 1985, pp.307-308.

by the belief

to distinguish

confused

with a more mystical
man diese

frUher

wohl kennen

conception

verbinden,

ganz unverbunden
gegensatzlich
positive
well'.

According

by Greek thinking,
thesis

and Elijah;

ancient Near Eastern
suppressed
Testament
tality

granted

been replaced
later belief
covenant:
based

concept

by Yahwism.
account

in immortality

"Immortality

in the eternal

also Eccles

however,

of this suppression
the original

(cf. the Mesopotamian

in the context

of David

of immor-

flood stories)

on the theology

of an eschatology

which was

and the suzerainty

vassal

treaty between

Cf. H.J. Franken, The MYsticaZ Communion with YHWH in the Book Of
Leiden 1954 who pays no attention to this aspect.
1919:266-267.
1955:123;

Kellermann

1976:274.

E. Jacob,

of the

of God motif had its roots

PsaZms,
Sellin

has

of Eden. The

1974:70.

Cf. Rowley

was

in the Old

blessing

and in the story of the Garden

emerged

of

to the Common

This concept,

of God motif, The Kingdom

kingdom

of different
to him Ps 16;

of the assumption

12:7 belong

(cf. Dan 12) was based

as

soulS.

the existence

14:32; the stories

He finds examples

by a covenant,

towards

was influenced

in a new way. According

of immortality.

to the survivors

vielfach

gar auch we iter

development

of the immortal

of the flood, in which

on the Kingdom

Cf. Preuss

12:28;

and indirectly

hat.
sehr

sich naturlich

Judentum

form of the development

this mystical

of afterlife

17; 49; 73, Job 19; Prov
Enoch

sie kennen

Miller has tried to explain

conceptions

wenn

has been noted by other scholars

viz. the concept

are
in

"Es war verkehrt,

her, wenn sie sich nicht

to Kellermann

which

to the belief

die die eschatologische

(vgl. Hiob);

of afterlife

in Israel

of the dead2•

zu jener aufgefasst

aber noch im spateren

verhalten,,3. This twofold

expectations

In his

auch bei Frommen,

nebeneinander

thinking

with

(cf. Dan 12:1-2) and the other

of the afterlife:

laufen

communion

developments,

one leading

als eine Vorstufe

und doch ignorieren

mit einander

two separate

resurrection

stellenweise

Wir finden die mystische

in the religious

scholarship;

individual

of the lasting

in the final resurrection

between

in biblical

the eschatological

positive
H.G. May, "Individual Responsibility
and Retribution", HUCA 32(1961),
107-120; esp. pp.109-110. Fuglister, who shares the opinion of individualism being not as late as the period of Jeremiah and Ezekiel, holds to
the connection of the belief in retribution after death with a growing
sense of individualism:
"Doch konnte es nicht ausbleiben, dass eine
derart intensive zuwendung zuro Einzelnen Folgen hatte fur jene Zukunftsschau, aus der sich stufenweise die individuelle Eschatologie entwickelte" (Fuglister 1983:30).

think of this conception

YHWH as of a stage in the development

usually

75

after death!.

Not all scholars

which

research

IntDB II, p.689;

and Moore

1983.
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Yahweh

and Israel" l. There were other scholars

cussed the covenant
Miller

before

texts that use the metaphor

seems to be the first to connect

urrection

of resurrection

2

but

,

it with the eschatological

res-

belief

in beatific

mony between

the Old Testament

it cannot be denied

and the New Testament

revelation

at the moment

the harmony

mankind

Already

no conflict
correctly

is prepared

for it

from a negative

in the Pentateuch

die ganze christliche
eschatologischen

measure

of the Old and New Testament

cannot have been a development
hereafter,

Eschatologie

Offenbarungen,,4.

between

the earlier

interpreted,

in this matter.

of death

According

to Atz-

that there
view on the

und keimartig

maintains

that "there

there was

tween the souls of the blessed

after death was known

'a great gulf fixed'

and those of the damned"

that "Nothing

and all the faithful

less than resurrection
after him"?

is

of the Old Testament,

and the afterlife"

5.

for Ps 49 and 73 show that "already

ing to the Old Testament,

He derives

He as-

throughaccord-

(Luke 16:26) be-

6.

Logan

Dahood

rection

according

1938:224-225;

1968:10-11;

ther, we rejOice;

translates

1973:17.

Die Christliehe Esehatologie in den Stadien ihrer Offenbaxnmq im Al-ien und Neuen Testament, 1891, rpt. 1977, p.35 (cf. N6tscher 1926:118); cf. also T.W. Lancester, The Harmony of the Law and
the Gospel with Regard to the Doetrine of a Future State, Oxford 1825.

4 L. Atzberger,

5

Heidel 1946:222; the reference to Sellin 1919:234 in n.255 is misleading, because Sellin does not speak of positive expectations there.
Heidel
Logan

1946:191.
1953:169.

Prov

to Hebrew

of

in resur-

language with

of the ancient

in Ugaritic

literature

- to beatific

"not dying",

12:28 as follows:

concep-

leads to this surpris-

is KTU 1.16:I.14f.:"In

nlO

on this

by Dahood

in the books

of the Hebrew

in your not dying we eXUlt"

comparable

revision"

city of

shares many words with Ugaritic

of Dahood

used for the expression

this from John 8:

and Woudstra

Hebrew

to the interpretation

which

in

(see pp.45-47

to the belief

the literature

there are a few which

afterlife.

An im-

your life, our fa-

(translation
Ugaritic

and

refer _

of Dahood).

blmt, is according

~N in Prov 12:28. For this reason he
"In the way of justice

is life and the

of her path is immortality".

The most important

Ridderbos

in which

afterlife

to the Old Testament

in his opinion

His new approach,

Biblical

of Albright

the "drastic

on the comparison

text in this connection

to Dahood

for the sense of mystery".

of texts, especially

testify

language

among these words

goes even

1977:208-209.

Cf. De Bondt

is based

Ugarit was written.

portant

which

and immortality4.

the old Canaanite

to

is used by Brodie

the work of Albright

with regard

a great number

and Psalms,

was in the mind

Cf. J. Wijngaards, "Death and Resurrection in Covenantal Context'(Hos VI
2)", VT 17 (1967) ,226-239; C. Barth, "Theophanie, Bundschliessung
und
neuer Anfang am dritten Tage", EvTh 28(1968) ,521-533; and Campbell
1971: 110-111.
3

mentions

Proverbs

treading
Miller

by the studies

who in his turn mentions

scholarly

ing conclusion,

aller weiteren

retribution

period;

is supported

and Dahood,

opinion

to a positive

and later writings

the Old Testament

tions of afterlife3•

he finds "wurzelhaft

in the matter

in "respect

of the common

•

what was promised

above)

of the high age of the hopes for a beatific

of God to give this

also implies

received

to

that Moses and the Patrl.'
archs expecte d to stay alive

but "said it softly"

The suggestion

above)

having

(see also pp.8-9

3

out the Old Testament

of Abraham

died without

having

them by God. This old argument

Brodie welcomes

sumes that the idea of divine

further by stating

the patriarchs

subject with approval2•

but this phenom-

und die Fundamente
Also Heidel

Of

is less clear with re-

than the New Testament,

as a well considered

the har-
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Rom 4:13; Gal 3:29; and Hebr 11:8-16 pointing

after death,

is much

who emphasize

that the Old Testament

gard to the hope for afterlife
enon can be explained

afterlife

Research

56; Acts 7:5; 26:6-7;

as weIll. He assumes

that the Israelite

older than Dan 12 can also be found with scholars

berger

Miller who dis-

of the dead.

The opinion

course,

1.4. Modern

of Interpretation

epic of Aqhat,

which

Ugaritic
describes

text in Dahood's
an argument

theory

between

is a passage

the hero Aqhat

of the
and the

Anat:
And the virgin Anat replied: Ask for life,
Ask for life and I will give it to you,
Immortality and I will bestow it upon you.
I will make you count years with Baal,

Brodie

0

youthful

Aqhat,

1980.

Cf. Dahood

1960:181,

n.l.

Brodie

1980:258;

cf. also Smick

Dahood
XXXVI;

1960 and Psalms, AncB 17, Garden City 1965-1970; esp. 1(1965), p.
11(1968), pp.XXV1-XXV1I;
and 111(1970), pp.XL1-L11.

1968:12.
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1. 4. Modern

of Interpretation

This theory

You shall number months with the sons of E1.
For Baal, when he gives life, invites to a banquet;
He invites the life-given to a banquet and bids him drink,
And in his presence, sweetly chants and sings.
(KTU 1.17:VI.25-32; translation of Dahood)
Although

Aqhat

proposal

of the goddess

scournfu11y

rejects

ence which the gods reserved
Canaanite-Hebrew

this offer,

a "Canaanite

belief

Dahood deduces

in an unending

at least for some mortals"

interrelationships

Dahood

supposes

Ps 16:11; 21:5; 27:13;
Prov 8:35-36,

from the

blissful
Because

l.

30:6; 36:10; 56:14; 69:29;

The negative

(cf.

133:3,

as his future

in this matter:

life, what will man receive

translation

of Dahood).

According

"Man - what

as afterlife"

to Dahood

'u1J_ryt,"future life", and 'a"!2'yt,"afterlife", are paralleled
also with regard

10, Ps 37:37-38;
The element

to the reference

to the afterlife,

of the festive banquet

mentioned

in KTU 1.17:VI.30-31

The existence

in the following

texts: Ps 23:4-6;

of an Old Testament
on the comparison

belief

in beatific

with Ugaritic

61:8; 63:3, and 140:14. He also found traces
like "Elysian Fields"
36:10, 56:14, 97:11,
The verb ilnJ,

as the habitation

as a reference

to the resurrection

of perfect

tense verbs

1960:180.

Ps 49:16,

as precative

them as a wish for the future instead
past.

It was

1

than according

reproach made by vawter
different

conceptions

and resurrection.

any clear definitions.

be used as proof

as well.

of a belief

to the

and also

All positive
The use of

It is doubtful
in beatific

by his

whether

after1ife6

by

indicated

Dorn that

D"n

by the context,

only means

"eternal

as in Dan 12:29•

life" when this

The texts mentioned

this condition.

theory with regard
as an extension

to the beatific

of an earlier

vision

carefully

in the hereafter
made suggestion

can

by

in the here41:13,

2

51:8,

of paradise-

in Ps 5:9,

1980 mentioned

above, L. Bronner,

Beth

a

in the

cf. E. Jacob, UF 11(1979) ,405, M.J. Mulder, in Loven en geloven, Fs N.H.
Ridderbos, Amsterdam 1975, p.120, and A. Lacocque, Le livre de Daniel,
CAT XVb, Paris 1976, pp.174-175.

Vawter

1972:161-162.

Ibid., pp.168-169; cf. also Campbell 1971:117, M. Greenberg, EnayaloXIV, p.78, Brichto 1973:2, and Bailey 1979:123, n.17.

paedia Judaiaa
6

"to

thus interpreting

to an action

next to Smick 1968 and Brodie
25(1980) ,202-221.

cf. Campbell 1971:112-118; Vawter 1972, G. Sternberger, TRE IV, p.444;
Dorn 1980:22-25, Martin-Achard
1981B:307-308, H. Ringgren, Israelitieche Religion, 2nd ed., Stuttgart 1982, p.334; andM. Granat .•Beth
Mikra 27(1981),87 (reacting to Bronner, see n.l above).

is inter-

identifies

ce.

.~k~

and 73:24.

verbs,

of referring

immortality

has been criticized

by Dahood do not satisfy

dead in Ps 5:9,

Dahood

remarked

be regarded

being

"to take" means

observation.

between

rather

of

a pas-

a belief in beatific afterlife can be deduced from its
7
by Aqhat • The interpretation
of 'ubryt was questioned toos.

is clearly

of the dead in Isa 26:19, Ps

in Gen 5:24, II Kgs 2:3.5.9,

To this can be added a more general

Dahood

27:4.13;

"to awake",

139: 18, Prov 6:22, and Dan 12:2 and the verb nj7'7,

large number

vision

of the concept

143:10. The verb Y'j7,

possible

the method

in reading

and also whether

116:9, Job 33:30 and many other texts.

139:24,

in the first place

is that Dahood has confused

material

Dahood now

"to lead", would mean "to lead into paradise"

73:24,

take to heaven

afterlife

of the blessed

are rein this

and 91:15-16.

literature,

viz. in Ps 17:15; 21:7;

reactions
opponents

serious

the Ugaritic

Dahood's
is

but most

most important

concerns

to the philologically

to distinguish

79

for the "sort of mistake

are taken as one without

7:36.

43:3-4;

that we can find the idea of the beatific

after in the Old Testament,

23:3,61:3,

viz. in Num 23:

and Sirach

Dahood

expectations

negation

by Hebrew

24:14.20,

firmly grounded

His criticism

probab Le" ", Another

by other scholars

Ugaritic

109:13, Prov 23:18;

found by Dahood

also assumes

142:6;

theologically

failing

One of Dahood's

He rebukes

KTU 1.17:VI.25ff.can

answer is also of significance

(KTU 1.17:VI.35-36,

1

of the

D"n

that Hebrew

116:8-9;

is Vawter.

sage according

exist-

found some supportl,

of Dahood

or rejecting3•

reasoning.

12:28, and 15:24.

will he receive

preted

matter

~ym in the first line of the text above) denotes eternal life in

Ugaritic

n'lnl<

served2

Research

Cf. O. Loretz, Die Psalmen, II, AOAT 207/2, Neukirchen-Vluyn
466-467 and Dorn 1980:63-73.
Cf. M.H. Pope, JBL 85 (1966) ,462-463, Campbell
pp.467-468, and Dorn 1980:68.

1979, pp.

1971: 115; Loretz,

Die

Psalmen,

Cf. Vawter 1972: 165, Loretz, p.467, actually, it means "future", cf. S.
Gevirtz, VT 11(1961) ,147-148 and P. van der Lugt and J.C. de Moor, BiOr
31 (1974) ,8.
Dorn 1980:181-182;
cf. also H. Ringgren, ThWAT II, co1.895 who states
that the only Old Testament text which speaks "k1ar und unzweideutig"
of eternal life is Dan 12:2.
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Notscher:

of Interpretation

"bei Hiob und in den Psalmen

dem Gerechten

wegen

doch ein hoheres

Gut zuteil wird,

losen sein kann:

dieses

als ein Schauen

offenbart

seiner Rechtschaffenheit

sich der Glaube,

aller Erfahrung

als es das glucklichste

Gut besteht

oder zu zerst6ren,,1. He refers
4ff.; 16:11; 73:23ff.;

49:16;

vermag

in this connection
and 17:15. Dahood

nor has he - if we may believe

mit Gott, die

bei Gott bezeich-

kein Tod zu hindern

to Job 19:26-27;
does not mention

by Dahood

for in

Dorn comes to completely

much from the way in which
cerning the hereafter

Alongside

that Dahood's

the early church

reasoning

does not differ

tried to prove

from the Old Testament;

its dogmas

in other words:

con-

it looks

scholars

the Israelites

there

to support

may have believed

appears

to be a growing

Dahood's

According

literally

in eternal

life after death

is usually

interpreted

among

however,

the current

opinion

(see pp.48-51

below).

to this discussion

and others he criticizes

the discovered

"a more coherent

studies"

concept

He does so by adding

3.

in his opinion

and other Psalms

with royal elements

"as a reflexion

relation
eternal

life" of

a number

of Ugaritic
of a belief

kings. Traces

and possible

afterlife

derived

The eternity

ber of Psalms
present
blissful

"where the king claims

existence
communion

Notscher

shows sympathy

views5,

mentions

with Dahood's

'life' not only as .happiness

and in the continuance

of his children,

with God that he himself

with God,,4. He assumes

"a democratization

of the

a numin his

1924:167.

Cf. Jenni 1953:57-62 and THAT II, cols.237-238
150 and Steiner 1980:248.
5

Cf. Eaton

1976:38.67

Ibid., p.163.

with regard to Dahood's

1973:230;

and also Dorn
interpretation

1978:530-531.541;

and

1980:148r

p.253.

r

p.254.

of Ps 16; 23.

cf. also Quintens

this

demyth-

1979:240;

of

a development

of what was formerly

but also as a

Sawyer

to afterlife,

that later "the notion

to all the righteous",

will enjoy for ever,,6. The

XIV, p.98;

in Ps 21: 3-5

in a partly

Dorn 1980:152-344; cf. also A. Hilary Armstrong, RAC XI, pp.1-21 who
states that there are no references
to the concept of beatific vision
in the Old Testament.
Cf. M. Greenberg, Enoyalopaedia Judaiaa
Loretz, Die Psalmen, II, p.465.

and Eblaite
in the immor-

of the king arises

king.
Eaton, who clearly

to pro-

ancient Near

Healey regards

it may also

to the personal

but he

of this "estab-

references

in Israel.

an ideology

tradition.

life was extended

called

within

are found by Healey

of this concept

of royal ideology,

form from Canaanite

blessed

,

by

36; 49; 56; 61; 91; 116; and 142. So there is ample

for the existence

ologized

methods

He merely wants

perspective

of deceased

recently
2

Dahood's

the existence

of royal immortality"

about the age

was offered

itself.

and nuanced

lished tradition

for the king.
as an extra-

to the "eternal

to some scholars,

as a reference

tendency

theory on at least one point:

of the royal court referring

the king's dynasty4.
have been meant

Eastern

evidence

The wish "the king may live forever"
vagant expression

Like Vawter

does not question
vide it with

questioned

in afterlife

contribution

viz. Ps 16; 23; 30(?);

exegesis3•

these reproaches

Old Testament

An important

rightly

belief

tality and even the deification

It was noted by some scholars

like dogmatical

of the positive

texts, which prove

results2•

different

who in his opinion

Healey.

Ps 11:

Notscher,

Dorn - taken over his carefulness;

of the texts mentioned
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exegesis

Leben der Gott-

Gottes oder als ein Sein oder Sichfreuen

Research

same view can be found with Quintens, who is a studen t of Dahood; in his
of Ps 21:51• Quintens also refers to the observations of Brichto,

dass

zum Trotz,

in der Gnadenverbindung

net wird. Das Gluck dieser Gottesgemeinschaft

his exegesis

1.4. Modern

a royal pre-
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of Interpretation

1.5. Summary

pattern

of the "Divine Warrior".

About
1.5. SUMMARY

one century

tament

conceptions

ago an important
of afterlife

of animism. Many scholars
ory about the origin
Our survey of the history
mark quoted

in the introduction

ture on the Old Testament
a clear overview

about the nature

conceptions

of afterlife.

that arguments

reappear

with modern

of historical-critical

Bailey's

of the secondary

re-

litera-

It is not easy to get

on this subject.

clear that on some points

We have noted

church sometimes
ginning

has confirmed

of all that has been written

less, it may have become
continuity.

of interpretation

Neverthe-

scholars

and theories

in our

days.
Until

the beginning

of modern

resurrection
granted

critical

had no problem

research

of the dead with the Old Testament.

that the God who promises

eternal

afterlife

and expressions
the afterlife.
as creator

promises

in the MT and the versions.

or less associated

in order to support

Although
questioned

the methods

by the modern

with

those

critical

method.

who

with

the Church

to the cycle of nature

in a beatific

arising

scholars

were

in the nineteenth

cen-

It is still a matter

of the king.

in certain

Israelite

of dispute

whether

in

of heroes has been

belief
in

and Loretz.

of the Old Testament

afterlife

with other religions
Nowadays

period before

religion

the exile

period

in beatific
the

af-

beginning

of

We also find the
were familiar

with

It has even been supposed

circles

(cf. the theories

of

represents

and Persian

studies.

been closely

Xella, Healey

related

of ancient

It is usually

in the

after the exile.

taken for granted

folk religion.

conceptions

with regard

to the afterlife!.

Evidently

conclusions

further

that

of Canaan before

the rise of Yahwism

to the Israelite

with the Ugaritic

of af-

influence

Ugarit has received

of the inhabitants

and before

conceptions

Canaanite

and that it
With the

of afterlife

and others have come to new inSights

to unanimous
problems.

the Israelite

and Greek influence

the religion

as a nation

and, if so, in what way the con-

tend to assume

to the religion

in recent

beliefs

has influenced

most scholars

the relation

scholars;

of Old and New Testa-

with Albright

the later

and Healey).

of Israel

or supple-

next to Yahwism.

as they are recorded

veneration

of the later Yahwistic

that the Israelites

the comparison

and Christian

the harmony

Dahood,

in ancient

The fact, however,

Is-

that

shows that this approach

is not

study is necessary.

to these results by the use of the same

like Dahood

comparison

rection

to have been revised

afterlife

the assumed

and more recently

attention

left its

of texts that could be more

Jewish

research

emphasize

A scholar

Ugaritic,

and transla-

and beatific

as the background

Especially

afterlife

can still be found with modern

They do not come, however,

associative

in God

Scholars

of such a cult be-

and as part of a folk religion

Especially

the-

and started

Israel.

of the existence

This view can be found with Lods and Torge

terlife.

this interpretation.

of the ancient

tury, many of the proof-texts
especially

appear

the belief

of the editors

and beatific

A number

with this belief

words

of Israel

terlife.

Wifall

to the patriarchs.

to assume that the belief
in resurrection

containing

for the religion

theory

of this general

cult of the dead would have influenced

that this was accepted
is

of the church about

One could also refer to texts expressing

and to the unfulfilled

for

the validity

regarded

the belief

to the expectation

texts

which were also used in the dogmas

There is reason

mented

References

Israelite

to the study of the Old Tes-

of the dead in ancient

and Lods were convinced

in resurrection

opinion

in the

For it was taken

were found in Old Testament

tors of the Old Testament
traces

their belief

bliss in the New Testament

no other than the God of the Old Testament.
of beatific

of the Old Testament

in relating

of religion

fore the rise of Yahwism

our century

most Jews and Christians

ment.

like Schwally

impulse

was given by the anthropological

tried to prove

of worship

the Old Testament.

from the be-

have found new advocates

for traces

beliefs

which were used in the early

research

looking

This ancient

there is a remarkable

83

derives

and Greenspoon,who
in connection

of the dead, works with the assumption

his arguments

refers

from the

like many Fathers

of

with the hope for resurof an ancient Near Eastern

Jacob, UF 11(1979) ,495 who states with regard to the influence of the discovery of ancient Ugarit upon the study of the Old Tesfaudra donc nuancer, et en tout cas revoir, tout ce que
l'Ancient Testament di t du sujet de la mort".
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of Interpretation

1.6. Consequences

involved

Within

l.

this framework

when ideas are borrowed
1.6. CONSEQUENCES

FOR FURTHER

STUDY

plies

that these

ligion itself
Finally,
From the history
Testament
appears

ideas

tures within

similar

we learn that the comparative

and ancient Near Eastern

to be absolutely

parison

these

of research

necessary

religions

has many pitfallsl.

to study elements

their own context before

comparing

study of Old

from different

It

cul-

them. And in this com-

we have to reckon with many different

aspects.

ideas occurring

it has to be asked whether

ideas

are

in different

found

the same situation.

in

the

cultures

same

time and wether

It can be asked whether

Before

relating

of modern

of the assumed

our infomation

scarce,

there is a danger

Secondly,

topic as the ideas
ideas

Our survey of modern
larities

between

this recorded

research

Old Testament

religion

conceptions

in the literature

dency of simply describing

Yahwism

criticized;

in time and place between

or else the ancient

Ugarit

it is necessary

life in the whole region
superfluous

to describe

belief

of ancient

folk

ourselves

according

to its clo-

including

phenomena

to noting

Egypt.

of circular

reasoning

to two more

study. First

of an ancient

as it is described

denoting

Israelite

there is
folk religion

in the Old Testament.
of ancient

by working

with different

as denoting

life without

it denotes

eternal

Israel is

with hypoth-

to another

to the latter

end, that is, life without

afterlife.

and distinguish

and terms describing

gods) in heaven

beatific

(cf. I Thess

death;

life after death and it has been

it should be remarked

not always
We could define

appears

Some use it in its

from this life to the afterlife

in the hereafter
With regard

and consistent

of the afterlife2•

"immortality"

scholars.

beatific

it is best to take each term literally
the transition

aspects

by the fact that the tem

meanings

to others

to be precise

different

used also as a term for everlasting

noting

draws our attention
further

To avoid confusion
between

tems

de-

or from one situthe afterlife
that belief

it-

in life

the same as the hope for beatific
afterlife

as being

forever with God

4:17).

It would be

of the cultures

very remarkable

to the interpretation

before

to be very important

In order to get some inIsrael compared

to gain a view of the ideas about the after-

of the Near East,

that may be helpful with regard

Israelite

a ten-

with regard to this matter,

and Israel2•

here comparable

this area. We can restrict

and ideas about

We even noticed

for we have to keep in mind the distance

sight into what is characteristic
sest neighbour

of afterlife

of ancient Ugarit.

as a kind of pseudo-Ugaritic

but this was rightly

meaning

showed that there appear to be many simi-

re-

of Israel.

different

that can be found with many other peoples.

im-

given with regard to the religion
it appears

This can be illustrated

with such a general

always

the borrowing

but for which no factual

especially

that we have to do with more common human

within

that

from the study of other religions

in the use of terminology

when we are dealing

this practically

on this part of the religion

from the other of by both from a third source, but it is also possible,

about life and death,

research

existence

religion

Because

eses derived
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(see p.55 above).

next to the official

they were used in

they were taken over by one

from other religions

have to be mentioned

the problem

Study

it should also be taken into account

ideas fit in with a development

the survey

matt~which

for Further

outside

parallels

of the phenomena

Cf. H. Frankfort, The ProbLem of SimiLarity in Ancient Near Eastern
Oxford 1951; C. Westemann,
"Sinn und Grenze religionsgeschichtlicher Parallelen", ThLZ 90 (1965) ,489-496; H. Ringgren, "Remarks
on the Method of Comparative Mythology", in Near Eastern Studies in
Honor of WiLLiam FoxweLL ALbright, ed. H. Goedicke, Baltimore 1971, pp.
407-411; and Bartelmus 1979:31-34.

ReLigions,

Cf. the cautious remarks on this topic by P.C. Craigie,
and Israel", TyndaLe BuUetin
34 (1983) ,145-167.

"Ugarit, Canaan

in general

Widengren

Cf. Healey 1977A:274-275;
setti 1982:226-227.

1969:394-426.
Bailey

1979:27-28;

Dorn 1980:35-36;

and Ca-

